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FOREWORD

These Proceedings, published in five volumes, comprise the 49 papers presented
B at the Eighth Navy Symposium on Aeroballistics held at the Naval Weapons Center

Corona Laboratories, Corona, Calif., 6, 7, and 8 May 1969.

This symposium was the eighth in a series begun in 1950 under the
sponsorship of the then Bureau of Ordnance Committee on Aeroballistics, and
currently conducted by the Naval Aeroballistics Advisory Committee as sponsoring 4

committee for the Naval Air Systems Command and the Naval Ordnance SystemsF Command. The continuing purpose of the symposiums has been to disseminate the
results of aeroballistics research and to bring the research findings of industry, the
universities, and government laboratories to bear upon the Navy's aeroballistics

[j~ research and development programs. f
Over 200 research scientists representing more than 72 organizations attended I

this eighth symposium. Sessions 1 and 2 covered the subjects of heat tiansfer and
aerophysics, nozzles and jet effects; Sessions 3 and 4 were concerned with
aerodynamics and missile stability; and Session 5 dealt with structures and
aeroelasticity, and external carriage and store separation.

[10
The papers in these Proceedings have been reproduced in facsimile. They

appear in the order of presentation except that al! classified papers have been taken

Ui out of sequence and grouped together as Volume 5, a confidential volume. Volumes
1 through 4 are unclassified. This is Volume 3. 1

Requests for or comments on individual papers should be addressed to the 1LI respective authors.

RAY W. VAN AKEN

I-i General Chairman
Symposium Committee

Published by the Publishing Division of tho Technical Information Department, NWC; first
printing, June 1969, 250 copies.
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Paper No. 21

RESEARCH ON AN ASYMMETRIC GLIDE REENTRY VEHICLE*

(U)
(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

Iby

Herbert R. Little, Robert H. Burt, and Jerry Coble
ARO, INC.

Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn. 37389

ABSTRACT. (U) The results of an experimental study of 9-deg J"
cones having canted bases are presented. Force and static stability
data, obtained at Mach numbers from 6 to 21, provide the basis for
predicting the behavior of the asymmetric vehicle under continuum
hypersonic laminar conditions. Newtonian impact theory, used as the
inviscid, high Mach number limit, is demonstrated to be quite accurate
In describing behavioral characteristics when variations in nose blunt-
ness and base cant angle occur.

(U) Detailed evidence for the full cone (no base cant) is pre-

sented to show that Mach number influence is negigible at Mach numbers
above 10; similar behavior is shown in summary form for the asymmetric
body. At Mach number 10, the effects of nose transpiration cooling on

I forces and moments are shown; there is evidence that a substantial
change in trim angle could occur on the asymmetric body with blowing.
Base pressures for sting-mounted models are shown to be constant when
the base cant varies; however, there are changes in aerodynamic forces

and moments as a result of the canted base.

*The work reported herein was supported by the Arnold Engineering

3 Development Center, Air Force Systems Command, under Contract
F40600-69-C-0001 with ARO, Inc. Further reproduction is authorized to
satisfy needs of the U. S. Government.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ab Axial projection of the model base area, ln

c.g. Center of gravity

CAb Base axial-force coefficient, -(pb-P)Ab/q.S

CAt Total axial-force coefficient, total axial force/q.S

Cj Normalized mass Injection rate, f/p.UmS

C Rolling-moment coefficient about body x-axis, rolling
moment/qCS Db

C1 Pitchng-moment coefficient referenced as shown in Fig. la,
m pitching moment/q S Db

C' Yawing-moment coefficient about moment reference (see
n Fig. la), yawing moment/q.S Db

C1 Normal-force coefficient, normal force/q.S

C1 Side-force coefficient, side force/q S

C. Constant of proportionality in linear viscosity law,
(T /Tw)(W/P.)

Db Moment coefficient reference length, 2Rb, in.

H Stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lb

K Proportionality constant used in the Newtonian theory

9Blunted cone length, in.

L Sharp cone length, in.

L/D Lift-to-drag ratio based on CAt

m Mass injection rate, lb/sec

M Mach number

Pb Model base pressure, lb/In

546
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p Pressure, Ib/in.

Total pressure behind a normal shock at free-stream
conditions, lb/in?

q Dynamic pressure, lb/in?

Rb Cone base radius, in.(see Fig. I)

Re, Free-stream Reynolds number per foot, ft1

Re, Free-stream Reynolds number based on model length

R Model nose radius, in.

S Coefficient reference area, wR, inb' n

T Temperature, *K

U Velocity, ft/sec

v Hypersonic viscous parameter, M (CC/Re 1/2

X,Y,Z; Orthogonal body, aeroballistic, and wind axes
X',Y',Z ; respectively

x Distance from model apex to forward extremity of the model
base, in.(see Fig. la)

xcp Center-of-pressure location

x Limit of Integratlon used in the Newtonian theory as
defined in Eqs. ia and lb

at Total angle of attack, degrees

Integration stepsize used in the Newtonian theory, degrees

ec Cone half angle, degrees

P Mass density, lb/ft 3 , or the coordinate which defines the
distance from the model apex to a position on the body

Isurface as used in the Newtonian theory, in.

Viscosity, lb/ft-sec

547
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a Asymmetric base cant angle, degrees

I Aerodynamic roll angle and angular coordinate which defines 7
circumferential position in a cross-sectional plane as used
In Newtonian theory, degrees

',X Limits of integration, used in Newtonian theory as defined
a b in Eqs. 5a and 5b

Angle defining circumferentia! positicn where the model
surface becomes shielded from the flow, used in the Newtonian theory (see Eqn. 5), degrees

Nose bluntness ratio, Rn/Rb

SUBSCRIPTS

o Free-stream stagnation conditions

w Wall conditions

Free-stream conditions

SUPERSCRIPT "

K Refers force and moment coefficients to aeroballistic axis

system. All unprimed values are in standard body axis
system.

" a ,

Il

I.I
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INTRODUCTION

(U) The use of slender cones for reentry vehicles is widespread
since these configurations are generally characterized by low drag and
relatively high volumetric efficiency. Usually the cones are symmetric
for non-maneuvering reentry whereas flaps oi tins are employed to ob-! tain the moments necessary for maneuvering. These control devices can
accomplish the desired moments either by using large control surfaces

and small deflections or small control surfaces and large deflections.
The first method is generally plagued with structural problems whereIiI
the second method presents aerodynamic heating problems generated by
the large deflections. In an attempt to minimize these problems the

* present study is concerned with the high Mach number behavior of a cone

rendered asymmetric by canting the base, and the selected results are
taken from a recent study at AEDC. The complete results of this study
will be published as an AEDC Technical Report.

(U) The symmetric cone can be trimmed at angles of attack by
shifting the center of gravity (c.g.) laterally, however with slender

j cones the lateral dimensions are small and the lateral c.g. shift is
very limited. Canting the base is one method considered for producing
the moments necessary to trim the vehicle at an angle of attack, pre-

I ferably near the angle of attack corresponding to its peak lift-to-drag

F ratio. It was discovered after this study had been initiated that a
similar vehicle had been studied experimentally 6y Varwig and Mason

w(Ref. I) and Ellinwood and Varwig (Ref. 2) for a 7-deg half-angle cone
and one base cant angle (a = 30 deg).

(U) The basic model in the present study is a 9-deg half-angle
cone on which the effects of nose bluntness ( = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15)
and base cant (a = 22.5 and 45 deg) are investigateo. Data were also

obtained on the basic cone (a = 0) for comparison with the canted base
data. The data presented are primarily experimental and were obtained
at Mach numbers from 6 to 21 and several Reynolds numbers in order to
determine both Mach number and viscous effects. In general, data were
obtained on each configuration at angles of attack from 0 to 25 deg and

3model roll angles from 0 to 180 deg (22.5 deg increments). The test

matrix, however, is more complete at the lower Mach numbers (6, 8, and
10) where the majority of the data were obtained. An analysis using
Newtonian impact theory is performed In order to better assess the data
trends obtained at high Reynolds number.

549
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(U) Base pressure distributions are presented from a detailed
Investigation of base pressure measurements on the extreme base cant
(o = 45 deg) at Mach number 10. Limited data were obtained on the full
cone to determine the effects of nose transpiration on the force and
stability characteristics (using nitrogen as the injected gas).

(U) For convenience the test body will be referred to by the
acronymAGRV (Asymmetric Glide Reentry Vehicle).

TEST APPARATUS I

(U) The experimental data were obtained in three of the VKF
hypersonic wind tunnels. The Gas Dynamic Wind Tunnels, Hypersonic
(B and C), are closed circuit, continuous operation facilities having
axisymmetric contoured nozzles expanding to 50-in diameter test sec-
tions. Each tunnel has two interchangeable throat sections to produce
Mach 6 or 8 (Tunnel B) and Mach 10 or 12 (Tunnel C) flows. Varying
supply pressures yield a range of Reynolds numbers. A special feature
of each tunnel is a model injection system whereby the model may be
Injected into or removed from the test section without interrupting
the turnel flow. Further descriptions of the continuous flow tunnels
are included in Ref. 3 and extensive details of their design and
calibrations are presented in Ref. 4.

(U) Tunnel F is an electric arc-heated Impulse hypersonic wind
tunnel of the Hotshot type developed at AEDC. The test gas, nitrogen
or air, is initially confined in an arc chamber by a diaphragm located
near the throat of a convergent-divergent nozzle. The gas is heated
and compressed by an electric arc discharge resulting in rupture of
the diaphragm and subsequent expansion through a 4-deg half-angle
conical nozzle to a maximum 108-In diameter test section. Testing is
possible at either the maximum diameter for Mach numbers from 13 to 21
or at the 54-In diameter station for Mach numbers 10 to 15. Useful run
times between 50 and 200 msec are obtained. A-recent innovation in
Tunnel F testing is the addition of a free-jet test section immediately
downstream of the arc chamber for studies of ablation and cross-
hatching. Models having diameters of about 4 in can be tested at Machnumbers from 5 to 10 under laminar or turbulent conditions. Reference3 Includes a description of Tunnel F, and Refs. 5 and 6 include detailed ;I

descriptions of the testing techniques and tunnel calibrations.

(U) Differing test techniques required separate models for the
continuous-flow tunnels and the impulse tunnel. The model nomenclature
and basic dimensions of all models are shown in Fig. Ia. The Tunnel B
and C basic model was a 9-deg half-angle cone with an 8-in bar3
diameter machined from 303 stainless steel. This model had inter-

55i
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changeable noses to provide bluntness ratios of 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15,
and interchangeable bases to provide base cant angles of 22.5 and 45

deg as well as the basic cone (Fig. Ib). The 45-deg base was later
instrumented with 14 pressure orifices (0.063-in diam) for the base
pressure distribution test.

(U) In Tunnel F, the model weight had to be minimized to reduce
dynamic effects; thus the basic construction was of balsa with an
epoxy sheath to protect the model surface. The base diameter of the
basic cone was 3.5 in and three separate models were fabricated to ,

provide the full cone and canted bases (Fig. Ic) each having a blunt-

ness ratio of 0.05.

I NSTRUMENTAT ION

A (U) Six-component, internal, strain gage balances (acceleration
compensated in Tunnel F) were used to measure the forces and moments.

Only the balance used for the standard force test in Tunnel C had suf-
j ficlent sensitivity to measure the rolling moments with an acceptable

degree of accuracy. For this reason only Mach number 10 rolling mom-
ent data are presented.

(U) Base pressures were monitored by single balance cavity pres-
sure measurements. Full base pressure distributions were obtained at

i Mach 10 for the extreme base cant (a = 45 deg) to substantiate these
measurements.

(U) A special balance was used for the 'n-s injection tests in
Tunnel C which allowed the injectant gas to pass through the center of
the balance and Into the model through stainless steel bellows designed
and arranged so as to isolate the balance from the injectant pressure.
The large size of the water jacket (3.25 in diam) r-eouired for the mass
injection balance prevented its use on the models with canted bases.
Injection mass flow rates (ni) were monitored using sonic orifice
plates which are a standard feature of the Tunnel C mass injection

system. The accuracy of the mass flow rate measurements is estimated
to be within ± I percent for this system.

TEST CONDITIONS

(U) The moderate pressures and temperatures necessary for the
Mach number 6 and 8 flows in Tunnel B allow the use of perfect-gas
relationships to determine free-stream and post-shock conditions.
Measured quantities are reservoir pressure and temperature (in con-
junction with calibrations).

U 551
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Vol. 3 (U) In Tunnel C, reservoir pressures and temperatures are V

sufficiently high to require the use of real gas properties to cal-
culate test section conditions. The Beattie-Bridgeman equation of
state Is used In the form presented in Ref. 7. In addition to reser-
voir pressure and temperature, a test section pltot pressure measure-
ment is made periodically to monitor the flow conditions.

(U) In Tunnel F, very high temperaturesand pressures demand
specialized techniques to define the free-stream flows. Timewise
measurements of reservoir pressure, test section pitot pressure and 7-

hemisphere-cylinder stagnation point heat-transfer rate are used in
conjunction with Fay-Riddell heat-transfer theory (Ref. 8) to determine
reservoir enthalpy and free-stream conditions as described In Ref. 9.
Validation of the method of calculation is given in Ref. 10.

(U) A complete listing of all test conditions is summarized in
Table 1. !

PRECISION

(U) Considering the vast amount of instrumentation used on these

tests and the large number of test entries, each requiring different 7"
instrumentation, it would be extremely difficult to present the esti-
mated precision for all data. The following table is presented to show
the maximum expected deviations In the measurements considering all the
data. On some entries the precision was much better than indicated in
the table.

Coefficient C m CAt Cf C' C X: /p

CN Cy n c.p. P
Uncertainty

Tunnel B,C t.006 t.003 '.003 '.006 '.003 L.0002 t .015% ±I0%

Tunnel F '.02 ±.008 '.O '.02 '.008 --- ±1.0% :20%

NEWTONIAN IMPACT THEORY F

(U) For axisymmetric reentry shapes it has been shown extensively
that the Newtonian impact theory can readily provide good estimates of
normal force, pitching moment, and center-of-pressure location but it
underpredicts axial force and consequently gives optimistic estimates
of the lift-drag ratio; (see for example, Refs. II and 12).
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S(U) A study was conducted to apply the Newtonian theory to the

present asymmetric body. The gneral equations as set forth by Clark

and Trimmer, Ref. 13, were modified to handle the base cant. A refer- It
ence sketch showing the nomenclature is shown in Fig. 2. The modPfica-
tion consisted of changing the upper limit, X2 on the p integration.

For 0 S a' 0 the limit becomes:

X2  (Rb/tan Oc - Rb tan a) cos (I - c [tan a sin (w - ecJ

os + + tan a sin (-O) cos *' sin - + - I (a)

-1 and for c < ' -e

c 2 c

[ IX 2  R (Rb/tan 0c R tan a) cos (i-Wc) - [tan a sin ] I.

F [ac b r2sn tan

o - sita[tan a sin(-c)]

os sin -I [tan 1 + + [ tan a( Ib),

[tan 0

I tne'i+2sin-' Ltan ci'I (b)

7 cos 01sn sin- -- $+ ". S

The equations, which may be integrated numerically, are:

Normal-Force Coefficient

0~ a' ec

2 Ccos2' sin 3ec cos 
0c sino' + (2 sina' cosa' sin 2Oc)

-W/2 Rn
tan 0c

(cos2 ec sin 2f') + sin 2a' sin ec cos
3 8c sin3o

' pdpdol + 7

IK cos a, sin a' cos4 cc  (2a)cc+
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< a' (/2-

--, 2  X2

C, =K4 cos2a' sln 3Dc cosO sino' + (2 sina' cosa' sin 2 60 ,i

N S
2 tanec

2c .2in3c R2 sin a'
(cos2 DC si 1 + sin a'l sin DCco DO3C s in3 ')pdpds' + n

os- -- + cosa' cos4 ec [/2 + sin - 'tan e sin c-

•nj tan a' j 3
tct

2- 1'~ 2~sin2 ec  3 - ;7 -at si 2' sin 2 e (2b) i

IS

AxialForce Coefi:cient Isnau n2cJ(b1

0 : a' 5 DC

x2
CAt R cos2a ' sin 4 Dc + (2 sina' cosa' sin 3 a) ii

fRn

-/2 tan 0c  7-

(cos ec sin *') + sin 2a' sin 2 DC cos2 eC sin 2  pdpdO" - '

IwRn Wisn a' c05 D0C 2 a' 4 cs

+ 2 - cos sin Dc a' (3a)
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A ale < at (w/2- c)

r'2 X2  
_1

CAt = (cos2a' sin 4 ec + 2 sina' cosal sin3ec cosec sino'
f n

tan 9c

+ s.n2s sin 2  cos2 c sin 2*')pdd + os& cos-  sC c 2 si a')
.in2 4 2 ,

a Co C 22 2OI~+ ~ (i 2 ; e - osa' sin4 ec + Cos a? F2 + sin- (tanal 1cot i21

COS a' sin ec 2
+ 2 (I- sin 2 8 C ) sin ' - sin 2 ec  (3b)

Pitching-Moment Coefficient

I
0 c '

2X 3n w2T~~ D b i 'C~~2 - sina' cosa' l 4 ~ K n(:irlo? cos20

-w/2 tanec

sin 2ec) (cos
2a' sin 3 ec + 2 sina' cosa' sin 2 ec cos 

0c sino'

+ sin 2a' sin ec cos2 0c sin O,)p 2 dpd (4a)
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0 < a (w/2 -0)C C"

Cm 2X C, kRn sina' (sin 6C + ' cosilen + F
3Db N 2SDb sinec sin a' c 2

tan ej] + sin n_ - K
i/ Ii 5[Iien

__ (i_ (3 -s sia' 3 ninsn b

2 X2

2 2~~ 3

1,12 ta~n~(sino? cos2e~ + sin 6 )(Cos a' sin 306
\ ' tan ec6

+ 2 sina' cosa' sin 2ec cosec sino' + sin 2 ' sin ec cose c snO')p -pdO

where the beginning of the shadowed region is defined as I

'2 = - si (tan 0c/tan a'). (5)

This theory was used to provide estimates and a basis for data A
comparison for all the configurations tested. Results of these cor-
putations for selected configurations are presented in Fig. 3. It

should be noted here that K = 2.0 for tnese computations. 7-

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ..

A great deal of experimental data were obtained In the course of 7
the AGRV study and only summaries of these data are presented. The
aeroballistic axis system was used for referencing the force and moment
coefficients and model attitude. This system is described in detail in
Ref. 14 and is simply an orthogonal system which pitches with the model
but remains fixed when the model rolls about its own axial centerline. 5
The coefficients in this system are denoted by prime quantities except
rolling moment and axial force which are normal body axis coefficients

55i
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and with no roll (' = 0) all coefficients correspond to the body-axis
system.

(U) The experimental data are compared with the Newtonian pre-
dictions in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, Newtonian theory is shown to predict
the normal force coefficient quite well, however, this iheoy under-
predicts the axial force coefficient as shown in Fig. 4c. It should be
noted that Newtontan theory assumes that the free-stream static pressure
is present on any surface shielded from the flow. Therefore, the

I experimental axial force coefficient should be corrected for base pres-
sure in order to make direct comparisons with Newtonian theory. Typical
results of a rather detailed investigation on base pressure distributions
are presented in Fig. 4d for ' = 0.05, a = 45 deg and M=, = 10. These
data show that the base pressure corrections are small at these con-
ditions and do not affect he ccmparison with theory significantly. The
base pressure level expected with the turbulent boundary layers from
Ref. 15 is also Indicated. Also notice in Fig. 4c that the comparison
becomes worse at the higher Mach numbers (also higher V.); the disparity
is caused by viscous effects and will be discussed later.

j j(U) Lift-io-drag ratios, computed using normal force and total
axial force, are presented in Fig. 5a for the basic cone and both canted
bases In two attitudes. This figure shows that the maximum L/D actually
occurs with the base cant leeward and at a lower angle of attack than
with the cant windward. The rolling moments presented in Fig. 5b, how-
ever, show that the vehicle is not stable in roll with the cant leeward
(vehicle center of gravity assumed to be on axial centerline), but is
stable in roll with the cant windward. Note here that the rolling
moments were obtained at M. = 10, while the L/D and trim character-
istics (Fig. 5a) presented were obtained at M. = 8. This was necessary
since the test matrix was more complete at M. = 8, but precise rolling
moment measurements were oniy obtained at M, = 10, as previously men-
tioned. Peak L/D values occurred at a % 12 deg for both base cant
angles with the cant windward. Figure 5c shows that the vehicle with
o = 45 deg can be trimmed (Cm = 0) at an angle of attack near the peak
L/D (a 10 deg), with the c.g. axially located to favor the shortened
cone produced by the base cant (see sketch on Fig. 5c). The vehicle
with a = 22.5 deg Is shown to trim at a 2 7.5 deg which is further from
its peak L/D, but the magnitude of L/D at trim is about the same as for
a = 45 deg. This occurs because the peak L/D values are different for
the two vehicles. An adverse effect on trim angle caused by nose
blunting is indicated in Fig. 5d.

l (U) The vehicle with a = 45 deg was selected to show the effect of
roll angle on the aerodynamic characteristics at an angle of attack
near its trim angle, lO-deg. These results are shown in Fig. 6a
(C, C, and L/D) and Fig. 6b (C, C and CAt). Newtonian predictions
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are also shown for comparison. I2

Viscous interaction effect on axial force coefficients is pre-
sented In Fig. 7 for base cants of 0, 22.5 and 45 deg at several
attitudes. The increase in CAt with v, Is shown to be similar for '

each configuration, however, the levels are displaced. The viscous
effect is more pronounced at the higher angle of attack with the base

cant windward (#' = 180 deg.) as would be expected since the windward
surface area varies significantly at this attitude. The solid symbolsshown on each plot near v. = 0 are variations caused by Mach number and

wall temperature effects. Wh tfield and Griffith have demonstrated
these effects quite thoroughly in Ref. 16. The Newtonian values are
also shown on each plot for each configuration to show inviscid levels
of the axial force coefficient. Viscous and Mach number effects on CN'
and C4 were also examined but these effects were small compared to
those on CAt and therefore are not presented.

The viscous effects obtained during the present study have been 2
extended on the basic cone by using data obtained from Ref. 17. These
results are shown in Fig. 8 where the Mach number and Reynolds number
effects have been separated to show the effect of each on center of
pressure location. Sufficiently high Reynolds number (v. < 0.015) was
maintained to show the Mach number effects. The Newtonian value and
the value obtained from Whitfield and Wolny in Ref. 18 are shown for
comparison. The point of interest here is the rearward shift of the
center of pressure with decreasing Reynolds number (based on total
model length, ). These data show approximately an 8 percent shift In
center of pressure with three orders of magnitude decrease in Reynolds
number.

The effects of mass injection to simulate a transpiration cooled N
nose on the basic cone were also investigated at M. = 10. Nose
transpiration simulation was accomplished by injecting nitrogen
through a porous nose, shown in Fig. 9. This nose which corresponded '7
to the bluntest _ose tested ( M = 0.i5) was made of 60 percent dense
nickel Foametal vacuum brazed to the conical afterbody. Several
mass flow rates were obtained by varying the nitrogen supply pressure.

The results of these tests are presented in Fig. 10. CN was
unaffected by the mass injection as shown in Fig. lOa. Variations in
C were caused by the mass injection as shown in Fig. lOb. These
variations are more apparent at angles of attack near lO-deg. At this
angle of attack C' decreased with increasing mass flow rate until b =
0.003 Ib/sec, Re0,9.  2.83 million. No change in C was observed for
(b > 0.003 lb/sec.' A further decrease in C was observed when the

Reynolds number was reduced. Note the vehicle with a = 45 deg trimmed
at this angle of attack, and these decreases in C indicate that the
trim angle would be further reduced. Variations in CAt, Fig. lOc,

J
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2ki with mass injection were detected, however these variations are slight.

Slight effects were also observed on base pressure, Fig. 10d, but
these tco are not considered significantly different from those obtained
without inass injection.

(U) It was unfortunate that some data were not obtained with

turbulent boundary layers both with and without mass injection. A test
entry was being proposed to obtain these data by using boundary layer
trips when the present study was terminated.Iii

CONCLUDING REMARKS

(U) Analysis of the experimental data c.. iined at Mach numbers
from 6 to 21 and theoretical predictions on co.figurations of an asym-
metric reentry glide vehicle, which was rendered asymmetric by canting
the base, leads to the following conclusions:

I) Canting the base produces significant changes in the aero-
I dynamic force and moment coefficients.

2) Effect of base pressure on the force and moment coefficients
- of the canted bases was insignificant at these high Mach numbers.

3) Higher values of L/D were obtained with the base cant leeward
but with the c.g. on the axial centerline the vehicle was stable in
roll only with the base cant windward. Off axis c.g. locations should
be investigated.

4) Viscous effects not only caused significant effects in axial
force but also In center-of-pressure location.

5) Mass injection through a porous nose cap produced changes in
the moment characteristics of the full cone.

6) It is recommended that data be obtained on these configurations-

with turbulent boundary layers using trip devices in order to better
simulate the conditions encountered by vehicles of this type.
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J
ABSTRACT. Slewed launch, a new missile-launch tech-

nique, is being studied. The aerodynamic problems associated
with slewing a missile about its center of gravity during

if the initial portion of its flight from the aircraft, prior
to ignition of the propulsion system, are being determined.

Simplified computer trajectories of the slewing phase
T have been made utilizing experimental aerodynamic data

obtained over an angle-of-attack range of 0 degrees to
180 degrees and a Mach number range of 0.5 to 4.1 for a
missile configuration. The slewing performance was evaluatedby varying the following parameters: (1) static margin of
stability, (2) missile moment of inertia, (3) magnitude of
reaction-jet control, (4) launch Mach number and (5) launch 7
altitude. A*

Expanded computer trajectories, to determine the vehicle
flight performance after slewing and ignition as well as the
slewing phase, revealed no adverse developments in flight
performance as the vehicle decelerated to minimum velocity
and then accelerated towards the target.
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SYMBOLS

A reference area

a acceleration

CA f(a,M) axial force coefficient

CN f(a,M) normal force coefficient

N f(,, OM) force coefficient in the X direction

Cy f(a,O,M) force coefficient in the Y direction

0m- f(a,M) moment coefficient -

Cm f(M) damping coefficient

d reference diameter

F force

FA force component along body axis

FN force component normal to body axis

FX, Fy force component in X, Y directions

I transverse moment of inertia

M Mach number

Mext moment

m f(t) missile instantaneous mass

q dynamic pressure

T4 f (0,d) reaction-jet control thrust
J

Tj reaction-jet control thrust magnitude
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T f (t) missile motor thrustm4

t time

ti  time of motor ignition

V velocity

j x position along body axis

Xcg center-of-gravity location with respect to
T the nose of the missile

x. location of reaction jet with respect to
i T the nose of the missile

X,Y,Z position of missile with respect to earths'
T axes system where Z is the altitude

a angle of attack

0 angle of rotation in X-Y plane

Sf desired final angle of rotation

I' P density

(-) indicates vector quantity

() d/dt

• .2 2
d /dt

(a) pertains to aerodynamic force I

(j) pertains to reaction-jet force

(m) pertains to missile motor force

(o) initial condition

(t) terminating condition
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INTRODUCTION

The anticipated development of full-area radar coverage
for high-performance aircraft makes an air-to-air missile,
which is capable of attacking targets approaching from the
side or rear, a desirable system and would provide a major
improvement in the offensive and/or defensive capability of
current and future aircraft. The Naval Ordnance Laboratory
(NOL) is currently investigating the aerodynamic feasibility
of slewing a missile immediately after ejection from a high-
performance aircraft by the use of a reaction-jet control
system. As such, it is intended that the missile be ejected
from the launch aircraft in a forward-facing manner, slewed
unpowered from 0 degrees up to 180 degrees (as required by
the target location) and then boosted to intercept the
target. Such a system would allow offensive or defensive
actions in any quadrant without the time-consuming maneuvers
of vectoring the aircraft towards the target prior to missile
launch or the missile pulling a high-g turn to vector on the
target. A qualitative pictorial sequence of the slewing
technique is illustrated in Fig. 1.

IBM 7090 FORTRAN IV programs, for the calculation of the
trajectory of a Slew-Launched Interceptor Missile (SLIM), have
been written to determine the aerodynamic problems associated
with: (1) slewing a missile about its center of gravity
during the initial portion of its flight prior to ignition of
the propulsion system; and (2) the portion of flight where

4-1e o4-- JCL-itezA an t11-e lcsil acelrates towardsth
target.

MATHEMATIC FORMULATION OF SLB7ING TECHNIQUE '1

• ASSUMPTIONS

In order to formulate the problem of the slewed-launch
technique, a straightforward approach was made with the
following assumptions used in the development of the equations
of motion.
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i. The center of gravity and the moment of inertia of
the missile remained constant, although the mass of the fuel
expended was taken into account.

2. The missile would be attitude-stabilized in pitch
' 7and roll.

3. The altitude of the missile remained constant, i.e.,
all motion would be confined to the X-Y plane. Thus, during
the unpowered slewing phase, the missile would rotate about
a transverse axis, through the missile center of gravity,

perpendicular to the X-Y plane.

~KT AERODYNAMIC DATA

For a missile to perform the slewed-launch maneuver, it
is desirable, from an aerodynamic standpoint, that the
missile have a good center-of-pressure location and have
very little center-of-pressure movement with angle of attack
over a wide range of Mach numbers.

With this in mind, a shrouded-tail configuration (Fig.U ' 2) investigated in earlier work at NOL showed promise in that
there was little shift in center-of-pressure location through
moderately high angle of attack and a Mach number range ofL I 0.5 to 4.1. Since data over an angle-of-attack range of 0
degrees to 180 degrees was necessary for the trajectory cal-
culations, additional wind-tunnel measurements were made to
complete the angle-of-attack range needed for Mach numbers
0.5 to 4.1 (Ref. 1). Fig. 3 illustrates the center-of-
pressure location for different angles of attack and Mach
numbers. The center-of-gravity locations investigated for 4

1 the trajectory studies were within the shaded band. For A

angles of attack less than 130 degrees, the center of pres-
sure does not vary appreciably with Mach number and the
missile is never drastically stable or unstable. For angles
of attack greater than 130 degrees, the center of pressure
moves quite rapidly to the tail of the missile, which is a
very unstable condition since the missile is flying backwards.

All static aerodynamic data used as an input into the
trajectory programs were obtained experimentally and reduced
in the body axis system with the nose tip used as a reference
for all moments and forces. Since no dynamic data have been
obtained experimentally, slender-body theory was applied to
obtain the damping moment coefficients.

1
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RIGID BODY EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The force and moment equations for a rigid body can be
written in the form

= ma

= I0
ext

The external forces acting on the missile are the static
aerodynamic forces, the reaction-jet control thrust, and the
motor thrust (Fig. 4). Since the static aerodynamic coeffi- -
cient data introduced into the program are in the body axis
system, it is necessary to resolve the resultant aerodynamic
forces into the X-Y axes system. Taking all forces into
account, and resolving them into the X-Y axes system, the
resulting force equations are:

:R =1ACx _ Tjsin + TmCOS8 (1)

- qACy + Tjcose + Tmsin (2)
m J 0J

The moments acting on the missile are the static aerodynamic
moment, the dynamic damping moment, and the moment due to
the reaction-jet control thrust. The moment equation can
then be written as:

qAd (Cm + CT. (x cg xj) (3)

1 0

The trajectory programs utilize an integration subrou-
tine, FNOL3, a FORTRAN IV version of FNOL2 described in Ref.
2, to integrate the above differential equations. FNOL3
accomplishes the integration of the equations of motion by
utilizing the Runge-Kutta and Adams-Moulton fourth-order
techniques for the integration of a system of first-order
ordinary differential equations. This subroutine will nu-
merically integrate up to 30 simultaneous, first-order dif-
ferential equations. The interval of integration can be
automatically adjusted to hold the absolute or relative
truncation error within specified bounds.

Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) are integrated over a time inter-

val to obtain X, Y and 6, respect..vely. These are then
integrated over the time interval to obtain X, Y and 0.
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,- PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MISSILE

A cursory look at several mission profiles indicated a
missile size on the order of 350 pounds. Estimates of the
vehicle components indicated this was a reasonable size and
the moment of inertia was estimated to be approximately 30 jj1 slug-ft2. These two physical estimates were then used for
all the trajectories, eycept where the moment of inertia was
the parameter being investigated.

No attempts were made to optimize the missile size or
performance, since the object of the study was to evaluate
the slewed-launch concept, and not milsle system.

REACrION-JET CONTROL SYSTEM

A reaction-jet control system was selected to perform
the unpowered slew maneuver because of the large rotation
angles desired - up to 180 degrees. For convenience of cal-
culations, the reaction jets were placed at the nose of the
missile. Jet-interaction effects were not taken into
account for these preliminary trajectories, i.e., the re-
action jets were assumed to have a magnification of one for
all conditions.

A survey of current and predicted valving techniques
revealed that it would be possible to pulse the reaction-
jet control system at 10-millisecond intervals, that is, the
minimum time the jets could be "on" or "off" would be 10

1milliseconds.
For these studies, it was decided to attempt to slew thej missile 180 degrees in approximately one second. It was felt

this could be easily accomplished by slewing the missile at
a constant slew rate of approximately 200 degrees/second
until the misile approached the desired slew angle, Of/

I where the reaction jets would then decrease the slew rate
and stop the rotation with the missile pointed in the desired 2
direction.

The computer-simulated command spectrum utilized in the
trajectory calculations is illustrated in Fig. 5. This

I spectrum dictates when the jets should be (i) on to produce
a positive moment, or (2) on to produce a negative moment,
or (3) off. The unshaded portion indicates the acceptableII range of desired slew rates as a function of the rotation
angle. As can be seen, the desired slew rate decreases
linearly from the constant value when the rotation angle
reaches three-quarters of the desired slew angle.
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The reaction jets control the slew rate by commands from
the guidance, which senses the actual value of the slew rate
and compares it with the desired slew rate. If the actual rate
is less than desired, the jets act "positively" to increase
the slew rate; likewise, the jets act "negatively" to decrease
the slew rate if the actual slew rate is greater than desired.
If the actual rate is within the acceptable limits, the re-
action jets remain off.

MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS

The motor selected for these studies was a dual-thrust
solid-propellant motor with a total impulse of 34,500 pounds-
seconds. The performance of the motor is illustrated in Fig.
6. The boost phase of 5000 pounds' thrust for three seconds
accelerates the missile towards the target and the eight I
seconds' sdstain burn of 2000 pounds' thrust maintains a
desirable velocity, with a one-second period of transition
from boost to sustain phases where the thrust is assumed to
decay linearly from 5000 to 2000 pounds. The corresponding
rates of propellant consumption are also illustrated. The
instantaneous mass used in the equations of motions was the
initial mass of the missile minus the amount of propellant
burnt.

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

A large number of unpowered and powered SLIM trajectories
have been calculated to determine the feasibility of the 7

slewed-launch concept. For the unpowered SLIM trajectories,
the missile was constrained to two degrees of motion:
motion in the X direction and rotational motion about the
missile center of gravity. The mi'ssile was slewed 180 degrees,
held in that position, and allowed to decelerate due to the
aerodynamic forces only, i.e., without motor thrust applied,for a total flight time of four seconds.

For the powered SLIM trajectories, the above restraint
was removed and motions in the X anJ Y directions, as well
as rotational motion, were resolved. The missile was slewed
to desired headings of 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees, the
motor ignited at some time, ti , when the missile rotated to

within five degrees of the desired heading, and the missile
then accelerated towards the target. For desired headings
of 45, 90 and 135 degrees, the trajectories were calculated
for flight times of eight seconds and for the 180-degree
trajectory headings, 15 seconds.
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UNPOWERED SLIM TRAJECTORIES

The performance of the missile while slewing about its
center of gravity during the initial portion of its flight! I was evaluated by varying:

" -- ' I1. the center-of-gravity location from 47.5 percent
~to 60 percent from the nose,

I 2. the missile moment of inertia from 10 to 50

slug-ft,

3. the magnitude of the reaction-jet control thrust
j from 300 to 1000 pounds,

4. the launch number from 0.75 to 2.03, and

5. the launch altitude from 500 to 30,000 feet.

I Center-of-Gravity Location

The margin of static stability, directly dependent on
the center-of-gravity location, had a significant effect on
the slewing performance of the missile. Fig. 7 clearly
illustrates this point. For center-of-gravity locations
forward, represented by the curvc for c.g.'s 4.4966 and
4.7333 feet from the nose, the missile is quite stable. The
reaction jets did not produce enough torque to overcome the
restoring moment and would not turn the missile to the
desired headi:Lg. Once the velocity had dropped enough to
reduce the restoring moment to a value less than that of the
reaction-jet torque, the missile proceeded to slew to the~desired heading. This resulted in slew times greatei: than

i two seconds.

With the center of gravity located rearward, the missile
~was unstable, go much so that the reaction jets operating

negatively could not overcome the destabilizing moment. The
missile slew rate became excessive and could not be
adequately controlled.

For angles of attack between 0 and 135 degrees, the A
center of pressure varies from 43 percent to 60 percent of
the length from the nose, for the configuration investigated.
It was found from many trajectory calculations similar to
those above, if the center-of-gravity band investigated was

"T narrowed down to 50 to 52.5 percent of the length, the
missile could be slewed with little difficulty over the
range of launch Mach numbers and altitudes investigated.
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This center-of-gravity band lies in the middle of the center-
of-pressure band and, thus, the missile is never drasticallystable or unstable.

Moment of Inertia

The variations in the slewing performance were quite
small and were considered insignificant for variations in

2the transverse moment of inertia of 10 to 50 slug-ft (Fig.

8). For moments of inertia of 10 slug-ft2 , it was found the
missile responded quite rapidly to changes in the aerodynamic
moment as the missile slewed, makina it somewhat more dif-
ficult to control the slew rate. However, the variations in
the time to slew to the desired heading were quite small.

Reaction-Jet Control Thrust if

The magnitude and location of the reaction-jet control
thrust can be resolved by determining the maximum stabiliz-
in g or destabilizing moment the missile may encounter over
its complete flight regime. Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12 illus-
trate the effect of the magnitude of the reaction-jet
thrust on the ability to slew the missile. j

An insufficient magnitude of jet thrust results in an
inability to slew the missile at the desired slew rate for
high-speed, low-altitude launches. The torque developed
either cannot overcome the restoring moment, as seen in
Figs. 10 and 11, or cannot adequately contr.l the destabiliz-
ing moment, as illustrated in Fig. 12.

Reaction-jet thrust levels of 750 to 1000 pounds
control the slew rate quite adequately, except for low-
altitude, high-speed launches; however, the time to slew to
180 degrees is accomplished in only two seconds for these

adverse conditions. 1
Launch Conditions

The launch conditions, per se, have little effect on
the slewing performance of the configuration investigated;
however, configurations with large center-of-pressure shifts
may experience some difficulty in slewing under certain j
launch conditions and may be restricted in use. The only
noticeable effects on the slew performance in the current
trajectories were for low-altitude, high-speed launches
where the dynamic pressure was quite high; nevertheless,
the missile was slewed 180 degrees in less than two seconds.
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Damping Characteristics

Since slender-body theory was used in the absence of
experimental data to obtain the damping moment coefficients
for the trajectory analysis, a limited number of trajectories

;t were computed with various values of the damping coefficients.
Trajectories utilizing damping moment coefficient values one-
half and twice the calculated slinder-body values were run
with insignificant differences in the results.

POWERED SLIM TRAJECTORIES

The analysis of the unpowered SLIM trajectory results

defined the critical parameters, established various limita-
tions of the system, and revealed that the vehicle could be
slewed through 180 degrees in 1.0 to 1.5 seconds. Powered
SLIM trajectories were then computed to determine the 31
ability of the reaction-jet control system to: (1) control
the missile as it passed through minimum velocity for 180-
degree slew launches; or (2) maintain the desired heading,
at slew angles other than 180 degrees where the restoring
or destabilizing moments may be quite large, as the missile
accelerated towards the target.

No problems were encountered as the missile slewed 180
degrees, decelerated to minimum velocity, and accelerated
towards the target. Unlike an aerodynamic control system
which is dependent upon some dynamic pressure to be effective,
the reaction-jet control system is a positive control system
and not dependent upon any aerodynamic. forces for control.
Figs. 13 through 16 illustrate the velocity and angular
histories for SLIM for high- and low-speed launches at low
and high altitudes. As can be seen, there were no fluctu-
ations in the angular orientation of the missile as it
decelerated to minimum velocity. It should be noted the -<missile never decelerated to zero velocity because a Y

component of velocity was generated by the acceleration in
the Y direction due to the aerodynamic and reaction-jet
forces during the slewing phase.

Powered SLIM trajectories were calculated where it was
desired to slew the missile 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees.
Figs. 17 through 20 show there was no difficulty maintaining
the missile at the desired orientation as the missile
accelerated towardsthe target, cxcept in a few cases. The
missile is unstable from Mach 0.75 to 1.1 and tends to driftoff from the desired heading as it accelerates through this

range. Once through this range, as illustrated in Figs. 18,
20 and 21, the reaction jets quickly restored the missile to
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the desired heading. Fig. 21 reveals the effect of the
center-of-gravity location on the amount of angular drift-
off. The most rearward center-of-gravity location produces I
the largest d-rift-off angle and thE_ longest period of drift-

Figs. 22 through 27 illustrate the position of the
missile with respect to a fixed point in space as it is
ejected from the launch aircraft at time equal to zero,
slews to the desired heading and accelerates towards the
target. The effect of launch Mach number and launch altitude
are clearly shown. The effect of the angular drift-off on
the position of the missile is revealed in Fig. 26 for the
Mach 1.25 launch at a desired heading of 135 degrees.

The configuration studied, utilizing the slewed-launch
techniques, was compared to the same configuration commanded i
to pull a maximum tuirn of 20 or 30 g's under power utilizing
either reaction jets or Thrust Vector Control (TVC) and also
to a typical winged configuration commanded to pull a maximum
turn under power utilizing aerodynamic controls. Fig. 28
summarizes the results of this comparison.

The missile utilizing the slewed-launch technique has i
essentially the same performance as the missile with TVC or
the typical winged missile for targets in the forward hemi-sphere, i.e., ±90 degrees with respect to the longitudinal
axis of the launch aircraft, except for targets close to the
launch aircraft, where it has a distinct advantage. For

targets in the rear hemisphere, the slewed-launch missile
has an unmistakable advantage over the other two missiles,
sincethe time to target is considerably reduced.

CONCLUSIONS

The ability to slew a missile, after ejection from the
launch aircraft, to any desired heading prior to ignition
of the motor and to control the missile as it accelerates to
the target through the use of a reaction-jet control system
appears feasible, offers distinct advantages to current *

launch techniques and missile systems, and provides a major ]
improvement in the offensive and/or defensive capability of
current and future aircraft. The time consuming maneuvers
of vectoring the aircraft towards the target prior to
missile launch or the missile performing a high-g turn to
vector on the target would be eliminated and 

the time to I
target in the rearward hemisphere of the launch aircraft I

would be substantially reduced.I
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Trajectory studies to date have revealed that the most
critical parameter affecting the slewed-launch performance A

is the static margin of stability. A missile too stable is
difficult to slew and a missile too unstable is difficult to
control, particularly for low-altitude, high-speed launches.

IT A configuration utilizing the slewed-launch technique should
be aerodynamically designed such that the center-of-pressure
shift with Mach number and angle of attack would be kept to
a minimum; otherwise, the missile could be restricted in its

T use. The size and location of the reaction jets can be
resolved by determining the maximum static moment to be

encountered in the missile launch envelope.

The missile moment of inertia and the dynamic damping
have little effect on the slew performance.

I In the near future, target intercept studies will !
commence with a missile utilizing the slewed-launch tech-
nique to determine the effectiveness of the reaction-jet
control system on the missile maneuverability. In addition,
the SLIM studies will be expanded to six degrees of freedomto determine the ability of the reaction-jet control system

to stabilize the missile in pitch and roll as the missile
slews.
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Paper No. 26K' STABILIZATION OF A LIQUID-FILLED SHELL BY INSERTING

A CYLINDRICAL PARTITION IN THE LIQUID CAVITY
(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

SI by

a John T. Frasier and William P. D'Amico
U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratories

i U% Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 21005

[I r,
ABSTRACT. (U) "Ad hoc" techniques for the stabilization of liquid-

filled shell are frequently not successful, nor aze they based on well-

founded theory. On the other hand, the rationale for using a cylindricalpartition to stabilize a spinning shell can be justified by analytical
methods. Cavities typical to liquid-filled shell have non-cylindrical
walls, are 95 percent filled, and use central bursters. If test Firings
demonstrated that a shell-liquid instability exists, a projectile can
usually be stabilized without a drastic aerodynamic redesign or a
payload reduction through the use of a cylindrical partition. Emplaced
concentrically to the longitudinal shell axis, the partition allows for
free movement of the liquid. Consider that the liquid has achieved a
rigid body rotation. Two independent cavities are exhibited: an
outer cavity with non-cylindrical wall and a rigid core and an inner
cavity with a cylindrical wall and an air core. The liquid eigenfrequencies
for both cavities must be calculated to determine if they are sufficiently
close to the nondimensional nutation frequency of the shell to cause an
instability. For an inviscid liquid and for small angles of yaw, tileLu inner cavity is the problem treated by Stewartson and later expanded by
Frasier. The outer cavity can be considered by a combination of techniques

established by Wedemeyer and by Frasier and Scott. It is possible to
p portray graphically a range of shell nutational frequencies and complementary

partition radii that will not produce resonant conditions for the outer
cavity. This means that usually a cylinder radius can be selected that

I produces stable conditions for both of the cavities. The
designer now has partial control over the liquid eigenfrequencies.
Viscous corrections to the procedures can be made according to '.Wedemever.
The question of transient resonances that occur during the spin-up of
the liquid cannot be answered exrlicitly. An approach that estimates the
yaw growth rate while passing through a transient instability gives
satisfactory results, however.
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INTRODUCTION

(U) Over the past decade investigators at the U.S. Army Ballistics
Research Laboratories have conducted theoretical and experimental studies
of the causes of flight instability of liquid-filled projectiles.
Recently, these studies led to a rationale for the stabilization of such

projectiles by incorporating within their payload compartment, an axially
aligned cylindrical partition [la] A limited, but successful, fieldtest of the design rationale was made in July 1968.

(U) The XM 613, a 107mm, spin stabilized, WP (white phosphorous)
mortar shell, was range tested at Yuma Proving Ground. The projectile
had a history of flight instabilities when the WP was in the liquid state.
Specially modified rounds incorporating cylindrical partitions experienced
stable flights. Limited resources allowed the testing of only two rounds,
and therefore conclusive proof testing of the rationale cannot be claimed.
However, the insertion of cylindrical partitions in liquid-filled orojectiles >

is a straight-forward and flexible method to produce stable flight by
means of well-founded design procedures. In fact it is the most flexible
means for "a priori" design of a stable liquid-filled-projectile available
to munitions designers today. This method is not seen as a panacea, but
it does represent a major improvement over previous "ad hoc" procedures.

(U) Our intention in the present paper is to explain the rationale T"
for using a cylindrical partition to achieve well-behaved flights of
liquid-filled shell. This is a simple task if we assuwe our audience is
familiar with the work done at the BRL over the past ten years. This
assumption is not likely to be valid, however. We will begin our
presentation with a brief discussion of the problem of liquid-filled
projectiles and our current understanding of the causes of their ills.
Having done this, the use of cylindrical partitions in the payload
compartment to achieve stability will be explained.

, I
LIQUID-FILLED PROJECTILE STABILITY

(U) WP rounds, one of the most common types of liquid-filled
projectiles, have long been infamous for their poor flight behavior,
(WP melts at l2 0 F). A major step toward understanding the physical
realities of this behavior was achieved by Stewartson when he published

Numbers in square brackets denote references found at the end o^ the -,

paper.
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an analysis of the stability of a spinning toD containing liquid in a
cylindrical cavity [2]. This work provided a clear definition of theI basic mechanisms causing flight instabilities of liquid-filled projectiles

j ~ and was the basis for further analytical and experimental research. A
summary description of the current level of knowledge concerning liquid-
filled projectiles is given very conveniently by using the conditions,
assumptions, and results of Stewartson's analysis as a foundation.
Theoretical and practical advances are, in large measure, the consequence
of relaxation of the assumptions of Stewartson's analysis.

STEWARTSON'S THEORY OF STABILITY

(U) Stewartson's theory concerns the flight stability of a spinning
shell with a right circular cylindrical cavity either wholly or partially
filled with liquid. Results of the theory show that growth of the

nutational component of the projectile's yaw is possible under adverse
combinatio,-s of the geometrical and physical characteristics of the

projectile and its liquid filler. Instabilities are a consequence of
the nutational frequency of the shell being hazardously close to

T certain natural frequencies of the liquid. This can be described as a
condition of resonance. When this condition occurs, oscillations of the
liquid oroduce a neriodic moment (couple) on the shell casing and lead
to a growth in yaw.

(U) The theory is valuable for several reasons. First, it provides
a clear understanding of the physical phenomena through which liquids
produce instabilities in spinning projectiles, namely, the resonance type
behavior mentioned above. This basic mechanism of instability applies
to cavities of all geometries and not just cylinders. Second, the
assumptions and conditions of the theory supply a useful framework to
discuss th, work at the BRL. The advances represented by the latter

- efforts are, in many instances, the consequence of modifications or

relaxation of Stewartson's assumptions and conditions.

I (U) Stewartson's theory is based upon assumptions and stipulations
that define the situations for which it is valid. Here we will review
the most important of these factors and attempt to point out their
physical significance. When approp)riate, research advances by other
investigators will be mentioned and references to their work cited.
Certain of the stipulations are ab5olute requirements in that if th y~are not satisfied the theory is invalid. Others are taken as a matter

of convenience to simplify the analysis and to clarify the role of the
liquid in causing flight instability. An examnle of an assumption of
fhe latter tyne is that the overturning moment is the only significant
aerodynamic force or moment acting on the shell. Drag, etc., can be
included in the analysis but are not essential to its development. There-
fore, we shall neglect them to maintain focus on the basic features of
interactions between the shell and its liquid. Distinctions betweenthe two tynes of assumptions will become clear in the course of discussion.

631
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Assumptions of Stewartson's Analysis

(U) The Cavity in the Shell is a Right Circular Cylinder hose Axis
is Parallel to the Spin Axis of the Projectile. Immediately

we see that the theory is restricted to shell with cylindrical cavities.
Hence, direct quantitative application of its results is limited to a
single geometrical shape. Wedemeyer, however, has achieved a modification
of Stewartson's theory through which it is possible to design for other
shapes; specifically, cavities whose radii change slowly along their
length [3a]. As a consequence, we are able to perform analyses on
many practical cavity goemetries. To use Wedemeyer's modification,
one must have a working knowledge of the basic Stewartson analysis.

(U) The Aerodynamic Overturning Moment is the Only External Fcrcc
or Moment Affecting the Flight of tihe Shell. Ile explained

above that this assumption is taken for convenience. Gravity and
other aerodynamic effects can be taken into account through conventional
procedures but are not essential to the theory.

(U) The Shell Flies with Constant Transiational Velocity andp Sin.
This assumption is consistent but implies that the liquid does
not influence the snin rate of the projectile. In practice these conditions
are never satisfied. For a period after the projectile leaves the gun,
the shell's spin decreases because it must spin-up the liquid. Subsequent
to liquid spin-up, the shell experiences spin decrease due to drag.
Furthermore, the projectile encounters translational drag. In general
however, once the transient phase of liquid spin-up complete, the drag
effects are sufficiently small for the current assumption to be reasonable
for most projectiies.

(U) Finally, we remark that this assumption deals with the shell
casing - not with the liquid - and relates to the equation of motion
written for the projectile. Assilmotions beiow concern the motion of
the liquid.

(U) The Gross Motion of the Liquid is a Rigid Body Translation and
Spin Identical to the Translation and Spin of the Projectile. -

This assumption, in conjunction with the one above, restricts our
considerations to the full spin condition of the liquid. The theory
does not consider situations where the shell casing and liquid have
unequal rigid body spins, nor does it take account of variations in
the spin of the liquid.

(U) Wedemeyer [3b] and Scott [4] have performed analyses that allow
us to calculate the time required for the liquid to spin-up after a
projectile leaves the muzzle. Hence, in practical situations, we can R
determine when Stewartson's full-spin assumption becomes valid. Usually,
it is soon after exit from the muzzle. Furthermore, a semi-empirical
analysis is available to determine whether instability is likely to

occur during the transient spin-up process [5].
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(U) The Spi:, of the Liquid and the Dimensions of the Cylindrical

Cavity Satisfy the Condition.

2 2
a 2 >>qc (1)

I where a = cavity radius, inches,

= spin rate of the projectile (and therefore the liquid),
rad/sec,

q = magnitude of the resolved gravity and drag vectors, in/sec

2c = height of the cavity, inches.

The physical significance of this assumption is that centrifugal forces
exerted on the liquid due to its spin far outshadow any forces imposedj by gravity or drag. A consequence of the assumption is that the liquid

g (except when the cavity is completely filled) has the shape of a
cylinder with a hollow, cylindrical core*

(U) Equation (1) must be satisfied for Stewartson's theory to be
used. If a shell experiences high drag along with a low spin rate
there is a possibility the relation will be viola.ed. Then the liquid
will not have a cylindrical core, but will develop a paraboloidal surface.
Designers should always verify Equation (1) is satisfied to avoid
imprudent application of the theory.

(U) it should be understood that the current assumption i s not the "-

external forces assumption. The former condition concerns external

forces and mom'ents acting on the shell casing and their effect on
the motion of the shell. The present assumption concerns the effect of
gravity and drag on the behavior of the liquid.

(U) The Mass of the Liquid is Small Compared to the Total Mass of
the Shell. This assumption is one of convenience. It is

satisfied for many shell and simplifies the equations of motion for the
liquid-shell system. We use it here for these reasons.

(U) The Liquid is Incompressible and Inviscid. The assumption of
incomDressibility is reasonable for the liquids encountered in actual

3 projectiles. Viscous effects, however, can influence the behavior of
liquid-filled projectiles. Fortunately, Wedemeyer has provided an
analysis to account for these effects [3c]. His analysis involves a
boundary layer correction to the basic, inviscid theory of Stewartson.

(U) The Final Assumptions Concern the Nature of iny Variations to
the Rigid Body Translation and Spin of the Shell and Liquid.' I Any Disturbance to the Shell's Motion is Restricted to Small
Amplitude Perturbations Superposed on its Gross Translation
and Spin. Correspondingly, the Liquid is Assumed to Experience
only Small Amplitude Perturbations to its Large Scale Translationiand Spin. The assumption about the shell is the familiar small

yaw situation associated with the linearized equations of yawing motion.

Actually a paraboloid whose vertex is far from the shell.
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Similarly, the assumntion imposed on the liquid linearizes the equations
describing its behavior. By virtue of linearization, the equations for
the liquid motions can be solved and their result incornorated into the -
equations of the motion for the shell.

Results of Stewartson's Analysis

(U) All the basic assumptions and conditions underlying Stewartson's
theory were pres ented above. From these assumptions, we can make a
qualitative statement of our problem. Namely, determine the conditions
for which a symmetric, rapidly spinning projectile will experience a
flight instability as a consequence of having liquid (at full spin) in
a cylindrical, axially symmetric cavity. Stewartson attacked this
problem in two phases, and it seems most effective to describe his
analysis in a similar fashion. First, he considered the behavior of
the liquid in a state of raDid rotation within a container that could
perform motions similar to those of the yawing-motion of a shell. He -l

then combined the problem solution he found for the liquid with the
equations of motion for a shell. Upon analysis of the resulting equations
it was found that under certain adverse conditions the yaw of the shell
will grow without limit.

(U) To describe the behavior of the liquid, we remember that it is
confined in a container and that its basic motion involves rigid body

spin about an axis with fixed direction. Upon assuming that the axis
of the container is subjected to a small disturbance similar to the
yawing motion of a shell, it is necessary that the liquid also experiences
a disturbance to its basic motion because it must follow the walls of
the cavity. Stewartson's solution shows that the liquid conforms to
the cavity motion through the exitation of small amplitude oscillations
superposed on the rigid body motion. There is an infinite number of -,
discrete frequencies for these oscillations - the natural frequencies(or eigenfrequencies) of the spinning liquid. For an arbitrary motion of

the container all the natural frequencies will be excited, but in varying
degrees. If, however, the container performs a yawing motion at certain of "

the eigenfrequencies of the liquid, oscillations at this frequency become
predominant, that is, a condition of resonance is established. As we shall
describe later, it is this resonance that leads to the instability of a

liquid filled projectile.
(U) We should emphasize that the oscillations performed by the

liquid are of small amplitude. Sloshing does not occur, but a wave
pattern is established in the longitudinal, radial, and circumferential
directions of the cavity and there are mode numbers* associated with
each direction. For problems of projectile stability, an infinity ofthe possible longitudinal and radial modes are significant theoretically, I
but only the first circumferential mode is important. This circumstance

is a result of the fact that the pressure fluctuations produced ip the

These can be thought of as fundamental wave patterns and harmonics.
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liquid by this mode lead to a periodic couple (with the same frequency
as that of the oscillating liquid) on the walls of the container. It
is this couple which renders a projectile unstable.

k (U) Now, we must explain how the natural frequencies of the liquid
are determined. Stewartson's theory gives these frequencies in a
complicated relation of the form

1 c b 2
Tn 22 (f ) n 1, 2, 3, (2)
nj P n (j+1'2

L j 0,1,2,

where n = radial mode number (the number of nodes in the radial wave
pattern),

j longitudinal wave number (2j + 1 = number of nodes in the
longitudinal wave pattern),

wn : natural frequency of the njth node,
T = the non-dimensional eigenfrequency of the nj mode,

odenj

2a = diameter of the cavity,

2b = diameter of the cylindrical air core,

2c = cavity length.

(U) Several aspects of Equation (1) should be noted. First, the
I eigenfrequencies of the liquld 9re dependent upon the cavity geometry

through the ratios c/a and b-/a. The ratio b/a is the air volume in
I the cavity expressed as a fraction of the total cavity volume. HenceJ (I - b2 /a ) is the fraction of the cavity occupied by liquid. Next,

we note that the eigenfrequencies depend upon the longitudinal mode
number through the ratio c/a(2j + 1) appearing as a variable in fn" This
is a fortunate circumstance, because onceTn]is known for a set of
fixed values of c/a(2j + 1), b2/a2 , and n, the eigenfrequencies are
known for all longitudinal modes for which c/a(2j + 1) equals the set
value. Finally, Equation (2) shows the frequencies are linearly related
to Q, that is, T,-rj is independent of Q.

(U) As mentioned above, the function of fn in Equation (1) is a
complicated one, and it must be evaluated numerically through machine
determination of the poles (singularities) of another equation appearing
in the Stewartson analysis. This has been done and the results, the
liquid eigenfrequencies, tabulated so that it is possible to make
quantitive use of Stewartson's and subsequent work [Ib].

(U) This completes our discussion of the natural frequencies of
the spinning liquid, which are dependant upon the cavity geometry,
i.e., (c/a and b/a). Now, we turn to the questions of how and when
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an instability of a liquid-filled shell is produced by the oscillating
liquid. To begin we recall our assumptions that the overturning moment

is the only significant aerodynamic force or moment acting on the
shell and that we are dealing with small yaws. Under these conditi--s, ,
the motion of the shell (without the liquid) is governed by the relations

X A e i a t (3) if It
0 2

I - I T + 0 (4)
y x 41 s

y

where I and I,, are, respectively, the axial and transverse moments of
inertiaXof the shell, and

X is the complex yaw,

t is time,

T is the non-dimensional frequency of the motion of the shell,

s is the gyrosconic stability factor. E t

(U) Equation (3) represents the form of the motion of the shell and
the values of T are provided by solution of Equation (4). Since Equation
(4) is quadratic, the latter are found easily:

I1lx
T =-- (I + ) Nutational frequency (5)
n (Iy r

lxp= -- -- (1 0) Precessional frequency (6)

y

where a = sl

-2
S V

SIy

paSd -2
M -K CM

2m t M

P air density,

S = reference area of shell, usually the cross-sectional area, :1
n = twist of rifling, calibers per turn,
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d = diameter of the shell,

m = mass of the shell2 d2/l
_= m /I

Kt

1C M  = aerodynamic overturning moment coefficient

(U) It is advantageous to recall here that the shell is stable (the

yaw does not grow with time) so long as Tn and Tp are real quantities.

To achieve this situation we must have s greater than one, a familiar
condition for the gyroscopic stability of a projectile. If s is less
than one, a and therefore Tn and T become imaginary, and an exponential
growth of yaw occurs.

(U) Earlier, we stated that the oscillating liquid produces a moment
on the casing of the projectile. Now we must describe that moment in
functional form and modify Equation (4) to include its effect. Stewartson
showed that when the frequency, T, of the projectile is near any one of
the natural frequencies, Tnj, of the liquid, the moment applied to the

j shell casing is given by

oi ML 6 ]2/4
M L pa [2R( )nj) /4c=j (7)

2
T-t

nj

where ML = the moment exerted on the shell by the liquid,
IL

T = the frequency of motion of the shell,

the density of the liquid,

R(T n) a (small) constant depending upon T nj and is always positive,
• 3 n "the residue". nj

The quantity Rni is available in the tabulation of liquid eigenfrequencies
referred to above [ib]. We see from Equation (7) that it governs the
magnitude of the liquid-moment for a given cavity and frequency, Tn".
Each possible frequency and mdal configuration of the liquid invol es
a specific value of Rnj. With regard to the residue, it is convenient3 to point out a significant feature of its behavior. Namely, for any
specific value of frequency, T n* the residue decreases greatly for
each successively larger value of n (i.e., Rnj decreases with increasing
radial mode number). Thus, the higher radial modes produce relatively
weak liquid-moments. In practice it has been found that modes beyond

n = 2 are seldom strong enough to cause projectiles to be unstable.
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(U) The moment due to the liquid is a forcing function on the motion
of the shell. Thus to account for the presence of the liquid in the
equation of motion of the shell we add Equation (7) to the right-hand-side
of Equation (4) and obtain

2 1 pa6[2R(T 0 )]
2/4c vT2  I + X = -1(8)

y x + s T - T

where for convenience, T has been written in place of Tn" to emphasize J
that we are now thinking of a specific fluid frequency y solving h
Equation (8) for T, the frequency of the shell's motion and the conditions
under which the liquid can produce an unstable flight are determined,
(that is, the conditions for which T has an imaginary part assuming, of
course, that s > 1). Here, we shall only summarize the results of this
solution. It is found that when To is close to Tp, the precessional
frequency, no instability occurs. However, if To is near the nutational
frequency, Tn, Equation (8) has the roots

2) 'J-- CT - + 4Clx (9)

The condition for instability is provided immediately by Equation (9).
When the quantity under the radical is negative, T has a negative imaginary
part as we see by substituting Equation (9) into Equation (3):

(Tn ) - 1(2 pa 6(2R)2 t
A =X° exp iQ 2 T) - f 2 4c0 (10)"

x

e x () exp (etSnt)
6 2 ' -

where a 2R) (n o

Thus, an exponential growth of the nutational component of yaw occurswhen
2:1n pa (2R) 2
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or, written more conveniently, when

e < T Tn)/S < I The condition for (ii)0 n instability

where S, "Stoeatson's Parameter"l, is

S pE (2R)
I- -  xo (c/a)

When Equation (11) is satisfied, the rate of growth of yaw is [Equation (10)].1 2
a = -(T ) (12)

F 0 0 n
or

22

2/ 1/2_

(U) Figure 1 is a plot of (2/S1)a against (T - Tn)IS This
curve, as well as examination of Equations (11) and (12), shows the yaw
growth rate to be largest when To =  . For non-zero values of T -n
the yaw growth rate decreases until it vanishes for IT. - Tni= Sly21 (U) Equations (11) and (12) are the basic results of the Stewartson
theory. They permit us to calculate the conditions producing instability

in a given projectile (and therefore a means to avoid these instabilities)
and to calculate the strength of the instability, provided, of course,
that the assumptions of Stewartson's analysis are satisfied. More
accurately, we should say "provided that these conditions are satisfied
or that advantage is made of the advances of Karpov [5], Wedemeyer [3]
and Scott (4] to relax these restrictions." The work of these investigators
was referenced during discussion of the assumptions of Stewartson's

analysis. This work is extremely important in that it demonstrated theI strengths and weaknesses of the original analysis and made the necessary
advances for the practical application of the theory. Space does not
permit any discussion of the details of this work. It can be summarized
quickly, however, by pointing out that this work considers three points
of concern that must be included in the analysi , of any genuinelypractical situation. Namely,

. Viscous effects in the liquid filler [3c],

o Certain types of non-cylindrical cavitiu., including those
with profiles similar to the ogival shape of conventional

I artillery projectiles [3a],

o Liquid spin-up effects [3b].
I6
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STABILITY 01- A SHELL WITH A CENTRAL ROD ALONG ITS PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

(U) The preceeding discussion has centered about the problem of

the stability of a projectile with a payload cavity that is either
partially or completely filled with liquid. For the original Stewartson
case this cavity is a right circular cylinder. However, owing to the [
efforts of Wedemeyer this restriction can be relaxed to treat cavities
where a irofile radius varies slowly with axial distance [2]. An h
important feature of these cnalyses, however, is that when the cavity is
partially filled, a cylindrical air core runs along the axis of the Ii
cavity. A problem very similar to this and one that is important to K
the rationale for projectile design involves a core of rigid material

along the center of the cavity rather than a flexible air core.

(U) Let us substitute an axially rigid core for Stewartson's
flexible air core. Analytical treatment of the problem of flight stability
of a projectile carrying liquid in a payload compartment consisting of ;-

a right circular cylinder with an axially aligned rigid core is quite
similar to that of the Stewartson problem. This problem has recently
been solved by Frasier and Scott and has results completely analyogous
to those discussed earlier [ic]. Namely, yaw of the projectile grows
without limit if the nutational frequency of the projectile is sufficiently
close to certain of the eigenfrequencies of the spinning liquid payload.
More specificially, the constraints apply to the analysis; and the results
expressed by Equation (i) through (12) apply with only onc qualification.
That qualification is that the dimension b used in those equations
should be replaced by d, where d is the radius of the rod in the cavity.
The residues for this case are numerically distinct from the air core
solution.

(U) We should emphasize that the analysis involving the rod requires p
that all the volume of the cavity after the rod is inserted is completely
filled with liquid. Hence, the side walls, end faces, and rod are wetted
by liquid at all times. We will know explain how all of the preceeding
methods can be combined into procedures for the insertion of a cylindrical '1

partition.

RATIONALE FOR THE INSERTION OF A CYLINDRICAL PARTITION

(U) The rationale for inserting cylindrical partitions in liquid-
filled shell is an integrated use of Stewartson's theory and the subsequent

extensions to techniques that account for non-cylindrical cavities, rigid
central cores, and liquid spin-up. Once castings for a liquid-carrying
projectile are made, it is not an easy task to modify the round for the
elimination of shell-liquid resonances. Several "ad hoc" approaches for

stabilization, longitudinal baffles being the most common, are frequently
not successful. It is desirable to establish techniques that make possible
"a priori" design control. A concept satisfying this criterion involves
the insertion of a cylindrical partition in the payload cavity. H
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(U) Flight instabilities due to liquid payloads are a consequence
of resonance between liquid eigenfrequencies and the shell nutational

U frequency. This matching can occur during liquid spin-up or at a full
spin condition. To alleviate such a resonant condition, the shell
geometry, the percent of fill, or the shell nutational frequency mustI be changed. Normally, the liquid payload cannot be significantly altered.
A redistribution of mass could shift the shell nutational frequency,but this results in a complete aerodynamic redesign. It appears that
a variation in cavity geometry is the best route This geometry

3 modification should not be a haphazard one.

(U) An intelligent change in geometry can be made by using a cylindri-
- cal partition. To illustrate this method, consider the two common

shell cavities shown in Figure 2. Non-cylindrical cavities are shown
with a burster located in the nose and with a central burster. Assume
that the cavity is 95 percent filled with liquid. A cylindrical
partition could be mounted about the longitudinal center line, as indi-
cated by the broken lines. These cylinders must be fastened in such a
way as to allow the liquid to move over the cylinder edges when it is
thrown outward by centrifugal force-. Since the spinning liquid will
seek the outermost position, the outer cavity will be 100 percent filled
after the liquid spin-up process is completed.

(U) Effectively two cavities result from the insertion of a cylinder
in a shell cavity. For Figure 2a, the outer cavity takes up boundary
conditions of a non-cylindrical wall and a rigid core (100 percent full).

The inner cavity is the case treated by Stewartson, consisting of a
Il partially filled cylindrical cavity [2]. A similar double cavity results

in Figure 2k except that the central burster may act as a rigid core [lc]
or as a partially wetted rod [6]. If the percefit fill is not high
enough to cause liquid-burster interference, then both Figure 2a and 2b
have the same boundary conditions. Usually a cylinder radius can
be selected that will result in a stable flight.

I (U) Assume that an analysis of some non-cylindrical cavity reveals
a resonant condition. (How could a cylindrical partition be selected
to stabilize the projectile?) In the case of the XM613, a 107mm, WP
mortar shell, an unstable flight was caused by a transient resonance.
The XM613 geometry is shown in Figure 3, with a cylindrical partition
in place. It is possible to generate a table of nutational frequencies
and rigid core radii that produce resonant conditions for the outer
cavity Pa, 1c]. This is done for rigid core, full spin modes. Considering
(u = 2, 3, 4, and 5) for a fill ratio of 100 percent over a range of

I frequencies close to the XIM613 nutational frequency of 0.067.
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(U) TABLE I

d d. d. d
J=2 j=3 =4 dj=5

_T inches inches inches inches

0.00 0.568 0.891 1.036 1.138

0.02 0.616 0.910 1.052 1.156

0.04 0.653 0.927 1.066 1.166

0.06 0.686 0.944 1.081 1.179

0.08 0.718 0.961 1.096 1.194

0.10 0.745 0.978 1.111 1.208

(U) A graphical representation of Table I is shown in Figure 4.
The selection of a nonresonant cylinder radius, d, can easily be made.
Logical choices would be 0.85" or 1.025". If values of 0.70" or 0.95"
were selected, a resonant condition is produced. Once d and a cylinder
wall thickness are chosen then the geometry of the inner cavity is fixed.
For the XM613, a cylinder outside radius of 1.025" and a wall thickness
of 0.10" were selected. The slenderness ratio (height/diameter) of the
inner cavity for the j = 0 mode was 5.27. The resulting percent of
fill for the inner cavity was 62.5 percent.

(U) The new design was checked for viscous effects and transient
resonances [3,7]. Conditions for the XM613 were such that no viscous
corrections needed to be made. Transient resonances can occur in
either of the cavities. Transient eigenfreouencies cann.ot be explicitly 71
calculated, but the yaw growth while passing through a transient instability
can be approximated by the following equation [5,7].

log = - dTo/dt

where a : yaw angle before transient resonance,O '

a1 = yaw angle after transient resonance,
0 = shell spin rate,I S = Stewartson's parameter,

T = time dependent, non-dimensional eigenfrequency,

t = time. I
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If dTo/dt is computed correctly, viscous effects in the spin-up process 4A
~are taken into acecount. Assumptions made to extend the above equation

3 to partially filled cylinders or to non-cylindrical, solid core cavities
are not overly restrictive. For the inner cavity of the XN1613, a transient

resonance was located for an effective percent fill of 0.597. Since
a /a was calculated to be 1.35, no serious problems were expected.I lo

I (U) It is quite nossible the cylinder radii available from plots
such as Figure 4 could still yield serious resonances for either spin-up

or full spin conditions. It might then be possible to use more than
one cylinder, especially in some of the larger rounds. A multi-cylinder
design should still allow for fluid movement, while not decreasing the~payload capacity or impairing the manufactUring process. This was not

needed for the XM613, which was flown just as shown in Figure 3.
(U) Firings held in July 1968 at Yuma Proving Ground were part of a

project termination that included the expenditure of available hardware.
I Since the XM613 had a history of flight instabilities, blamed upon

L shell-liquid resonances, this afforded the design engineers a test
vehicle for "ad hoc" stabilization methods. At the invitation of
personnel from the Artillery and Mortar Section of Picatinny Arsenal

& and the Weapons Development and Engineering Laboratory of Edgewood
Arsenal, the BRL suggested the use of a cylindrical partition. Other
modifications made by the jIUCOM agencies included the insertion of
several types of longitudinal baffles, the use of a gel filler repre-
senting thickened WP, and the addition of a sponge material into the
shell cavity in an attempt to suspend the WP, i.e., reduce fluid move-

I ment. Firings were made from a single tube for a single charge and
elevation. Thirty projectiles were thermally cured to a surface
temperature of 1450F for a period of twenty-four hours. Four to five
rounds were removed from the conditioning oven and fired within thirty
minutes until all ammunition was expended. This insured that the
filler was in a liquid state. Of the thirty rounds fired only the two
rounds that employed cylindrical partitions flew well. These two rounds
fell ten meters apart at 6,000 meters.

CONCLUSIONS

The small number of rounds that have actually been field tested does
.. ........ rersntsa sl proof or conciusive verification of the overall .r ~ otability of a cylindrical partition to stabilize liquid-filled shell. I

It does, however, produce a high level of confidence in the technique and
T in the combined use of many theoretical methods. The use of a cylindrical

partition is the only available procedure that has a well-understood

theoretical foundation for "ad hoc" stabilization.
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Some of the theoretical methods used to insert a cylindrical partition f
can be improved. The spin-up techniques are a prime example. The entire
design procedure is based upon linear theory. It is quite possible that

many shell will experience levelsof yaw where the fluid mechanics becomes
non-linear. Projectile behavior at summital yaw is a specific example.
Many questions, other than the above two, need to be addressed.
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1.500- - 250
1.500 ~2 Slots

at 1800

Detail A

I./-20 Holes

9.751

Section B-B

_ B

M"PHYSICALS FOR XM613
Weight -25.5 lbs.
Axial moment at inertia 64.0 lbs. in2
Transverse moment of inertia 740.0 lbs. in.2

Spinrat 68radians /second

All imenionsin ichesNutational frequency 0.067
Specific gravity 1.72
Kinematic___ vis actr 1. 43nti.;op

(U) FIG. 3. Physical Characteristics of the XM613.
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4Paper No. 27

EFFECTS OF ROLL ON THE FREE-FLIGHT
MOTION OF BODIES

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)
by

C. J. Welsh and R. M. Watt
ARO, Inc.

Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn. 37389

ABSTRACT. The effects of a roll velocity on the free-
flight yawing motion of axisymmetric bodies, having linear

I force and moment characteristics, are discussed, Expressions
for the frequency and the damping of the motion vectors are
given as explicit functions of the roll velocity and the

Ij inertia and aerodynamic characteristics of the bodies. Sta-
bility boundaries defined by these expressions are noted,
and the significance of the various aerodynamic parameters
of a rolling body that can contribute to a dynamic insta-
bility is discussed. The correspondence between the damp-
ing, frequency, and amplitude of the nutational and pre-
cessional motion vectors is noted.

I
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NOMENCLATURE

CD  Drag coefficient

CLa Lifting coefficient derivative

C ma Static-stability derivative

C Magnus-moment derivative
paC C

Cmq + Cm Damping-in-pitch derivatives, m + mCq Ca q (e/v) cd (./v)

CN Normal-force derivative

H,M,P,T Constants in Eq. (1)

Ix  Model moment of inertia (relative to the longi-
tudinal axis)

Iy Model moment of inertia (relative to a trans-

verse axis)

KI,K2 Constants in Eq. (2)

kl,k 2  Absolute values of K1 and K2 , respectively

ka Radius of gyration relative to the longitudinalaxis/

kt Radius of gyration relative to a transverse
axis/

Reference length

m Model mass

p Model roll rate (with respect to distance
traveled)

S Reference area

V Model velocity

x Distance traveled

a, Components of the complex yaw angle

65
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+ a ~2

I 01, 2 Constants in Eq. (2)

K1,2 Damping rates of the motion vectors in Eq. (2)

I ~Complex yaw angle

I! I p Mass density of the range airj
1 ,2 Rates of rotation of the motion vectors in Eq.

(2)

I* 4Precession angle, see Fig. 1

I SUPERSCRIPTS

First derivative with respect to distance

Second derivative with respect to distance

SUBSCRIPTS

n Nutational vector

o Corresponding to the start of a motion pattern

p Precessional vector
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INTRODUCTION

In free-flight testing in either an aeroballistic range I]
or in a wind tunnel, certain stability derivatives can be
evaluated from the measured yawing motion of the model.
Hence, a knowledge of the relationship between the motion of V
the model and the constants of the equation that describes 1
its motion can be particularly useful.

For the case of a nonrolling, axisymmetric model, the
two motion vectors have identical damping parameters and I
have identical rotation rates. As the roll velocity of a
model increases from a zero value, the damping parameters of
the motion vectors can change appreciably. For example, a
combination of the Magnus-moment and yawing-moment terms can
exist in conjunction with an adequate roll rate to cause a
dynamic instability in one of the two vectors.

The purpose of this paper is to present a discussion of
rolling-yawing motion including some stability limitations

related to such motion.

DISCUSSION

BASIC MODEL MOTION

The yawing motion equation examined in this paper is
referenced to a nonrolling axis system, as is the custom in
aeroballistic range work. The differential equation de-
scribing general rolling-yawing motion of an axisymmetric
model can be written

+ (H- iP) , - (M + iPT) 0 0 (I)

where

-- 2
-.. [L "D - 't (['mq ' Cm a)J

M = (PS/2m ) kt2 C

-2T = (pS/2m) La k

21
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2x ySP =(I x/I y) p

Derivations of this equation have been presented previously,
for example Refs. 1 and 2. The solution of Eq. (1) for a
model having linear variations of force and moment with yawi angle and a constant p can be written

= exp (0 1 x) + K2 exp (62 x) (2)

where +

ej = j +

The 9's are roots of the auxiliary equation corresponding to
the differential equation designated Eq. (1). It should be
noted that the damping of the motion corresponding to the e
root is defined by the real part of the root and that the

frequency of the motion is defined by the imaginary part of
the root. Hence, for oscillatory motion to exist the root
must have a nonzero imaginary part.

The roots expressed as functions of the coefficients ofI I Eq. (1) are,

i i + io" 1 (3)

3 =3/ [H + iP + 'V4M + H2  P2 + i2P(2T -H)]

and

+ (4)2 2.
=1/2 H + iP- 4M+ + i2P(2T -H)

In range testing, values for the K's and O's of Eq. (2)
* are obtained bv fitting Eq. (2) to the measured vari atonS

of the a and p components of the angular motion of the model
with distance traveled. This equation is nonlinear in terms
of the O's, and the use of an iterative, differential

correction-type curve-fitting procedure is necessary. The
desired H, M, P, and T parameters can then be determined as
functions of the evaluated 6's with use of the expression
for the sum and the product of (i + ioi) and (2 + iO.) and
can be written

(5),
H = t + i. +

P =" + 0/(6)1 2
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T 0' . (7)-(2 I1 + Oli P2)Ip (7

M l2 - i 2 (8) V

The assumption in the approximate relationship for M, that
the product of the damping parameters is small relative to
the product of the frequencies, is quite reasonable for a
typical aerodynamic configuration.

The above procedure, permitting large roll velocities,
is very adequate in the analysis of yawing niotiou. It is
difficult for one to appreciate the significance of the roll
effects that the procedure accounts for; however, consider-
able insight to the problem of roll effects can be obtained
by examining the related equations. -If P is set equal to
zero (implying a zero roll rate) in Eqs. (3) and (4), the
corresponding pCs and O''s are

P + i¢" = 1/2 1H ± 4M + H2] (9)
Considering that oscillatory motion requires complex or

imaginary roots and that H is a real number the term
4M + H9) must be less than zero or 4M < -H2. From the def-
inition of M listed previously,

4M 4 (pS/2mi) k-2 Cm

a

and it follows that Cm must be negative. An aerodynamic
a

configuration is defined as being statically stable when it
has a negative Cm value. Hence for oscillatory motion

a
(nonrolling model), it is apparent from Eq. (9) that the
model must be statically stable.

The two -terms on the right side of Eq. (2) defining the , .
complex yaw angle, correspond to rotating vectors in j-
the a,p plane (see Fig. 1). The model yawing motion defined
by the two vectors is obviously dependent on the values of
the K's and O's. Values of the G's are functions of the
aerodynamic and inertia characteristics of the model and the

rolling velocity; the K's are dependent on the initial dis-
turbances of the model. For general rolling-yawing motion,
KI , K2, el, and e2 are general complex numbers; however,
roll effects on the yawing motion of a model become more
apparent from first examining the more restricted types of
model motion.

With use of the motion sketches shown in Fig. 1, the
basic types of model motion corresponding to assigned
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restrictions on the K's and 0's of Eq. (2) are demonstrated
in the following examples, in which zero damping is assumed:

a. If K, and K2, and el and e2, are complex conjugates,H
then the motion is planar and along the real axis.

This type corresponds to the angular motion of a
one-degree-of-freedom dynamic balance system as
used in a wind tunnel. A basic point to be noted
here is that for the 0's to be complex conjugates,
the roll velocity, p, must necessarily be zero,
which is apparent from Eqs. (3) and (4). It should
be noted that the restriction on the 0's dictates
that the angular frequencies, O's, are equal in
magnitude and have opposite signs.

b. Let the restriction of 01 and 02 being complex con-
jugates be retained (p = 0). If Kl and K2 are not
required to be complex conjugates but IKI1 = JK21,
then general planar motion exists. This is indi-
cated in the sketch in Fig. la where the yawing
motion is along a line displaced from the a and 3
axes.

c. If the restrictions of item (b) are retained except
that IKII - 1K21, then elliptic motion exists as

- indicated in Fig. lb. The limiting case here is
circular motion corresponding to one of the K's
being zero.

d. If Kl and K2 are general complex numbers as in item
(c) and the restriction of 01 and 02 being complex
conjugates is removed, the resulting motion is of
the precessing elliptic type shown in Fig. 1c.

Removing the restriction of 01 and 02 being complex
conjugates corresponds to a nonzero roll velocity (see Eqs.
(3) and (4)). Hence, the precessing elliptic motion of item
(d) is caused by model roll, and the motion patterns of items
(a, b, and c) are characteristic of nonrolling yawing motion.

The relationship between the roll velocity of a model

and the direction and magnitude of the precession of the
corresponding elliptic motion is obtained in the following
derivation. In Fig. lc the angle of precession, *, is de-
fined as the angle between two adjacent peaks, as indicatedV. in the sketch. The peak at (a) corresponds to a point in
flight where both vectors are aligned, and at peak (b) the
vectors are aligned again after each vector has rotated S.

approximately 360 deg. As previously noted, the two vectors
rotate in opposite directions, and since orI , o
(p 4 0), then * must have a nonzero value. The sign of V1
is defined consistent with rotating vector notation; hence,
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if the motion precesses counterclockwise, V1 is positive. It
is apparent from the above that the motion will precess in
the direction of the rotation of the larger absolute fre-
quency. From Eq. (6) it follows that the larger absolute
frequency will have the same sign as the roll velocity of
the model. Consistent with the notation of Fig. 1c, and for
4' < 120 deg or 1/2 < I~i/k < 1,1 2

(360 + 4)/k = (-360 +

which corresponds to the roll rates of interest here; hence,

= (?P - 360)/(' + 360) (10)

With use of Eqs. (6) and (10) an expression for P can be

written as

P = [2*/(* + 360)]o

Thus,

p = (I /Ix)[2/( + 360)]0' (11)
and

=360 p/[2(Iy/Ix)¢2 - p),
(again for : < 120 deg) (12)

For these expressions, ?P is in degrees; hence, p and the
O's are in deg/ft units. Equations (11) and (12) show

explicitly the correspondence between the measured precess-
ing elliptic motion of a test model, the inertia ratio
(I /I ), and the roll velocity of the model.
y x

A further point of interest related to an a, plot is
roll resonance, which can be of concern in testing an asym-
metric configuration. Roll resonance occurs when p z 0'
(6' is the larger absolute angular velocity), considering
that the condition of resonance is slightly dependent on the

to resonance, Pres, can be obtained from Eq. (12):

4'res ; 360/[2(I y /I) - 1] (13)

Although Eq. (13) is restricted to * < 120 deg, it has a
wide range of use in that the inertia ratio (ly/Ix) of many
configurations is greater than two.

In the above examples of model motion defined by Eq.
(2), it should be noted that when IKl 1K2 , the motion
sketches are for the case where the vector having the larger
amplitude corresponds to the larger absolute frequency. The
correspondence between the frequency, damping, and amplitude
of the vectors is discussed in a later section of this re-
port.
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IU GENERAL ROLLING-YAWING MOTION

As noted above, the desired aerodynamic parameters H,
P, T, and M can be evaluated, in experimental tests, with use
of Eqs. (3) and (4) without solving these equations for the K
individual ii's and 0''s. However, in determining how partic-
ular parameters of Eq. (1) affect general rolling-yawingI motion, it is useful to examine the individual frequency and
damping equations for the two motion vectors. Although Eqs.
(3) and (4) define the frequency and damping of the motion,
they involve complex radicals which limit the use of the
equations in this form. In the past, such complex radicals
have usually been evaluated by using a binomial expansion or
other approximate methods (see, for example, Ref. 3). How-
ever, complex radicals can be evaluated precisely by working
with the general polar form of a complex number and can be
written a ib=+L

+ + a

a2 b 2 a+5i a+ - (14)

2

The sign preceding the real term on the right side of Eq.
(14) is positive if (b) is positive and is negative if (b)
is negative. From Eqs. (3) and (4), a = 4M + H2 - p2 and

IN b = 2P(2T - H).

In evaluating the complex radical of Eqs. (3) and (4),
it should be noted that the term (2T - H), in general, can

:I be expected to be negative; however, it is quite possible
for the term to be positive for certain configurations in -.--

consideration of the wide variations in the Magnus-moment
U term (T) that have been reported. It fllows a pfor _v_

[ I roll rate (P is positive) that the sign of (b) will be posi-tive for (2T - H) > 0 and negative for (2T - H) < 0. With

use of Eq. (14), the following expressions can be written
for the 4t's and q"s:

p. 1  1/4L11 e P11 ) +[2P(2T 1)] + (01 1+ .P2)1
(15)

1/2 + 4M+ - p2) 2 + [2P(2T - H) - H4+ _ p2
+2 (16)
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H2  2 2 - H)]2
4 I H P + [+P(2T - H) (4M + 1i2 - p2)]1 /2[= - el 211 2

(17)

021/2P F(01M + 1i 2) +2P(2T -H)i 0 M + H2

whe(18)

e P(2T - H)

IP(2T - H)I

The above expressions indicate that 91 corresponds to the
nutational vector for a positive roll rate and that this
nutational vector has the larger damping when (2T - H) < 0;
whereas, for configurations where (2T - H) > 0, the nuta- I
tional vector has the smaller damping. Note that for a neg-
ative roll rate the nutational vector corresponds to O2 and
will have the larger damping value when (2T - H) < 0. Note
that the above equations permit the generation of model mo-
tion (using Eq. (2)) that corresponds to specifically as-
signed values of H, M, P, and T. Relationships for the
frequency and damping of the nutational and precessional
vectors can be written

O,+12]2  2)222 + 2P(2 H) (4M + H2  p2-1n /2L e 4M P2)]11
(19)

where p

e P
"II 2 H2

4M + H2 
- P2)2 + [2P(2T - H) (4M + H p2

ULn,p - 1/2 H e 3  2 H

(20)
(2T - H)

where e3 (2< T - H)
Equations (15) through (18) defining the 0''s and W's

are quite useful in observing how particular aerodynamic
parameters are involved in rolling motion. In the case of
the damping equations (Eqs. (15) and (17)), it is apparent
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that if the radical term has a nonzero value, the damping of
one motion vector is increased by the contribution of theradical term, whereas the damping of the other vector is de-

Screased. The significance of the different terms within the
radical becomes more apparent when the damping equation for

the less damped vector is written as

p, 1/2 H + (-A + + (-A) (21)

where

-A 4M +H - P

and

I 2 P (2T - H)

Here (A) is a positive number for a statically stable body
or a spin stabilized body. For the radical term to have a
nonzero value, A must have a nonzero value; hence, since P
is a direct function of the roll rate (see Eq. (1)), it

!-I  follows that a body must be rolling before the radical term
can contribute to the damping. Further, the radical term
has a zero value for the unique case of (2T - H) = 0. It
should be noted that T is the Magnus-moment term, and H is
the basic dynamic stability parameter, which for purposes of
this paper is considered to be positive (see Eq. (1)).

It is apparent from Eq. (21) that the destabilizing
effect of the radical term increases as A increases; hence,
it is important to observe that the Magnus-moment term has a

stabilizing effect on the less damped vector, if T < H and
3 is positive. If T is negative or greater than H, tHe
*Magnus-moment term has a destabilizing effect. Further, for

a body for which the Magnus-moment term can be assumed zero I
and which has a zero statc margin (M = 0), then the damping
is independent of the roll rate, and one of the motion vec-
tors will always have zero damping.

I ~It has been noted previously (see, for example, Refs. Iand 2) that for many conditions of interest the effects of

the H and T parameters in the frequency equations are small.
With this assumption, approximate frequency equations are
usually written as

¢"s z 1/2[P ±p2 4M] (22)

It can be observed that a statically unstable body (M > 0)
can be made stable with a sufficiently high roll rate and is
referred to as gyroscopic stability. The condition for
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gyroscopic staDility, as used in the past by ballisticians,

is where p2 -- 4M > 0.

The abovB expressions for the p's permit the definition
of a dynamic 3tability boundary corresponding to any arbi- I
trary limitation placed on the 4 of the less damped motion
vector. In Fig. 2 a curve of the ratio, 4M/P 2, is shown as a
function of the ratio, T/H, and defines the dynamic stability Vi
boundary corresponding to the case in which one of the motion
vectors has zero damping. It is of interest to note that
Fig. 2 indicates that within a band of the T/H ratio of H
0 < (T/H) < 1, a statically unstable body can be dynamically
stabilized with a sufficiently high roll rate; however, out-
side of this T/H band it is impossible to dynamically sta-
bilize a statically unstable body. Further, a body that is
both statically and dynamically stable and has a T/H ratio
outside of the above band can be dynamically destabilized
with a sufficiently high roll rate. i

The relationship between the frequency of a vector and
its amplitude is dependent on the initial disturbances of
the model and can be examined with use of the sketches in
Fig. 3, in which the yawing motion has the same initial dis-
placement, o" Note that the vector is rotating counter-
clockwise in Sketch (a) and clockwise in Sketch (b). It is
apparent that the vector will rotate, in the case of pre-
cessing elliptic motion. in a direction consistent with the
rotation direction of the motion vector having the larger
amplitude (Kn or Kp). As previously discussed, the elliptic
motion will precess in the direction of .the rotation of the
nutationa] vector (direction of the model roll); hence, the
nutational vector will have the larger amplitude only if the
vector rotation is in the same direction as that of the

nutational vector. The direction of rotation of the vec-
tor and the ratio of the amplitudes of the two vectors
corresponding to the elliptic motion are defined by the ini-
tial velocity disturbance of the vector (). From the
correspondence between the p's and 0''s and between the 0"'s
and the amplitudes of the vectors, it follows that a model
can be disturbed such that the larger amplitude vector can
have either the larger or smaller damping value.IJ
ANALYSIS OF MOTION VIEWED IN ONE PLANE

An example in which the effects of model roll can be of
particular concern is in free-flight testing in wind tunnels,
where the model motion may be monitored in only one plane.
The orthogonal components (6 and a) of the yawing motion of
a nonrolling model can be described by an equation defining
damped sinusoidal motion, with both components having iden-

tical frequencies and damping parameters. It follows that
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in such tests the stability derivatives can be adequately
evaluated from either component. In the case of a rolling
body the complexity of the motion of each orthogonal com-
ponent increases as the roll velocity increases from zero,
and each component consists of two subcomponents having

i different damping parameters and different frequencies.

In the case of wind tunnel testing, some model roll
arising from the launching of the model or from small asym-

3 metries that are either accidential or designed into the
model may exist. In the past, stability data from such wind
tunnel tests have usually been analyzed assuming negligible
roll effects; hence, the concern in this type of testing is
the sensitivity of the components of the yawing motion to

model roll. To aid in examining this problem, the Q and a
components of Eq. (2) can be separated and written as

= (a cos (ix - b sin O'x) exp (pix) i

+ (c cos ¢'x d sin O'x) exp (i2x) (23)

and

a = (b cos ix + a sin ) exp (L i1x)

+ (d cos 2x 4- c sin O5x) exp (24)

where a, b, c, and d are real constants.

From Eqs. (23) and (24) it is apparent that each com-
ponent, for the case of a rolling model, is the sum of
trigonometric terms containing different frequencies; hence,3 the resulting curve for the simplified case of zero damping
will necessarily have an apparently varying frequency and a
varying amplitude. Examples of such motion are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. The motion plots of Fig. 4 are representative
of a small roll rate (the precession angle is 5 deg). Each
component appears to represent sinusoidal motion with a
constant damping value; however, the damping values for the
two components are appreciably different. In the case of
the model motion of Fig. 5 with a larger roll rate, the
curves can be deceiving in that apparent nonlinearities are

* I observed in both components. It follows that the primary
* concern in experiments is related to possible effects on the

yawing motion existing at small roll rates where the apparent
* nonlinearities (roll effects) are not obvious from the motion

plots when the model motion is monitored in only one plane.
It was noted in Ref. 4, in discussing free-flight testing in
wind tunnels, that for the range of small roll rates which
could be expected in such tests, significant errors in the
reduced damping values could exist when one motion component
is analyzed assuming a zero roll rate.
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In the conventional stability analysis used in aero-

ballistic range testing, the measured values of both a and 3
are fitted simultaneously, and hence, various types of mo-
tion from planar to patterns exhibiting large precession can
be fitted adequately. However, a suggested approach dis-
cussed in Ref. 5 for analyzing model motion is of interest
in relation to wind tunnel testing in which the motion is
monitored in only one plane. It was noted in Ref. 4 that
all of the equation constants in the expression for the com-
plex yaw angle, , are present in each component of (a or
). Further, it was stated, in view of this, that the un-

known constants could be determined by fitting either the a
or values separately or both simultaneously. In examining
this approach, it is believed that evaluating equation con-
stants corresponding to general motion patterns by fitting
one component of the motion is infeasible. Recent work con-
cerned with fitting generated motion patterns, using either
a or values, has supported this conclusion. Considerable
difficulty was experienced in satisfactorily fitting motion
patterns having precession angles of about 5 deg or less.
Unfortunately, a large portion of current stability testin
involves models subject to roll rates corresponding to pre-
cession angles of 0 to 5 deg.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The effects of a roll velocity on the free-flight yaw-
ing motion of axisymmetric bodies having linear force and
moment characteristics have been discussed. Expressions
for the frequency and the damping of the motion vectors have
been given as explicit functions of the roll velocity and
the inertia and aerodynamic characteristics of the bodies.
Stability boundarie s defined by these expressions were noted,
and the significance of the various aerodynamic parameters
of a rolling body that uan c ibute to a dynamic insta-
bility has been discussed. The dynamic stability boundary
curve indicates that within a band of the T/H ratio of
0 < T/H < 1, a statically unstable body can be dynamically
stabilized with a sufficiently high roll rate, but outside
of this band it is impossible to dynamically stabilize such
a body. Further, a body that is both statically and dynam-
ically stable and has a T/H ratio outside of the band can
be dynamically destabilized with a sufficiently high roll
rate. The correspondence between the damping, frequency,

and amplitude of the nutational and precessional vectors
has been discussed.
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DYNAMIC STABILITY OF THE
5-INCH/54 ROCKET ASSISTED PROJECTILE

(THE INFLUENCE OF A NON-LINEAR MAGNUS MOMENT)
FOR

EIGHTH UNITED STATES NAVY SYMPOSIUM ON AEROBALLISTJCS
(U)

if (Paper UNCLASSIFIED)
'i Li

- by

W. R. Chadwick
Naval Weapons Laboratory

Dahlgren, Va. 22448

H ABSTRACT. (U) This note presents the results of a stability
analysis of the 5-inch/54 Rocket Assisted Projectile. Aerodynamic
data from the BRL spark ranges are used to determine the stability
characteristics of the projectile at very small angles of yaw. The
analysis then employs supplementary wind tunnel data which highlight

stability at larger angles of yaw.

(U) The 5-inch/54 RAP is shown to be highly stable at launch
and to possess adequate gyroscopic stability over the entire spectrum
of'flight conditions. However, during descent from the vertex height
of short-to-medium range trajectories the projectile may be expected .

l to fly with a constant circular yawing motion of amplitude about two
degrees. A more serious stability problem could develop during
maximum range firings but only if the projectile is disturbed by
winds to very large angles of yaw.

I
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II

INTRODUCTION

(U) In order to increase the range performance of 5-inch Naval
guns, the 5-inch/54 caliber and the 5-inch/38 caliber standard service

projectiles have been redesigned to incorporate rocket assistance.
The extended range projectiles are designated the 5-inch/54 RAP (see
Figure 1) and the 5-inch/38 RAP respectively. This note presents

the results of a dynamic stability analysis of the 5-inch/54 RAP.*

(U) Two slightly different 105mm artillery shells, which have
physical properties somewhat similar to those of the 5-inch/54 RAP, I)
are known to be dynamically unstable transonically at very small yaw

, .Low er, owing influence of a highly non-linear Magnus
moment, these 105mm projectiles recover their stability with
increasing yaw, and fly with a constant circular yawing motion of
amplitude about three degrees. From the outset of the RAP study it
was therefore evident that the precise determination of possible limit
cycle motions would require extensive information on the non-linear ii
properties of the Magnus moment, particularly at transonic speeds
where the Magnus moment depends not only on yaw but also on Mach
number (2, 3, 4).

(U) The solution of the difficult Magnus moment problem demanded
extensive spark range firings and wind tunnel testing. Complete

low incidence aerodynamic properties were derived from motions
recorded in the free-flight spark ranges at the Ballistic Research
Laboratories. Supplementary wind tunnel data to establish the non-
linear properties mentioned above were obtained from the David

Taylor Model Basin and from the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.

j Since this analysis was conducted the sustainer motor (Figure 1)

has been replaced by a short-period high-impulse booster having the
same total impulse. Important stability characteristics are not
affected by this change.

Id

-I 

j
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T s DAERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES V
o '. The Assumed Drag Function If

(U) Figure 2 shows the drag function for the standard 5-inch/54
MARK 41 projectile. This drag function was derived originally by
slightly modifying spark range data based on comparisons between
particle trajectory computations and results from several hundred
full-scale range firings (5). Since the 5-inch/54 MARK 41 projectile
is almost identical in external shape to the 5-inch/54 RAP this drag
function has been assumed also for the 5-inch/54 RAP. Data from the
more recent 5-inch/54 RAP spark range tests are also shown in Figure 2.

aAgreement with the assumed drag function is excellent. For reference
purposes precise tabulated values of the above drag function are also
given in Figure 2 together with results from particle trajectory

computations on range performance.

(U) Figures 3 to 6 illustrate respectively the stability co-
efficient derivatives Cza, Cma , Cmq and Clp as functions of Mach I

ii number. It is perhaps worth noting that the spark range data indicate
a definite change from negative to positive values of Cmq as the Machnumber falls below about 1.0 (see also reference 3).

Variation of Magnus Moment Coefficient Derivative with Mach Number

(U) The Magnus moment coefficient derivative for the 5-inch/54
RAP, of primary importance in the analysis which follows, is shown
against Mach number in Figure 7. It is immediately obvious that
the spark range data exhibit considerable scatter in the range
M = 0.7 to 1.2. Furthermore, a close preliminary examination of
the average yaw for each of the rounds fired revealed no precise
yaw dependence. However, as the data have been presented in Figure 7,corresponding to test rounds experiencing either 0.5 to 3.0 degrees

or 3.0 to 5.5 degrees of average yaw, some yaw dependence does in
fact seem to be present. In order to establish more definitely the
true variation of Cnp, with Mach number for identically zero yaw,
use has been made of the excellent spark range data contained in
reference 2. As mentioned previously, the 105mm projectile of
reference 2 is somewhat similar to the 5-inch/54 RAP. A large number
of these projectiles were fired at entirely subsonic speeds
(M = 0.4 to 0.8) where, for present purposes, undesirable variations
due to Mach number may reasonably be neglected. This is evidently
not true in the case of the available RAP data which embrace the
transonic speed range. The 105mm data are shown in Figure 8 and
clearly illustrate a definite yaw dependence within the subsonic
speed range. The Magnus moment coefficient derivative for the 105mm
projectile, at average yaw levels approaching zero, evidently tends
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to large negative values as the speed becomes subsonic. At larger yaw
this tendency is less pronounced. Based on the 5-inch/54 data, but
influenced significantly by the 105mm data, the curve in Figure 7 was
finally taken as the best probable representation of the variation I
with Mach number of the zero yaw stability coefficient derivative Cnpt.
As will be shown later, this representation, from a dynamic
stability standpoint, is also the most pessimistic representation
possible based on the available data.wd

Variation of Magnus Moment Coefficient with Yaw and Mach Number I
(U) Practically no data appear available which establishes con-

clusively the variation of the Magnus moment coefficient Cn with :

yaw for a fast spinning projectile passing through the transonic speed
range. Attempts have been made, using data from spark range
firings, to estimate this variation at subsonic speeds by neglecting
the influence of Mach number - as discussed above. This approach, I
however, would certainly be unjustified within the range M = 0.8 to H
1.2, where Figures 7 and 8 indicate a strong and definite Mach number
dependence. Furthermore, the variation of the Magnus moment with
yaw at different Mach numbers is of considerable interest up to yawsF ' in excess of those normally achieved during ballistic range tests.
Accordingly, employing highly accurate machined models, full scale
transonic and 2/5 scale supersonic wind tunnel tests were conducted
to measure the 5-inch RAP Magnus moment characteristics (6). The
zero yaw derivative Cnp , derived above from the ballistic range
data, has been used in conjunction with this supplementary H
wind tunnel data to establish the variation of Cn with yaw up to .i
15 degrees over the range M = 0.7 to 2.5. These. results are presented
in Figure 9. In estimating the trends shown in Figure 9 the zero
yaw Magnus moment coefficient derivative Cnp wasI
assumed to represent adequately the variation of Cn with a up to*1 pabout two degrees of yaw. Above about four degrees of yaw the wind
tunnel estimates of Cn were considered reliable.

(U) The Magnus m8ment is seen to exhibit a highly non-linear
dependence on yaw within the range M = 0.7 to 1.15. Within this
range Cnp also varies considerably with Mach number. For example,
at M = 1.05 to 1.15 a large observed forward shift in the position of
the center of pressure of the Magnus force gives rise to large
negative values of the MagILus moment. This fundamental change in
the Magnus moment-yaw relationship, which appears to occur with
increase in Mach number transonically, will be shown later to have
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important ramifications with regard to dynamic stability. It should
be noted finally that at M = 1.75 the Magnus moment is almost linear
with yaw (see also teierence 7).

DYNAMIC STABILITY

(U) In order to establish the dynamic stability characteristics
of the 5-inch/54 RAP, consideration must be given to the non-
linearity of the Magnus moment. However, since this non-linearity
is most likely to be important only when the projectile exhibits
marginal stability at very small yaw, it is clearly desirable to
first- determine stability boundaries over a wide range of flight
condicions based entirely on the zero yaw stability coefficient de-
rivatives obtained from the BRL spark ranges. Accordingly, the
results of the first part of the present investigation, a linear

stability analysis, are outlined below in the first paragraph of the
present Section. It is shown that the flight performance of the

5-inch/54 k _ will indeed be influenced by the non-linear properties
the Magnts .oment. In the next paragraph, therefore, dynamic

stability is d.scussed on the basis of the quasi-linear theory.
Finally, ir tae last paragraph, numerical solutions of the complete
six-degree-c:'-:reedom equations of motion are considered and an

T indication is given of the effect of small instabilities on range
perforri.ance,

Linear Analysis

(U) In non-rolling aeroballistic axes the trycyclic motion of a
fast srinning axially symmetrical projectile, rith appropriate
initial conditions, is given by

=aNoe e(Xl+iwl)t+P (2+i2)t R ()

0

wher the total complex yaw a consists of a high frequency nutation
aN, a s(,Ier precessional motion a and a zero frequency term a which
-,-wrr t:n-_ the s lowly changing steady state yaw of repose. The

da-iL rd frequency concepts, using standard notation, are

1'2~~ CALy (±uAz (ltT) + md2 Cm (i-) ± md2 C j (2)2mV 2C aly q _yX-p

(1,3 = Pl i1 ± 4] (
21y I1

y

where I x and T = I
41yQAdC m[a U_ ilyJ(
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The necessary and sufficient conditions for dynamic stability in the
linear case are then

S > 1 and X1,2 < 0 (5)

(U) The gyroscopic stability factor S for the 5-inch/54 RAP has
a minimum value of 1.62 at launch. It increases during flight before
decreasing finally to about 3.0 at graze for all Q . The projectile
therefore exhibits adequate gyroscopic stability over the entire
spectrum of flight conditions.

(U) Figures 10 and 11 indicate that from launch to vertex
height the nutational and precessional motions of the 5-inch/54 RAP
are stable at very small yaw for all possible Qe' Indeed, at launch,
X1= -0.9 and X2 = -1.2 so that any transient yaw at the gun will damp
out almost immediately. However, during descending flight in the
case of the short-to-medium range trajectories (Q = 25 and 35
degrees) the linear theory predicts dynamically unstable precessional
motions corresponding to the sustained positive values of X2. For

Q = 35 degrees, Figures 12 and 13 show the amount by which each
Othe stability coefficient derivatives appearing in Equation 2
contribute to the total values of X1 and 12 respectively. Clearly,
the elimination of precessional instability at very small yaw
requires a large reduction in the destabilizing influence of the
Magnus moment. Reference to Figure 14 indicates further that
the positive values of X2 occur in the high subsonic range M = 0.9
to 0.95 corresponding to the region of large negative C discussedAn i
previously. pa

(U) At high subsonic speeds it seems most unlikely that the
precessional motion of the projectile can be stabilized at very small
yaw. Unacceptable changes in spin, center of gravity position and
axial inertia would certainly be necessary. Within the range Qe = 25

to 35 degrees, therefore, the 5-inch/54 RAP w.-ll probably be
unstable in service at small yaw. The behavior of the projectile U
as the yaw increases is discussed in the following paragraph.

Non-Linear Analysis

(U) In the non-linear case projectile motions cannot be
discussed in terms of zero yaw stability coefficient derivatives and
a precise closed form solution for the complex yaw as a function of
time is not possible. Criteria for dynamic stability in this case,
however, which determine whether a given initial yaw will grow or
decay with the passage of time, have been derived by Nicolaides (8).
These are
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l it; m- 2
nX*,22 [A 2d m r

-m CZ (1± t)+ C ) - (6)
1 ~ y1 q IX ~I

X \i,2 < 0 (7)

Twhere the quasi-linear damping factors A* and X* are estimated using
variable secant slopes for the stability coefficient derivatives
(the ^ notation is used to denote non-linear quantities).

I(U) Equation 7 is a necessary and sufficient condition for
dynamic stability in the non-linear case, assuming adequate gyroscopic
stability. It indicates whether the projectile will be dynamically
stable at a given yaw (provided the motion is one of almost pure
precession or pure nutation) and is in general independent of linear
considerations. The wind tunnel data revealed no important non-

T linearity in Cz so that if Cmq is taken to be independent of yaw
the only significant non-linear term in Equation 6 is the Magnus term
Cnpa. Figure 15 illustrates the time variation of X* assuming a
constant circular yawing amplitude of two degrees (Qe = 25 and 35
degrees). Thus it may be seen that while the 5-inch/54 RAP is
unstable at very small yaw during descending flight over short-to-

medium range trajectories the projectile may be expected to recover
4 1 rapidly from this condition as the yaw increases. The amount by

which Cnpa changes with increasing yaw during these descents
(M = 0.9 to 0.95) is evident from Figure 9.

(U) The fundamental change which occurs in the Magnus moment-yaw

relationship with transition from high subsonic to low supersonic
speeds (Figure 9) has an important effect on stability. Within the
range M = 0.7 to 0.95 increasing yaw stabilizes the precessional

motion of the projectile, resulting in the stable limit cycle motions
discussed above. Within the range M = 1.05 to 1.15, however, the
reverse is true - increasing yaw has an adverse effect on precessional
stability. Thus, although the 5-inch/54 RAP has been show- to be

stable at very small yaw during descent from the vertex height of
the maximum range trajectory, the projectile nevertheless flies
within the higher terminal Mach number range M = 1.0 to 1.1 and
will therefore become unstable if disturbed to sufficiently large
yaw. Mach numbers within the above range are sustained from about
65 seconds to graze during long range firings (Qe = 50 to 55
degrees) and it has been estimated that X* will tend to a small
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positive value if at any time du,:ing this period the projectile is
disturbed suddenly to a total yaw in excess of about six degrees. Be-
low Qe = 45 degrees the post vertex Mach number never exceeds 1.0 and
sItability should increase with increasing yaw, as discussed previously.

Computed Motions

(U) The dynamic stability characteristics of the 5-inch/54 RAP
have been studied also using a complete six-degree-of-freedom
mathematical model. The results from this study confirm the theoretical
predictions outlined previously. Figures 16 and 17, for example,
show the response of the projectile following a large disturbance
during descent from the vertex height of trajectories having Qe = 25
and 35 degrees. Only the slowly changing yaw of repose and the pre-
cessional motion are shown - the small amplitude high frequency
nutations are discussed later. Thus it may be seen that the pre-
cessional motion about trim, which i highly stable at large yaw
owing to the non-linear Magnus term Cn converges rapidly initially
and that the projectile then flies with an almost constant circular
yawing motion of amplitude about two degrees. The interesting nuta-
tions which follow the above disturbance are illustrated in Figure 18.
As expected, these high frequency oscillations are very lightly
damped at large yaw but become more stable as the yaw decreases.

(U) AL indication of the loss in range caused by various limit
cycle motions during descending flight is given in Figure 19.
Clearly, the above stability problem will not seriously affect range
performance.

(U) The response characteristics of the 5-inch/54 RAP following .

transient disturbances during descent from the vertex height of
maximum range trajectories were also studied. The projectile was
disturbed in flight 70 seconds after launch (M = 1.05) where previous
considerations indicate dynamic instability at large yaw. The
magnitude of the disturbance was of primary importance in these
computations-previously any disturbance would have resulted in
the observed limit cycle motions. Precessional instability occurred
at average disturbed yaw levels in excess of about six degrees.
When the transient yaw was reduced to four degrees the projectile
recovered completely. However, wind gusts are unlikely to result
in transient yawing motions of amplitude six degrees and it seems
most unlikely, therefore, that the maximum range performance of the
5-inch/54 RAP will be severely affected owing to flight within the
terminal Mach number range M = 1.0 to 1.1.
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CONCLUSIONS

(U) a. The 5-inch/54 RAP possesses adequate gyroscopic stability
over the entire spectrum of flight conditions.

(U) b. Any small yawing motions at the gun will be highly stable.
Time to half amplitude should be less than one second.

(U) c. From launch to vertex height, for all possible quadrant

elevation angles, the projectile is dynamically stable at all
reasonable yaw levels.

T(U) d. During descent from the vertex height of short-to-medium
range trajectories, the projectile will probably be unstable at
very small yaw. This instability should disappear with increasinghi yaw and the projectile should continue to fly with a constant circular
yawing motion of amplitude about two degrees.

(U) e. The effect of the above problem on range performance is
!j negligible.

(U) f. Owing to a fundamental change in the Magnus moment-yaw

relationship, at terminal Mach numbers which are sustained only
during maximum range flight, the projectile could become completely -
unstable if disturbed by wind gusts to yaw levels in excess of

about six degrees. Such severe disturbances, however, must be
considered most unlikely.

I 1!A
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PARAMETER WEIHTali ~ bers _____

(lb) (lgf) (sg-c) from nose) (lb)

BURN OUT 53.30.4404236058

j 1J~SPIN AT LAUNCH - 266.00 rps

TIME AT BURN OUT -24.00 sec

7.5 DEGREE BOATTAIL,

~ I _ _ _ _-.........

~ 26.15"

FIGURE 1 OUTLINE DIAGRAM AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 5-INCH/54 RAP.
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0.2

DRAG FUNCTION FOR THE STANDARD
5-INCH/54 HK 41 PROJECTILE.
USED IN STABILITY ANALYSIS.

000.8 1.2 1 -.6 2.0 2 .4
MACH NUM4BER

FIGURE 2 DRAG FUNCTION ASSUME FOR THE 5-1NCH,54 RAP. [

0ABULATED VALUES OF CD_ __

MACH

NIflBER 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.05 1-10 1.15 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50

F'

CD  0.1215 0.1215 0.1450 0.325 0.375 0.380 0.385 0.335 0.305 0.285 0.250

Ik U

RANGE ESTIMATES BASED ON PARTICLE THEORY

Q
(DEGREES) 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 ,

RANGE.C

(YARDS) 24234 28345 31119 32472
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FIGURE 3 VARIATION OF NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 5"/54 U IA A

S.0 0

II

2,0

0 BRL BALLISTIC RANGE
- USED IN STABILITY ANALYSIS

0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

FIGURE '4 VARIATION OF OVERTURNING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 5"/51 RAP
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FIGURE 5 VARIATION OF PITCH DAMPING MOMENT COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 5"/54 RAP.V
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0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.41 0.00 '

-0.01

001 A

-0.0
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-USED IN STABILITY ANALYSIS

-0.061- ________

FIGURE 6 VARIATION OF SPIN DAMPING COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 5"/54 RAP. [
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/ ~ 5-INCH/54 RAP i

LENGTH - 5.23 CALIBERS
C. G. - 3.20 CALIBERS FROM NOSE0r[3 [3

0.0
0. 8,E) 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4T MACH NUMBER

AVERAGE YAW
-. 0 0.50 - 3.00 DEGREES'1 0 3.00 - 5.00 DEGREES

oZ (D BRL BALLISTIC RANGEj i -0' - USED IN STABILITY ANALYSIS

-4 01

FIGURE 7 VARIATION OF MAGNUS MOMENT COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 5"/54 RAr.

iT 2.0
105 nmm MI RJCIE-

LENGTH - 4.70 CALIBERS
C. G. - 2.95 CALIBERS FROM NOSE

0.0
It1 .1.2 .6 2.0 2.4

C~ 0

AVERAGE YAW
( 1.25 - 2.00 DEGREES

-2.o A 2.00 - 3.00 DEGREES -
E) 3.00 - 5.00 DEGREES

BRL BALLISTIC RANGE DATA
(REFERENCE 2)

1iGL E 8 VARIATION OF MAGNUS MOMENT COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WITH MACH NUMBER. 105 MI PRCJECTILE.
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Qe 25.0 DEGREES

0 .0 06b 
0 80 .0 1 0

Qe 55.0 DEGREE S
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A 

4,'

0 INDICATES TME R

It 
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE.

0.00 20.0 40.0 60.0 TIME (iNs 00.0

II

0

0.50

Q,5. DEGREESREE

-0.75

FIGURE 10 .ARIATION OF PRECESSION DAMPING FACTOR (LINEAR) WITH TIME OF FLIGHT. Qe = 25 9.
35.0 A 55.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP.

TIME (EOD);

0.020.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0

-0.25 
1e=5. ERE '1:

I 
:

075

-- .. .....
FIGURE1II VARIATION OF NUTATION DAMPING FACTOR (LINEAR) WITHI TIME OF FLIGHT. Qe = 25.O,

35.0 AND 55.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP
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11

-0.50_

FIGURE 12 VARIATION OF COMPONENTS OF PRECESSION DAMPING FACTOR (LINEAR) WITH TIME OF FLIGHT.
Qe 35.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP.
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35
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FIGURE 1J VARIATION OF COMPONENTS OF NUTATION DAMPING FACTOR (LINEAR) WITH TIME OF FLIGHT.
Qe 35.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP.
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FIGURE 15 VARIATION OF LINEAR AND QUASI-LINEAR PRECESSION DAMPING FACTORS
WITH TIME OF FLIGHT. Qe 25,0 AND 35.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP
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FIGURE 18 NUTATIONAL AND PRECESSIONAL MOTION FOLLOWING TRANSIENT DISTURBANCE
AT 18000 FT (DESCENDING). Q. = 35.0 DEGREES. 5"/54 RAP.
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400.0

Note: Discrete limit cycle amplitudes simu-
lated during descending flight only.Projectile taken to be completely

I stable during ascending flight.

1 300.0
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0 _
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FIGURE 19 VARIATION OF LOSS IN RANGE WITH LIMIT CYCLE
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Paper No. 29

THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
3 •COLD MAGNETIC WIND TUNNEL BALANCE

(U)
(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

Iby
Hermon M. Parker and Ricardo N. Zapata

Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Physics
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Va. 22901

ABSTRACT. (U) A three-degrees-of-freedom electromagnetic balance,
* using stabilized superconductor coil systems, is being assembled at the

University of Virginia. The cold balance, together with a 6" Mach 3
blow-down wind tunnel, will be a unique aerodynamic experimental facility.
The major potential of the system is considered to be the investigation,

I with reasonable and improved accuracy, of the dynamic stability character-
istics of a model. The two major goals of the prototype system are
a) verification of the approach to dynamic stability studies and b) to

I provide a confident extrapolation of the system to a larger size. Though
the system will not have been in full operation, preliminary operating
characteristics and current status will be presented. A summary and
current status of the investigations of "experiment configuration" will

b be g iven.

g
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GENERALITIES

(U) About a dozen years ago, a three dimensional magnetic suspen-
sion arrangement (I) was discovered at the University of Virginia. V
The supported magnetic body was spherical, or near spherical. The
possible, practical application of this technique to support a model
in a wind tunnel was recognized at that time. Since that time consid- i
erable development has occurred. Currently a group at U.Va., under the
sponsorship of NASA Langley*, is engaged in assembling and putting into

operation a 6", Cold Magnetic Balance Wind Tunnel System (the cold
balance prototype). The Virginia group and the NASA sponsors believe
that the U.Va. system and approach will provide a significant advance
in the experimental measurement of dynamic stability characteristics of ,
aerodynamic configurations.tsa

(U) In this paper the intention is to describe the current situation.
After a brief discussion of a few U.Va. balance generalities; the V
current status of the prototype facility is described. Then a qualita-|

tive but fairly detailed discussion of t.ie U.Va. approach to dynamic
stability is given.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE AND PHILOSOPHY

(U) The basic operating principle of the U.Va. magnetic balance is
readily explained with the help of Figs. I and 2. A perfect sphere of
isotropic ferromagnetic material, when placed in a uniform magnetic
field, becomes uniformly magnetized. Since the magnetizing field is
uniform no force acts on the magnetized sphere. A force on the sphere
does result if a magnetic field with a gradient is added. A magnetic
field gradient is efficiently produced by a pair of coils, with a
common symmetry axis, placed symmetrically about the sphere, and with
equal but opposing currents. Such an arrangement produces no field but
maximum field gradient at the sphere center proportional to the current
for air core coils.

(U) The direction of the force on the sphere depends on the angle 1
between the gradient coil pair axis and the direction of magnetization
of the sphere. The magnitude of the force on the sphere also changes as

*The Langley Research Center of NASA has supported, beginning in 1964,
the U.Va. magnetic wind tunnel balance program which is primarily |
directed toward dynamic aerodynamic stability investigation. NASA LJ
Grant No. NGR-47-005-029.

I
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changes for a given current in the gradient coil pair. These quantities
may be readily calculated starting with the fundamental expression

dF = (d N B)

for the element of force dF which acts on an element dM = MdV of
magnetized material in an external field B. On the ideal assumption
that the gradient field is axially summetrical about the gradient coil
axis which passes through the center of the sphere, it results that no
moment of force acts on thi sohere and the force on the sphere is in the

• i plane defined by the direction of the sphere magnetization (the main
field) and the gradient coil axis. Further, the direction and magnitude
of the force, as a function of , are as is shown in Fig. 2.

(U) For the wind tunnel magnetic balance the arrangement is as
follows. The main, magnetizing field is parallel to the tunnel axis.
Three gradient coil pairs with their axes at =tan-i'8 ~= 70.5' are

equally spaced, at 1200, around M or the tunnel axis. The three
orthogonal force directions lie along the edges of a cube whose major
diagonal lies along the tunnel axis. it is considered that this
arrangement gives the maximum space to place the wind tunnel.

(U) Magnetic support systems of this sort are unstable and must be1" servo-controlled to stability. Thus a system to sense the sphere
* iposition is a necessity. And, of course, for the wind tunnel application

one invisions a model of some aerodynamic configuration constructed of
some non-conducting material around the sphere. The sphere position
sensing system must operate independently of the model built around

i3 the sphere.

(U) The basic, primitive situation is that i-he model,with a magnetic
sphere imbedded in it, is rotationally free - the balance exertsonly

i forces on the sphere. Further, the balance system is limited in
frequency response, i.e., it responds to and tries to reduce low
frequency translational oscillations of the sphere - just enough to

3 iretain the model in the tunnel. At higher frequencies the translational
oscillations are free. This mode of operation has been called Quasi-6
mode of operation, and is intended to indicate that at the higher
frequencies the model has six degrees of freedom.

POTENTIAL USE

(U) The particular character of the magnetic wind tunnel balance
which gives it a unique poential is (I) no physical connection to the 4
model is required, i.e., the sting effect is eliminated and (2) a high
degree of motion freedom is retained. The possible rewards due directly
to (!) undoubtedly are significant but will not be considered in this
paper. However, the second characteristic opens an avenue of investi-
gating the motion induced forces and moments which act on an aerodynamic

I configuration, i.e., the dynamic aerodynamic stability characteristics
oconfigurationof a configuration.6

I
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(U) Here it is interesting to note that the one other magnetic
wind tunnel balance system being developed, which basically suppor-ts a
rod rather than a sphere, and which has been in development at MIT for
some time, also can, in principle, investigate the dynamic stability 1:
case. The approach is significantly different. In the MiT approach
the motion of the model is commanded and forced, thus there can be quite Fl
simple motions, and the a(rodynamic forces and moments due to the motion
must be extracted from the forces and moments required to force the
motion. In the U.Va. approach the model motion is essentially caused
by the aerodynamic forces and moments--ideally the balance applies the
minimum forces (accurately measurable forces) to retain the model in
the tunnel--and the forces and moments are to be inferred from the
observed motion. The motion in this case can be and usually is quite
complex. The two approaches are so different that they are considered
to be complementary rather than competitive.

(U) Given that the prime ultimate goal of the U.Va. magnetic wind 9
tunnel balance is dynamic stability, they are still two, sometimes not
easily separable, points of view to take. First, there is the design
point of view in which (to exagerate a little) one might measure the
stability characterist;cs of series and families of aerodynamic shapes
to compile reams of "design data." Second, and at the other extreme,
one can imagine a white haired academician (surely the hair could be
some other color) who :s interested in understanding the unsteady
aerodynamics on a spinning missile configuration. If NASA ever builds
a 4' or an 8' cold magnetic balance wind tunnel system--and many of us
think this is a very real possibility--one might expect its use to
correspond to a mark somewhat toward the design end of the above scale.
On the other hand, the prototype which will (hopefully) remain at
Virginia will (again hopefully) make a little mark more toward the
fundamental research end of the scale.

SCALING

(U) When a stability expert is asked: "How large a model and
tunnel (U.Va. magnetic, naturally) do you need to get the stability
information you want?", the answer usually is: "what size did you
have in mind?"

(U) The scaling problem is complex primarily because some of the
subsystems e.g., the gradient coil power supplies, simply do not scale
very well. Interestingly enough. the basic magnetic interaction scales
very readily, as follows.

(U) Given a non-ferromagnetic cored coil system of any complexity
if the system is scaled by the factor Z (i.e., all linear dimensions
multiplied by Z) and the current density is held constant then at any
point the magnetic field strength is multiplied by Z and the gradient
of the magnetic field remains unchanged. Thus one can see that at
sufficiently large sizes the problem of producing the gradient fields
dominates the problem of producing the main field.
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(U) There are a series of facts or relationships wh~ch are involved
in the total scaling problem. A few of these will be listed.

(I) For a given balance, the gradient coil currents required
to support (against gravity) a sphere of a given magnetic mater;al is
independent (to a very high order) of the size of the sphere. The
magnetic force is proportional to the total magnetic dipole moment of
the sphere, i.e., to its volume. The sphere weight is also proportional
to its volume.

1 (2) Since balance forces are proportional to the volume (k3)
of the sphere and since aerodynamic forces and moments are proportional
to a characteristic 3rea (,,2) of the model, the ratio of balance forces
to aerodynamic forces is proportional to k. Thus less product of
magnetization M (magnetic dipole moment per unit volume) and magnetic
field gradient is required as the size increases. In a very real sense

I Ta large balance s easier to design than a small one.
(3) ;he gracient coil -wer supply systems, which represent a

considerable fraction of the cost of the total system, do not scale well
I? F because the optimum methods of producing electrical power capacity 9t a

given frequency range change drastically from one power and frequency
range to another. Apparently rather detailed studies are required to
optimize at a given size.

(4) At a constant Reynolds number per foot, the natural
aerodynamic frequency decreases inversely as the first power of thescale,

i s(5) The bdlance design and scaling considerations to date have
been based on the assumption of ferrite as the magnetic sphere material.
Because of its low electrical conductivity and low magnetic rotational
hysteresis the condition of rotational freedom is assured. The penality
is that the maximum magnetization is not large.

(6) The extrapolation of designs to large tunnel sizes (4' to
8') assuming conventional water cooled copper coil systems becomes
unfeasible. Megawatts of electrical power are not friahtening, but the
sheer volume and weight of copper coils at this scale are. A more

I efficient method of producing magnetic fields becomes necessary for the
larger sizes.

(U) The word "cold" in "cold balance prototype" indicates 4.2'K.
The current 6" cold balance prototype is cryogenic, using superconducting
gradient coils, drag augmentation coils and a main field coil, refrig-
erated with liquid helium. The gradient coils are servo controlled and
thus must carry time varying electric currents. The general problem of
AC losses in superconductors is not yet solved.

(U) The two prime objectives of the current cold magnetic ,.nd
4 1 tunnel balance prototype program at U.Va. are (I) to verify the validity

of the U.Va. approach to dynamic stability and (2) to provide as much4 information as possible to enable a confident extrapolation of ine
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system to larger sizes. An item of vital concern is whether or not the
restriction to ferrite spheres (certainty of rotational freedom) can be
relaxed, or, specifically, whether iron in some non-electrically con-
ducting form can be used for the support element. If the damping
moments on a model due to the magnetic rotational hysteresis of iron are
not large enough to prevent the measurement of aerodynamic damping
moments, then the cosl of a large system is likely to be about an order

of magnitude less. Unfortunately, the ratio of hysteresis damping to
aerodynamic damping increases as the first power of the scale. This
problem will receive early attention in the prototype.

I

CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROTOTYPE FACILITY

(U) According to the current schedule, the assembly of the prototype
cold balance facility will begin in the summer of 1969. At the time of
this writing all of the major components have been designed and are
either in house or on order. The design of this facility has been quile
challenging in the sense that in many key decisions state-of-art tech-
nology had to be invoked. In what follows a brief discussion on the
design and status of the principal balance components is given. Refer-
ence is made to Fig. 3 where the overall facility is sketched.

THE COIL SYSTEM

(U) The support system comprises 9 siperconducting coils. One of

them (main field coil) produces a uniforr -nagnetic field at the point
of suspension. The other 8 are grouped in four pairs that produce pure
magnetic field gradients at that oint. The coil system is sketched to
scale in Fig. 4. The most important characteristics of the different
coils are listed in Table I. It should be noted that there are 3
identical tan -1 v/ gradient coil pairs of which one apcars in 'he1figure. The main field coil and ihe drag augmentaTiorl pair will
operate in a DC mode. Until recently the AC operation of the gradient
coils constituted the greatest uncertainty about the feasibility of the
cold balance concept. For the original uesign fully stabilized super-
conducting cable, capable of carrying the maximum operating curren + in
case of total transition to the normal mode of conduction, was specified.
Two important developments were responsible for the switch to The present

design. First, detailed calculations of the probable dissipation from"
eddy currents in the copper revealed that relatively high rates of liquid
helium consumption should be expected. Second, preliminary results(2) from
experiments at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, where AC losses in "

coils wound with superconducting tape were measured, indicated that
stability could be achieved with far less copper than it had been possible
for superconducting cables and, consequently, with much lower eddy current
losses. The University of Virginia group recently confirmed these
findings in experiments performed at the laboratories of Atomics Inter-
national. It is fully expected that these developments have essentially
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removed the key uncertainty referred to above.

THE CRYOSTAT

(U) The liquid helium dewar was designed with the following high
* priori'y constraints in mind:

(a) Room temperature access for the supersonic wind tunnel i
and other system components;

(b) Minimum distance between the coil system and the sus-
pended model;

(c) Minimum interference between the dewar and the magnetic
fields produced by the coils;

(d) Reasonable ease of assembly and of access to the critical
components of the coils system.

(U) The resultant geometry can be observed in Fig. 4. It should be
noted that the A inner walls (beTween the coils and the wind tunnel) are

* made of fiberglass while a more conventional stainless steel construction
has been adopted for the outer walls. About 250 liters of liquid helium
will be necessary to load the cryostat and operate the system.

MODEL POSITION INDICATOR

(U) For the successful operation of the proiotype facility the
need to determine the position of the aerodynamic model arises from
three different sources:

(a) The operatcr of the facility needs to "see" the model to
properly coordinate the launching and the recovery of the model.

(b) An error signal is needed to close the automatic control
loop effecting stable support.

(c) Model "trajectory" information is needed as data to

compute the aerodynamic parameters of interest.

* The practical difficulties of establishing a direct optical path between
the aerodynamic model and an outside observer should be apparent upon
examination of Fig. 4. It is fortunate that requirement (a) can be
satisfied with a relatively low resolution system. A combination of a3 wide angle lens and fiber optics has been developed and !s presently in
the refinement stage, It is not yet known what degree of sophistication
will be required to upgrade Iiis type of system so that it has acceptable
resolution for data acquisition. Requirements (b) and (c) can, in
principle, be satisfied simultaneously by an electromagnetic position
sensor presenily in the final stages of development. This sensor is
based on a concept originally devloped at MIT utilizing the principle i*
of the variable transformer. There are a total of 12 electromagnetic
coils wound on a cylindrical form surrounding the test section of the
wind tunnel (Fig. 4). By proper manipulation of the signals inducea in
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the 10 pick-up coils (the other two coils are used for excitation at

30 k-Hertz) three translations dnd two angular displacements can be
detected and recorded as a function of time. Preliminary calibrations
revealed a linear response within a ±2 cm range with typical sensitivities
in the 100-500 mV/cm range. Current efforts are concentrated on improving
the stability of the calibrations, optimizing the geometry of the sensing
element imbedded in the model and minimizing the cross-talk between
channels. It is anticipated that a detailed report on this system will
be published as soon as the optimization work is finished and complete
calibration and operational characteristics become available. In the
meantime, Fig. 5 should help to clarity the preceding discussion.

THE CONTROL SYSTEM

(U) Stabilization of the aerodynamic model will be effected by
controlling the current through the tan -1 vgradient coils. A minimum
time or bang-bang control law for large disturbances and a linear
control law for small disturbances have been chosen. The stability of
the control system has been demonstrated rhrough analog computer simu-
lations using the real values of the paromreters of the power supplies
and coils.

THE POWER SUPPLIES

(U) The power supplies for the tan -1 V8 coil pairs, designed by
Oerlikon Engineering Co. (Switzerland), consist of an energy storage
device and fast switching circuits to permit rapid modulation of the
purely inductive loads. A schematic diagram of the basic circuit is
shown in Fig. 6. There are three possible modes of operation depending
on the condition of the silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR)

(a) Both SCRts on: Voltage across coi;s is +250V

(b) One SCR off: Coils clamped by the other SCR and a
DIODE. Voltage across coils is
dropped across DIODE + SCR (- 3V)

(c) Both SCR's off: Both diodes conduct, clamping the
voltage across coils to -250V.

The principal advantage of this solution to the swtiching problem is
that the SCR's have practically zero dead time and, consequently, require
a relatively modest maximum voltage (250V). It should be noted that
there is no provision for current reversal in the power supply circuit.
It is planned to operate the coils at a DC level of one half the maximum
current i.e., 175A., thus mak;ng a ±175A variation with respect to the
steady state value possible. The circuits are designed to be capable of
a complete current cycle (175A-350A-O A-175A) in 32 msec.
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THE WIND TUNNEL

(U) The aerodynamic testing facility will be a Mach 3 blowdown wind
i tunnel with a nominal test section diameter of 6 inches. The principal
- design constraints are:

(a) Severe limitations in geometry imposed by the presence of
the cryostat (Figs. 3 and 4).

(b) Need to maximize run time. This has been approached from
g I two ends: double the existing air storage capacity and maximize the 1

efficiency of the tunnel by optimizing the variable second throat con-
figuration.

(c) Need to support the model by mechanical means before the
start of the tunnel and effect a transfer to magnetic support as soon as
steady state conditions are reached.

W (d) Exclusion of electrically conducting or ferro-magnetic
I materials from any of the tunnel components and mechanisms in the

vicinity of the supporting coils.

I

THE U.VA. APPROACH TO DYNAMIC STABIL.TY'I
(U) Though some other technique eventually may be found to be more

efficient in classifying and communicating stability information, tnis
* article will use the conventional and traditional method, i.e., the

determination or specification of aerodynamic derivatives, static and
dynamic. Further, in the interest of clarity, a derivative will be
termed static if it can, in principle, be measured by holding a model
fixed in a wind tunnel; the measurement of a dynamic derivative requires
that the position and/or orientation of the model in the tunnel change
with time.

* I(U) As indicated earlier one can foresee two general uses of a U.Va.
3 magnetic balance tunnel facility, namely, design and fundamental research

oriented activities. The basic process of acquisition of stability
3 information is independent of whether the objective is design or research.
U One could speculate that there might be considerable difference in the

detailed character of the information required in the two cases. Never-
* theless, in the remainder of this article, whether the ultimate objective

is design or research will not be considered.

BASIC APPROACH

(U) The basic U.Va. approach to dynamic stability is as follows:

(a) A model in the wind tunnel executes oscillatory
translational and rotational motion under the influence of gravity,
forces and .oments applied by the magnetic balance, and aerodynamic
forces and moments.
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(b) The force and moment due to gravity may be easily and F
accurately determined.

(c) The balance forces and moments may be measured with good V
accuracy. 1'

(d) The motion of the model, in all six degrees of freedom,
can be r~asured.

(e) With information (b), (c), (d) and the model geometric
and inertial parameters, the equations of motion allow, by one of
several techniques, the determination of the aerodynamic forces and El
moments or the s-tability derivatives, static as well as dynamic.

(U) It is interesting that in ;he early phases of the project it r
was assumed for simplicity that the oalance would hold the magnetic
sphere center in a fixed position in the tunnel. Later more detailed
design showed this to be unfeasible and the current concept, called
Quasi-6 operation, is that the balance will apply those low frequency
control forces required simply to hold the model in the tunnel and that 1
higher frequency translational oscillations are essentially free.

(U) It is, of course, basic to the entire philosophy 'hat the model
is rotationally free, i.e., that the balance exerts, or can be more to
exert, no moments on the model. Thus the prototype design is based on
the use of a ferrite for the magnetic support element since a perfect V
sphere of uniform ferrite would experience (engineeringly) zero spring- K'
like and damping moments due to the balance. A spring-like (conservative,
static) balance induced moment on the model is not serious; indeed such
a static moment can be advantageous and simply adds to the usually large
aerodynamic static moment. Balance induced damping moments (due to eddy
current effects and/or rotational magnetic hysteresis) are much more
serious. Aerodynamic damping (dynamic) moments are usually small and the
danger is that they may be swamped by balance induced damping momenTs.

(U) One of the interesting aspects of the U.Va. approach to dynamic
stability is the large range and variety of motions or motion character-
istics thaT can be arranged for a given model (see below). As a result

the question of "experiment design" becomes important. In order to
extract a particular piece of stability information, a particular dynamic
derivative, with maximum accuracy what is the optimum experiment or
motion state? It is anticipated that this problem can be successfully
studied theoretically.

INFORMATION EXTRACTION METHODS

(U) One can imagine that the optimum method of extracting stability
information from the data gathered from a particular experiment depends
upon many things, and in particular the accuracy of the data is surely

an important one. Perhaps two rather extreme cases illustrate the point.

(U) Consider a spinning axisymmetric missile executing the transient
after having been perturbed from a steady, trimmed, non-oscillatory
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reference flight condition. Further, imagine that the measurements of
the kinematic motion variables have not been very accurate, perhaps the

*random noise is on the order of 1/4 to 1/2 of the value of a variable
for the best portion of the data. It would not seem unreasonable that
a least squares fit of the data to a linearized solution of the problem1 | would be the optimum information extraction method for this problem.

(U) As a really imaginary limit, suppose that for a model in the
tunnel the kinematic variables, the balance forces and moments, and all
the other input to the extraction problem have been measured with very
great accuracy--say, to one part in 108, to have a number. With such

extremely acrurate data, it seems reasonable to assume that a direct
inversion of the equations of motion (i.e., by substitution of the

I kinematic variables and their derivatives, geometric and inertial
parameters and, balance forces and moments to convert the full equations
of motion into an appropriate set of inhomogeneous linear algebraic
equations for the chosen force and moment derivatives) could well be the
optimum method of extracting stability information. The authors are
aware of no instance in which this direct method of data reduction hasi been used and are inclined to suspect that insufficiently accurate data
has been the reason. The U.Va. group has not yet abandoned the prospect
that this direct inversion method may work well for the U.Va. approach
to dynamic stability.

(U) IT seems that essentially every dynamic stability group has
evolved its own--presumably reasonably optimum for them--method of
extracting information. The problem is certainly non-trivial. One can
foresee that many methods will be tried at U.Va. before a best or a few
best methods are found.

PERTURBING TECHNIQUES

(U) There are various kinds of force and moment (or equivalent)
m inputs to the model in a magnetic balance wind tunnel which can be

arranged. These perturbations change the motion of the model and in
general change the sensitivity of the motion to the individual force .
and moment derivatives, or more importantly change the relative accuracy
of extracted derivative and motion data inputs.Li I(U) Here we list and briefly discuss several of the perturbing

'techniques which have been considered and in some cases analyzed in
some detail. The reader should note that the following discussion
will tacitly assume that the model is (effectively) axially symmetrical
and likely to be spinning (roll control is not expected to be added to

Ii the system in the near future).
(a) Passive Techniques

i) Prolate Ellipsoid. Imagine that the spherical magnetic support
a element, assumed to be ferrite for the present discussion, is replaced

with a prolate ellipsoid with the long axis parallel to the model symmetry
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axis. A conservative moment (due to shape anisotropy and the main field)
tends to return the ellipsoid to alignment with the main field, effectively
adding to the static aerodynamic restoring moment acting on the model.
The frequency at which the model will oscillate will be increased. Con-
siderable control of the oscillation frequency (as well as choice of the
center of mass position) results. For example, one could operate with a
model which is aerodynamically unstalbe but which in the tunnel is
stabilized by a prolate ellipsoid-balance induced moment.

(ii) Built-in Damping. It is easy to build damping into the system.
One easy way is to build a copper shorted turn in a plane perpendicular
to the model symmetry axis. Eddy currents induced in the loop by
rotation about a lateral axis interact with the main field and produce

viscous damping moment, i.e., a resisting moment proportional to the
rotation rate. Another way is to use for the support element a magnetic :

material which has a large rotational hysteresis which gives a coulomb-
type damping moment. The possible use of some form of iron, the most T7
efficient support material, is contingent on the damping due to rotational I
hysteresis not being too large. The usual concern is very likely to be
that the balance induced damping is small enough that the aerodynamic I
damping may be efficiently measured. Of course, one can imagine a
situation in which the aerodynamic damping is very negative and a large
positive balance induced damping is required for good operation.

(iii) Mass Unbalance. If the model were perfectly balanced and
trimmed then the steady state condition ideally is no motion of the
model with respect to the tunnel. A direct way to produce a more
interesting steady state motion is to unbalance the model by judicious
addition or removal of some mass. Though a perfectly balanced initial
condition is not to be expected, changes in the inertial parameters can
be made with considerable percision. I

(iv) Prolate Ellipsoid and Varying Main Field. A rather particular
but interesting possibility is that with a prolate ellipsoid aE in (i)
above the model oscillation frequency can be changed by changing (slowly

by necessity) the magnitude of the main magnetic field. Thus, with a I
spinning missile type model a portion of the classic roll-pitch
resonance response could be observed in a single run.

1J

(b) Active Techniques
M Impulsive Force. The magnetic balance may be commanded to apply

an impulsive force on the support element embedded in the model. "How
impulsive" will depend on the magnitude required since the basic limitation
;s how rapidly the curren+ in a gradient coil pair may be changed. Of
course, if the magnetic sphere is not at the model center of mass then a
corresponding moment about the C.G. is also applied to the model. It can
be anticipated that such an impulsive perturbation which would produce atransient motion mode, could be very helpful in measuring dampi.ng

derivatives.
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(ii) Periodic Forces. In a similar way, the balance will be capable

of applying commanded steady state oscillatory forces on the sphere at
Sfrequencies at least up to 100 Hertz. This sort of balance operation

corresponds to a gradient coil pair, power supply system operating in a
linear mode as distinct from the bas'c large amplitude bang-bang control.
In general one expects that the amplitude of these higher frequency
forces to be limited (and to decrease with increasing frequency) but
significant perturbations up to about W0 Hertz are expected to be
possible.

(iii) RF Induced Moments. To this point the methods discussed
involve essentially no additional hardware. In the last two items radio

3 frequency (RF) induced current arrangements similar in principle to the
model position sensing system but designed to produce muments on the
model, are considered. Imagine a copper shorted turn placed in the model
with its plane at 450 with the model symmetry axis. Assume that the

3 model is spinning and that its 5ymmetry axis remains essentially parallel
to the tunnel axis. Then a uniform, axial RF magnetic field gives rise to
a moment of force on the model about a lateral axis fixed in the model
(in the plane of the shorted turn) which has a DC component and a double
frequency RF component. At several tens of Kilohertz the double frequency
RF component can be neglected. A uniform !ateral RF field gives rise toF I) an oscillatory moment about the tunnel axis (model symmetry axis) at
twice the model spin frequency, 2) an oscillatory moment at twice spinfrequency about a lateral inertial axis perpendicular to The RF field,

and 3) a DC lateral moment about the same axis. At the present time theI effect of such moments on the efficiency with which various interesting .
derivatives can be measured from the motion produced (or even what effect

these moments have on the model motion) are not known.

3 (iv) Pulsed or Programmed RF. In (iii) above the amplitude of the
impressed RF field is considered to be constan+. It ought not to be
difficult to arrange for the amplitude of the impressed RF field to vary
with time in an arbitrary manner on the time scale of the model motion,

i.e., the time interval for significant RF field amplitude change to be
simply smaller than, say, one tenth of the period of the model motion.
If the possibilities for constant amplitude RF in (iii) could not be

I foreseen, the possibilities for arbitrary RF amplitude vs. time are
even less evident.

ERROR ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

(U) A rather obvious, theoretical method of assessing quantitativelyj the potential of the U.Va. approach to dynamic stability is ip progress.
Unfortunately the status is such that no results can be presented at this
time. The interest here is to describe the method. Essentially it con-
sists of two parts as follows:

(a) the full (non-linear) equations of motion of a rigid body "
(aero-elastic effects are neglected) may be set up and numerically
integrated with input forces and moments in agreement (hopefully) with
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the experimental situaiion. In essence, one hopes and expects to
calculate the motion of a model in the tunnel subject to the actual
forces and moments to which the model is subjected. Thus one hopes I,to calculate by a direct numerical procedure, the motion of a realmodel in the tunnel and arrive at "perfect" moiion data.

(b) Given the "perfect" molion data of a) above, one expects
to invert the equations of motion and "regurgitate" the values of the

Ooforce and moment derivatives (an algebraic problem) which were inserted~~into the calculation. One hopes to obtain good accuracy, say, 4 to 6

digits of accuracy for the recovery of the force and moment derivatives.

(U) Essentially the combination of a) and b) above (note that no
specifications of detailed methods has been given) constitutes a basic, >4

jI circular, "greasy pig," method of evaluating the U.Va. approach to 12
dynamic stability. The basic methods of analysis are:

(a) The influence on accuracy of recovered derivatives of[I
systemmatic and/or random errors superposed on the perfect data.
Presumably this is the best one can do with respect to error analysis.

(b) The influence of choosing a different set of derivatives I
to "recover" then the set used to calculate the perfect data. This
simulates the real life situation of not knowing the set of derivatives
a model "has."

(c) Most important (one can speculate) is the rather undefined
and vague problem of finding what sort of motion, corresponding to what
sort of boundary conditions or what sort of perturbations, results in I N
the most accurate or efficient extraction of a particular derivative. I
It is expected that this area of experiment design will be very interesting. 1]
CONCLUSIONS i

(U) It is undoubtedly premature to arrive at conclusions with
respect to what stability iW, ormation with what accuracy may be obtained
via the U.Va. cold balance system and the U.Va. approach to stability.
Nevertheless it must be admitted that the U.Va. group, at least, is
optimistic. We believe that we will take significant steps forward in

the problem of determining the dynamic stability characteristics of 4
aerodynamic configurations.

7I0
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(U) Table I. Design Characteristics of the Coils.

Drag Augmentation
tan-lv'-pair Pair Main Field

Number of turns 133 3000 2500
Maximum current 350 A. 100 A. 100 A.

Maximum voltage 250 V. -

Type of wire 1/2" Nb-Sn 0.030" copper 0.030" copper
tape clad NbTi clad NbTi

T Type of operation unsteady steady state (DC) steady state (DC)

Maximum average
current density 10,800 A/cm2  8000 A/cm2  8000 A/cm2

Inductance 0.008 henries 6.0 henries 5.1 henries

Central field 0 (nominal) 0 (nominal) 5 x 103 Gauss

, Maximum field
gradient at 0 80 Gauss/cm 420 Gauss/cm 0 (nominal)
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Paper No. 30

WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS OF THE AERODYNAMICjT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 2.75 WRAPAROUND FIN
ROCKET USING A MAGNETIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

by

Milan Vlajinac
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

"r ABSTRACT. (U) Wind tunnel data on damping in roll,
damping in pitch, as well as lift, drag and pitching moment
coefficients at a Mach number of 4.25 is presented for the
2.75 wrap-around fin configuration for angles of attack from

zero to nine degrees. Force and moment data were obtained
using a pneumatic calibration technique developed for
magnetic suspension systems. Recommendations for future
dynamic stability testing using magnetic suspension systems
are discussed.

I >1
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INTRODUCTION F

(U) An experimental study was conducted to obtain the
aerodynamic characteristics of the 2.75 wrap-around fin
rocket using a magnetic suspension system. The aerodynamic [
parameters under investigation were roll damping moment,
damping in pitch as well as the static forces and moments.*

(U) The magnetic balance and suspension system and the
3" x 4". M = 4.25, open jet wind tunnel at the M.I.T.
Aerophyslcs Laboratory were used in the tests. The tests
on the model were conducted over an angle of attack range
from zero to nine degrees. Static force and moment data j
are compared with results obtained at N.O.L. IAl

MODEL DESCRIPTION

(U) The model configuration as tested is shown in FIG.!..1I
This corresponds to configuration No. 1 on BUWEPS Drawing No.
SK675192. The model bodies were made of magnetic-ingot-iron.
The fins were made of heat treated beryllium-copper and were
soft-soldered to the body using a fixture that would orient
their position with respect to the body as well as space -

them 1200 apart. The bourrelets were made of brass rings
soft-soldered in place and then machined down to size.

(U) The fin cant on the models was checked with an indi-
cator after they were soldered, and maximum acceptable run-
out over the chord (2.48) was .001 inch (0.10).

(U) Prior to wind-on tests each model was suspended
magnetically and the fin orientation was noted. Stock was
removed from the fins until no preferred orientation in roll
was observed. This provided an accurate way of statically
balancing the model in roll.

This balance was developed under the sponsorship of the
USAF Aerospace Research Laboratories under Contract Nos.
AF33(616)-7023 and AF33(615)-1470.
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(U) The model diameter of .218 inches was chosen for

two reasons: 1) it allowed the model to remain inside the
I~ tunnel Mach rhombus at the angle of attack range tested, and

2) the diameter was compatible with existing equipment used
for damping in roll measurements. The aodel location with
respect to the Mach rhombus is shown in FIG. 2. Note that
the model was angulated about a point near the tail to insure
that the model remained within the Mach rhombus.

TEST TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION

rMAGNETIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM
(U) The tests made in this study involved the use of a

magnetic balance suspension system. The magnet configuration
is shown in FIG. 3. The balance is capable of controlling
the model position and attitude in six degrees of freedom.
For these tests the roll moment coils were not installed,
so the model was controlled in only five degrees of freedom
(Ref 1). A photograph of a suspended model is shown in
FIG. 4. The performance of the suspension system in posi-_
tioning the model in the desired location during wind tunnel
tests is as follows:

Absolute position in drag, lift, and slip with respect
to the wind tunnel axis at the time of position adjust-
ment is ±0.001 inch; maximum amplitude of moderate
fluctuations (3-30 cps) is 0.001 inch; angular position
with respect to the wind tunnel axis at time of posi-
tion adjustment is ±.l degree. Note that the angular
position includes the maximum amplitude of moderate

I fluctuations (3-30 cps) 0.1 degree. -

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Damping in Roll Measurements

(U) Damping in roll data was obtained using a spin
decay technique (Ref 2). Since the magnetically suspended
model is free to rotate about its longitudinal axis, a roll-
ing torque was applied to the model in the wind tunnel with
air jets orthogonal to the flow direction and forward of the
model fins to change its steady state roll rate. This sys-
tem is shown in FIG. 5. The rotation of the model is sensed
by having the fins interrupt a beam of light striking a3 photocell whose output is recorded on a Sanborn optical
oscillograph.
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(U) The procedure followed during damping in roll tests

was follows:
1. The difference between nozzle static and test section

pressures was checked and set to approximately 1 inch of
silicone manometer fluid.

2. The model's absolute position was checked and the
magnet currents were recorded in wind-off damping tests.

3. The air injectors were moved forward and located
approximately 1/2 inch ahead of the model fins. The air
jets were turned on and the roll rate of the model was
observed.

4. When a substantial change in roll rate was observed,
the jets were shut off, retracted, and the Sanborn recorder
was started.

5. The Sanborn trace was stopped approximately 10
seconds after the start of the run. This procedure was
repeated for each run and angle of attack.

(U) Due primarily to eddy currents introduced by the
matnetic field on a rotating model, a magnetic roll damping
is produced. This damping must be measured and subtracted V
from the wind-on data in order to obtain the aerodynamic
damping in roll. An air bearing was used to support the
model in the same location as during wind-on test and is
described in Ref. 2. The magnet currents were set to the
values recorded during wind-on tests. The test section was
evacuated to .05 psia, the model was spun up with the air
jets and the roll rate decay was recorded. The damping due
to the air bearing was measured with the magnet currents
turned off.

Damping in Pitch Tests

(U) Damping in pitch (CM +CM.) data was obtained using a i
q a .

forced oscillation technique (Ref 3). A sinusoidal current
was superimposed independently on the direct current of each
of the two lift magnet coils to control the pitching and
plunging motion of the model. The relative phase and ampli- '
tude of the two sinusoids determines the axial location of
the center of rotation of the model. The circuit shown in I
FIG. 6 provides two sinusoids of equal frequency, with vari-able amplitude and phase adjustments of ±o0 ±900 The phase
and amplitude of the two sinusoids was varied until a photo-
cell indicated the model was pitching about its center of
mass, i.e. a minimum signal was observed. The photocell was
illuminated by a thin parallel light beam that was partially
interrupted by the suspended model at its center of mass.
Since the light beam was only .020 in. thick the accuracy of
the point of rotation of the model is estimated to be
.005 in.
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(U) The magnet currents from the two coils were read
differentially (IL - I from current shunts and were

amplified using the circuit shown in FIG. 7. This signal is
proportional to the magnetic forcing moment in pitch. The

model pitching motion was determined from the difference
between the forward and aft lift optics output. A phase
shift was introduced to the optics output and adjusted to
give the same phase shift as the magnet current amplifier
circuit. The complete pitch position sensor is shown in
FIG. 7.

(U) Since eddy currents flow in the model, an additional
damring was present. The magnitude of this effect was esti-
mated by repeating the experiment, with the wind off, while
maintaining the same model motion. This evaluation of mag-

netic damping includes all effects except that due to the
drag field, which is smaller than other fields. The dif-
ference between the wind-off and wind-on phase shift is the

aerodynamic damping torque.

(U) The procedure followed during damping in pitch tests

was as follows:

1. The difference between nozzle static and test pres-

sure was checked and set to approximately 1 in. of silicone
manometer fluid.

2. The model absolute position was checked.

3. The frequency at which the model would be forced was
3 set and recorded.

4. The amplitude of the forcing signal was increased
N until the model oscillated with approximately 21 peak-to-
3, peak amplitude.

5. The relative phase and amplitude of the forcing sig-
nal were adjusted until the model's center of gravity motion

B produced no change in photocell output. ,

6. The magnet currents producing the pitching motion
and the model's position in pitch were recorded on the

' 1 Sanborn recorder for approximately 5 seconds.

This procedure was repeated for each run.

Static Tests

Static forces and moments were obtained from the currents
by a new technique developed for use with magnetic balance '

and suspension systems and is described in Appendix A.
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DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS

DAMPING IN ROLL DATA

(U) The equation of motion for a finned configuration
in the roll degree of freedom is as follows: p
qSD C£ (a) () -C (a) sin n =C£ (a) + C£ (a) (i)
qSD 91(a 9D :,91p 0i

The motion described by this equation can be both a periodic
variation in roll rate about a steady state value as well as
a damped oscillation bout an equilibrium roll angle 7
(usually referred to -s "locked in"). The roll rate during
spindown was obtained by averaging the rolling velocity P(t)
in a time interval At such that

T >> At >> (2)
where T is the time constant of the spindown and P is the
rolling velocity. Equation (1) can be linearized at

CZ.qSD CZ.

aif << 1 and << 1. This assumption is

xx C Z 2V'
further justified by the data. Equation (1) including the
magnetic damping then becomes:

XX f C ) C(3
I[x (a + = C£ + C£ (3) i

p 0

where Cm (a) is the coefficient of roll damping due to the

magnetic fields. The homogeneous solution to this equation
is of the form

=@Oe-t/T+@i (4) 1

21 Vxxwhere = (5)
qSD 2 (C£ + Cm) ,4Z Lm
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(U) The roll-damping data was taken from the Sanborn optical
oscillograph records by counting the peaks of the roll
sensor output during an interval of 0.1 sec. The intervals
were spaced 0.2 sec. apart. The time constant for Eq. (5)
was determined using a method developed in Ref. 4. An
exponential equation of the form

1l P(t) = a + bet/T (6a)

I+ becomes at (t + At)

P(t+At) = a + be- t/t (6b)

(U) Solving, we obtain:

I = At/-u -At/TT i [P (t+At) [P (t) ]e- + a(l-et (6c)
- This is a linear equation with slope m = e

- At/ T

I Solving for T we obtain At

'T -log m (6d)
I (U) A typical plot of P(t) versus P(t+At) is shown in

U+ FIG. 8 and further justifies the assumption made in linear-
izing Eq. (1).

(U) The mean slope m was obtained from
n n

nZP(ti)P(ti+ t) - P(ti)LP(ti+ t)Um = 1 i 1(7)n n

nZP(t) -(P(t 2
1 1

where n is the number of points taken. The damping in roll
coefficient C91 versus angle of attack is shown in FIG. 9.

pF: (U) The steady state roll rate of the models was recorded
for different angles of attack and is sl"'wn in FIG. 10. One
of the models tested had a steady stat 1ll rate
PD = 6.98 x 10- 5 and locked in at approximately 20 angle of~2V "

attack. Unfortunately, further data could not be obtained
on this model due to a power failure in the magnet power
supplies and subsequent loss of the model. The projected
curves indicate that lock-in can be expected at approximatelyj I
two degrees when 0 < D < 3.4 x 0 at zero degrees angle of
attack.
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DAMPING IN PITCH DATA
(U) The equation describing the motion in one degree of
freedom rotation about the center of mass of an axisymmetric
configuration is:

Iy - qSD21 (CM + CM) - qSDCM a Mf (8)
1yy 2V 14 M* )a~SCM (8 T7q a a

(U) If the model is forced to maintain pure sinusoidal
oscillati'on about its center of gravity then the lumped
parameter CM + C can be solved in the following manner.

q a

(U) Substituting M= + *) (9)
f

a, = ae
Eq. (8) becomes

[-I W2 _ jWC - M )a = e3  (10)
yy a " !I }

weeC M+ Mwhere C = q a ..

The phase difference (f) between the forcing moment (R) and V

the angular position (a) is41W =tan - (i

where w is the frequency of oscillation in radians per V
second. The value of the lumped parameter C can be found
by measuring the phase angle between the forcing moment and
the angular position. (12)M + I W '

- .- tan (12) u;

(U) In order to obtain the aerodynamic damping, the
magnetic damping due to eddy currents must be subtracted
from the measured value C during a wind-on test. The
wind-on model motion was duplicated, wind off, to determine
magnetic damping. The magnetic damping is:

' C = I w tan '(13) i
m yy (3

where i' is the phase difference between the forcing moment
and model position with wind off. The aerodynamic damping

724
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I(U)

(M+ M&) is thenq
CA =C -C (14)A m

The data :.: obtained by simultaneously recording the magnet
;; I currents forcing the model and the model position in pitch.

S The zero crossing on the trace of each signal was obtained
by integrating the areas above and below the axis of the
signal. Once the axesof the two signals were obtained, the
phase difference between them was averaged over 20 cycles.

' '(U) The damping in pitch measurements show that, for%the configuration tested, the aerodynamic damping at the

ii model's center of mass is comparable in magnitude to the
magnetic damping. The error in the reduced data was there-
fore amplified since the aerodynamic damping in pitch coef-
ficient was the difference of two comparable quantities.
The accuracy of the data could have been improved by moving
the model center of mass forward of its present location,

! thereby increasing the value of the aerodynamic damping
about the axis of oscillation. This would have involved
additional modifications in the present optical position

sensors which were beyond the scope of this work.(41 (U) The damping coefficients CM + CM*are plottedA,
Di

versus frequency w- in FIG. 11. It should be noted that the

damping in pitch data was obtained for a point - = 0.531

corresponding to the model's center of mass. Note that the
center of pressure moves forward at cc%7° . This suggests _%
that the fins may be near stall. The effects of stall could
not only be destabilizing in damping but could also account
for the chopoff in roll damping at higher angles of attack.

(U) During damping in pitch measurements, the model Al

W roll rate was approximately ten times the maximum pitch
O ' frequency tested. Thus a coupling between damping in pitch

}! F ~and roll rate is definitely possible. :--

(U) The damping in pitch data shows a destabilizing
trend at both higher angles of attack and higher reducedfrequencies of oscillation in pitch. This variation in

damping coefficient is several times the standard deviation
of the data.

FORCE AND MOMENT DATA i ,
(U) The force and moment data was obtained using the

pneumatic force measuring apparatus described in Appendix A. 41,
Using this technique the forces and moments in six degrees I

725I |
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(U) of freedom acting on a model supported in the apparatus
can be measured independently with respect to the latter's
coordinates. The interactions of orthogonal forces measured
with this apparatus are less than .5%. The aerodynamic
forces and moments on the model can therefore be measured
by positioning the model in the same location with respect F
to the magnet coils as during wind-on testing and setting
the magnet currents to the values recorded during the tests.
The data thus obtained is shown in Table 3. The forces and
moments in the model's yaw plane are not shown since their
values are zero within the accuracy of the measurements.

(U) The drag, lift, and pitching moment coefficients
versus angle of attack at x/k = .401 are shown in FIG. 12,
13 and 14. Comparison with values from Ref. 5 at smaller
Mach numbers is shown. The value of the coefficients
obtained in this study appears to agree with the trend due
to Mach number. At a = 30, the center of pressure is 2.93
diameters aft of the reference point with a standard
deviation of 0.10 diam. The maximum scatter in the drag "coefficient data is 1.6%. No correction for horizontal

buoyancy was made since it was less than 1%.

(U) In estimating the over-all accuracy of the data, 77

the following sources of error were considered:

Ap/p = .16%,AM/M = 0.4% for wind tunnel parameters. TI
AS/S = 0.6% for model geometry.
AC/C = 0.2% for system calibration.
AI/I = 0.4% for current measurement.

Combining these parameters on an equi-probability basis

A)coeff (_) 2 + AM 2 + (AC) 2 + (Al) 2 + (I)2 1.2%
coeff -, p + =12

The error due to AM could be eliminated by calculating the
horizontal buoyancy effects in the usual way. If this were
done the estimated error would be +0 _

(U) The detailed values for drag, lift and pitching
moment coefficients are presented in Table 3.

(U) It should be noted that the force and moment coef- 'I
ficients obtained in thisjtudy are for a model with reduced
roll rate PD/2V u 6 x 10 and should represent average
coefficients independent of model roll angle.

MAGNUS FORCES AND MOMENTS

(U) Attempts were made to measure the change in Magnus
force and moment due to a change in model roll rate by

7i
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(U) recording the sum and difference of the two lateral
magnet currents on the Sanborn recorder during a roll spin-
down. The attempt failed because the maximum Magnus force
expected over the angle of attack range used here is approxi-
mately 10-3 oz. The magnet currents required to produce
this force are less than .010 amperes which is of the same
order of magnitude as the magnet power supply noise level.
In addition, the change in yaw angle required to produce a! I "010 change in current is 02" which is a factor of five

below the low frequency fluctuations in model yaw angle
during a four second spindown.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

(U) The damping in roll coefficients for the 2.75 wrap-
around fin rocket configuration have been measured over an
angle of attack range from zero to nine degrees using a
magnetic suspension system. Repeat measurements have a
maximum scatter of 4% and are within the expected scatter
based on roll damping data obtained in previous studies

I using the magnetic suspension system.

(U) The variation in steady state roll rate versus
angle of attack obtained indicates the possibility of roll1* lock-in for models with sufficiently small steady state roll
rate at zero degrees angle of attack. This was qualitatively
observed on one of the models tested.

(U) Drag, lift and pitching moment coefficients were
5 obtained successfully over an angle of attack range from

zero to nine degrees, using the pneumatic calibration system.
Comparison with data at lower Mach numbers as well as
repeatability of the measurements gives confidence in this
new technique for magnetic suspension system calibration.

I (U) Damping in pitch measurements were obtained using a
forced oscillation technique. The accuracy of the data
could have been improved by moving the model center ofmotion further forward. The damping in pitch coefficients

I obtained indicate the possibility of an unstable dynamic
behavior at higher angles of attack due to fin stall, or may
be due to an unsuspected coupling between roll rate and

I pitching rate (Ref 8). This point warrants detailed study.

(U) An attempt was made to measure a change in Magnus
force and moment during roll spindown. It is apparent that
modifications in both the lateral optical system as well as
noise reduction in the lateral magnet power supply must be
made before successful Magnus testing can be performed. .
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APPENDIX A

(U) The Pneumatic Calibration System was used in this
study to obtain aerodynamic forces and moments on the model
during wind tunnel tests. A detailed report of this
technique will appear in Ref. 6.

(U) The Pneumatic Calibration Rig consists of an array of
six pairs of air bearing pads located on a fiberglass frame.
The pads are so located that air injected through an orifice
in each pad supports an inner frame in six degrees of
freedom. A pressure tap located on each pad measures the .

air pressure between the inner and outer frames. A force
applied on the inner frame will cause a differential. pres-
sure change to occur in the pairs of bearing pads. By
properly arranging the air beaiing pads a given applied
force will produce a pressure change on each pair of pads
that is proportional to the magnitude of the component of
the applied force in the calibration rig's coordinate system
(orthogonal-Cartesian). Forces are determined by taking the

I sum of two pairs of bearing pad pressures and moments as the
difference of these pressures. By applying known forces and
moments on the calibration rig the relationship of pressures
to pneumatic applied forces and moments is obtained. An
arbitrary force and moment applied to the inner frame can
therefore be reduced to both magnitude and direction by
measuring six pressures on the Pneumatic Calibration Rig.
The calibration curves of pressures versus known applied
forces show a maximum force and mcment interaction of 0.5%
between orthogonal compone" win.. 'h the xcention of roll on
yawing moment which is on the order of 5%. The Pneumatic
Calibration System at this time has a force resolution of
±1/128 oz over a 2 lb range and a moment resolution of .015
in.-oz over a 64 in.-oz range.

(U) During the force and moment calibration, the model
was ridigly attached to the inner frame of the Pneumatic
Calibration Rig. The latter was then positioned in the
magnetic balance until the model was in the same location as
during wind-on tests. The magnet currents were set to their
wind-on values and the six pressure changes were recorded.
This was repeated for each angle of attack tested.
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rsimplification over previous methods used in measuring

aerodynamic forces and moments using a magnetic suspensionsystem. (See Ref. 7.)
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rNOMENCLATURE

C Total damping in pitch (CA + C)

CA Aerodynamic damping in pitch (Mq + M.)

C Drag coefficient
D

C Induced roll moment coefficient

C£ Roll moment coefficienc due to fin curvature

C Roll damping moment coefficient PD

C. Fin cant roll moment coefficient

ak CI Magnetic damping- Cm

CM Pitching moment coefficient

U CM. Pitching moment coefficient due to rate change ofEa aCM

angle of attack,
'2V

CM Pitching moment coefficient due to pitch rate,5 ri
MC5qGD

D Model diameter

I Moment of inertia about roll axis, moment ofIxx'Iyy inertia about pitch axis, respectively

iL ,L Lift 1, lift 2 coil current, respectively
1 2 *

k. Model length

M, Mf Pitching moment, forcing moment, respectively

M o Mach number

I 3
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)

Ma Slope of pitching moment vs angle of attack

Mo Pitching moment due to rate change of angle of

attack

M Pitching moment due to pitching velocity
q

M Moment in frequency domain

m Slope

m Average slope

n Number of fins

P Stagnation pressure

P Roll rate

q, q' Dynamic pressure, pitching velocity 6D
respecti vely

Re Reynolds number based on model length

S Reference area based on model diameter

T Stagnation temperature

t Time, seconds

At Time interval i
V Flight velociLy iJ

x Distance from nose of model

a , a Angle of attack, angle of attack in frequency
domain, respectively

Fin cant angle

Time constant of exponential decay

G Pitch angle

Roll angle
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NOMENCLATURE (concluded)

Phase angle wind on

Phase angle wind off

. i Apguiar frequency

a,b,0 , ConstaDts
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NONLINEAR AERODYNAMIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
'3 2.75 WRAP-AROUND FIN CONFIGURATION

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

by

John D. Nicolaides*, Charles W. ingram*", James M. Martin***,
and Alfred M. Morrison***
University of Notre Dame

Department of Aero-Space Engineering
Notre Dame, Ind. 46556

I ABSTRACT. (U) An analysis is presented of dynamic wind

tunnel tests and stability evaluation for a wrap around fin configuration
of the 2.75 rocket. The program consisted of one-and three-degree-
of-freedom subsonic wind tunnel tests in which angular oscillations
were obtained through the use of a sapphire jewel bearing support
system. In addition, angular data was obtained from supersonic free
flight wind tunnel tests conducted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Using the Notre Dame Nonlinear Reduction Procedure, these angular
oscillations were fitted to yield the restoring, damping and Magnus
moment stability coefficients as nonlinear functions of angle of attack.

5 The 3-D, and free flight wind tunnel investigations indicated that both
a precession limit cycle at subsonic velocities and an instability at

M supersonic velocities were due to the nonlinear Magnus coefficient.
Furthermore, stability evaluations for the full scale configuration
indicated that a Magnus instability would occur for roll rates above the

* nutation frequency.

Supported by Naval Weapons Center under Contract No. N00123-68-
C-2280.

* Chairman and Professor, **Instructor, *** Research Assistant.
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!I

INTRODUCTION"I

At present tubular launched finned rockets employ high1 2

aspect ratio rectangular fins. To overcome the severe mechanical and
structural requirements the tubular type launching apparatus imposes
on the rectangular finned rockets, a wrap-around fin design has been
developed by the U. S. Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Maryland.
This new fin configuration is currently being adapted to the 2.75
rocket. As part of the 2.75 program, the U. S. Naval Weapons Center, L-

China Lake, California, requested the University of Notre Dame to
perform wind tunnel tests and stability evaluations for this new con-
figuration.

(U) The program, which will be presented in this report, con-
sisted of a series of free-flight supersonic and dynamic subsonic wind
tunnel tests. The free-flight tests were conducted by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. 3 The angular data resulting from these tests was reduced
by the University of Notre Dame to determine the nonlinearity of the
restoring, damping and Magnus moment stability coefficients with
angle of attack. J

(U) The dynamic tests consisted of three-degree-of-freedom and
one-degree-of-freedom subsonic wind tunnel evaluations carried out at
the University of Notre Dame. These tests furnished the necessary • ,
angular motions from which the nonlinearity of the restoring, damping

and Magnus moment stability coefficients were determined as functions
of angle of attack.

(U) A comparison of the stability coefficients resulting from the
free-flight and dynamic wind tunnel tests was made with static strain
gage data obtained by the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory. 4

(U) In conducting constrained dynamic wind tunnel tests, one
consideration of vital importance is the type and nature of the support
system utilized. In the past ball bearings were primarily used to5, 6, 7

obtain the desired oscillations, but subsequent analysis showed the re-

sults to be affected by bearing friction in the system. Consequently a
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sapphire jewel system was recently designed, and ensuing analysesl, 2,8
have shown it to be effective in reducing friction interference. With
such a system, the 2.75 model is mounted on metal pins that are set
into sapphire jewel cups. The sapphire jewels are synthetically fabri-
cated, and their inherent hardness permit the pins to freely rotate on
their surface with a minimum of friction. Both pitch and yaw oscilla-
tions rely on these jewel cup bearings while ball bearings are utilized
for roll oscillations. This sapphire jewel bearing support system was

I employed for the 3-D subsonic wind tunnel tests while a system
modified to constrain the model in roll and pitch was used for the 1-D

tests.

(U) Numerous wind tunnel tests were conducted at subsonic and
supersonic velocities so that the repeatability of the aerodynamic

I ~stability coefficients with angle of attack could be evaluated. The
actual steps of the analysis used to determine the coefficients con-
sisted of: 1) photographing the angular motions of the 2.75 rocket in
the wind tunnel; 2) reducing the motions to digital values of angle of
attack or angle of attack and angle of sideslip; 3) fitting the Aero-
ballistic Theory to the angular data to obtain the stability parameters,3 K1, ( or KN P) XN,P,W Rp; 4) using the stability parameters,
mass parameters of the model, Wnd tunnel velocity, roll velocity
where applicable and density, the aerodynamic stability coefficients

I were computed from linear and nonlinear techniques. The coefficients
- determined were: the pitching moment, Cm- " , the damping moment,

Cmq + Cmd L , and the Magnus moment, CMpetse

(U) Using the aerodynamic coefficients obtained from these
tests, stability evaluations were carried out for the full-scale con-3 figuration. Employing typical inertias, thrust and launch conditions,
numerical computations of the Aeroballistic Theory were made in con-
junction with numerically integrated trajectory parameters and roll
rate. These data furnished the pertinent stability parameters from ,

JL1  1 which the flight performance of the full-scale 2.75 wrap-around fin
rocket was evaluated.
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AEROBALLISTIC THEORY [

I! (U) The dynamic behavior of free-flight missiles, as well as con-
strained three-degree-of-freedom wind tunnel models is governed by
the same differential equation, provided the normal force effects in
free-flight are neglected. H

LINEAR THEORY9

(U) For aerodynamic moments which are assumed to vary
linearly with angle of attack,

1PT
M+ iN=-iM cL+MQ +-Md-PMpaM-1MOE PT(I) !

For the case where the angular displacements are referred to a fixed
coordinate system, as in free flight, the solution to the governing "  '  A
angular equation can be written as

O=KN4XN+WN)T+ KpC(XP+iW)T+KT i PT + KR2
(2)

where Fz ~ C QC d(1 T C~ II ;
N)P ±2V r l j1

1 (3)
-PI×( +-1 (4)SNP- 21

~~(5) i
75T = (lis) Y)
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S=JUx p)2  (6)

4CMQS6

K ~ CMsE8EQSCA

A

K T ~i(PwN)-N1[iP-w755p
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:1 NONLINEAR THEORY10,11

(U) For the situation where the aerodynamic moments are
assumed to be nonlinear functions of the magnitude of the angle of
attack,

-(MAi N =M CL + MQ(lI-' B+M) M )

where MLil)=M +MQ IC 9
MG(lA l)= M 0 +MQ214 (I0)

M6L(lC)=MdLo +Md216 (1)l

MpCa(lal)- Mpcl +Mpa. ICI2  (12)

The solution for the complex angle of attack is given by.It should be
noted that this nonlinear theory assumes an approximate solution of I
the same form as the Linear Theory; however, the stability para- n
meters now reflect the nonlinearity in the stability coefficients. )

g~e~i (13)

ONT lT (14) i
e=K~e +KPe

KN=KNoe XNT) Kp=KpeiPT  (15)
'I VXN,P= XN, P -XN,p (16)
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V ~ 2 2V 2 .
LC MCPI> TNP(K N,P +2N,P N,rj" 32V (P17)

I ___ QS__ [CMCa+CML]

XNP- 2 V 1 i 21

Nip P, NI(1±4T)N~P PINTNpPPN I

+ ±[CM Pa +±cMPa2 8E X(8

rX 1 2

~~~N)P-2 N 'N IP

L S ~N.?- 4ICas- 2 8EN) (22)NiN
IPIX
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8 2 +2K 2  (23)
P Np N 

(U) From references 9,10 and 13 , it has been found that a
frequency variation, resulting from a nonlinear restoring moment,
varying density or velocity, or any combination there-of will cause the
modal amplitudes to vary in the following manner:

KNP P( ) )2 K N(01 (24) [KN~p) -- WoNP(T) I, .

COMPUTATION OF AERODYNAMIC STABILITY COEFFICIENTS

(U) To obtain aerodynamic stability coefficients from the free-
flight motions, the Aeroballistic Theory is fitted to the angular orienta-
tion data, (D, . The fitting is accomplished by employing the
"Wobble" computer program.13 This program fits the theory to short [

segments of the data in overlapping sections so that the stability para-
meters, KN,P, XN,p , WN p , are determined as functions of time. It
should be noted that the "Wobble" program fits the epicyclic equation
which is assumed to be applicable for linear, as well as the nonlinear
situation.

COMPUTATIONS OF LINEAR COEFFICIENTS

(U) Using X N p and O N p with the velocity, dynamic pressure,
roll rate, and mass parameters of the missiles the aerodynamic
stability coefficients, CM C CM and CMpCL were computed
as functions of time in the followi g manner:

CML -N W P 8 1 (25) !
C~ =  -jrp dj3 V 2 "wp8I

CM Q+ CMr. -- 2(XN + p) (26)
QSd
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<I Ix F2V ,.a p) I(CM +CM-)(I-+T) ] ,1 Cp+ --7-Qd 2I

~ IT[~ ~21 0 Ma
If (27)

COMPUTATION OF NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS

(U) The nonlinear aerodynamic stability coefficients CM((OI),

CMq(I'C~I)+ CM y I1[ ) and CMpd I'[) were computed as polynomial
functions of angle of attack from the stability parameters as follows:

WNWP 7O MC1 -MQ 28 ajQSdi (28)

F where 2 2
2 2 2 KNON-KPWP (29)

8a-- KN" Kp Wa OP

Using a least squares technique to fit a straight line to W N W p versus
2 yields CMCo as the intercept and CMQ, as the slope.

i (Q Correcting and > p by determining XN and X p from a
logarithmic technique developed in reference 13 , the actual damping

S rates X and X p are fitted simultaneously with a least squares
procedure to vield (CMq + CM& )O (CMq + CM1\ ,)2  CMpCOand
CM PCL 2

I -D MOTIONS

(Q) For one-degree-of-freedom pitching or yawing motion the
solution for the angular response is given as:
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e=eT+ K eX COS(wT+8) (30)
The restoring and damping stability coefficients are computed as:

For the linear case

CM P- PV2Sd (
8IX (32)

CMQ-I CM6.- (32)

For the nonlinear case, i

21 (C CM 2  2~ (34)

2S tCMQ±CMa + M21

fThe non-linear stability coefficients are determined by a least squares
fitting procedure applied to the above equations for X and W. It
should be noted that the damping rate, X ,has been corrected as in
the complete non-linear case.I

(U) The Aeroballistic Theory was fitted to the angular oscilla-
tions of both the wind tunnel and free-flight configurations by using the
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"WOBBLE" computer program. By employing over-lapping sectional
fits of small segments of data, the non-linearity of the stability
coefficients is determined. The nonlinear computation assumes that
the sectional fits are chosen such that the stability parameters, KN P,

N, p, and O N, P, are relatively constant over this portion. For the
case where the stability coefficients are nonlinear functions of the
magnitude of the angle of attack, as specified in Eq. 8 , thfs
procedure has proven to yield extremely accurate results.

(U) In the following sections the Non-Linear Theory and data
reduction technique is applied to angular oscillations of missiles in
the wind tunnel as well as free flight wind tunnel tests.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 1 5

(U) The model tested had a curved or wrap around fin configura-
tion. A schematic representation of this configuration is given in
Fig. 1.

INERTIA MEASUREMENT 1 6

(U) The torsional pendulum method was used to determine the ,
transverse and longitudinal moments of inertia, I and Ix for the model.

1i Using the torsional technique, the inertial moments were first com-
puted for a test mass of known density and cross section. These re-
sults were then compared to inertial moments computed strictly from
theoretical considerations, with errors of small magnitude resulting.:1 The accuracy of the experimental results was thereby confirmed.

42

1-D WIND TUNNEL TESTING PROCEDURE

(U) The Notre Dame low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel was
used for the 1-D tests. A wind tunnel velocity of approximately ,
57 ft. /sec. was used throughout these tests, and an initial angular
displacement of approximately 300 was imposed. Three wind tunnel

tests were conducted at each of three different roll orientations so
that repeatability of the aerodynamic data with angle of attack could be
evaluated.

(U) The model was supported in the wind tunnel, as pictured in
Fig. 2 on a one-degree-of-freedom jewel bearing support system
which allowed it to freely oscillate. This support system was mounted
on the floor of a 2 by 2 ft. test section.

(U) To obtain the 1-D angular motion in the wind tunnel a moving I
camera technique was employed. This technique consisted of a still
camera, with its shutter open, propelled along a stationary track. A
schematic of the wind tunnel set up is shown in Fig. 3,4. The model
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I1-D DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE
i (U) The 1-D angular oscillations were converted to digital

I values of angle of attack on the optical comparator from the still nega-
tive pictures, a print made from one of these negatives is shown in

SI Fig. 5. Two reference marks were painted on a rod inserted into the
side of the wind tunnel, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The distance between
the two fixed reference marks on the rod was actually measured. This
measurement furnished the necessary factor for converting picture
units to wind tunnel units.

I' 3-D WIND TUNNEL TESTING PROCEDURE 2 ' I
I(U) The Notre Dame low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel was

used for the 3-D tests of the model. Small fin tabs were added, in
order to obtain uniform roll rate during the 3- D testing. The addition
of these tabs resulted in steady state rolliig velocities which ranged in
magnitude from 29 to 31 rad/sec. A wind tunnel velocity of 57 ft/sec
was used for all the test ,and initial angular displacements of 10 to ,

1degrees were imposed. Unp hs odtosnumerous wntunnel tests were made so that the repeatability of the aerodynamic1' data with angle of attack might be effectively evaluated.

(U) The model was mounted in the wind tunnel on a three-degree-
of-freedom jewel bearing support system. Such a support allowed the
model to pitch freely on two sapphire jewel bearings and simultaneous-
ly yaw on a sapphire cup, as indicated schematically in Fig. 7. Steady-
state rolling motions were obtained by allowing fore and after body3 sections of the model to oscillate on roller bearings, while the middle
section of the model was completely constrained on the mounting
apparatus. The entire support system was mounted on the floor of a
2 by 2 ft. test section. [

(U) To obtain 3-D angular motions in the wind tunnel, the model ,
was displaced to an initial angle of attack and then released. The sub-
sequent oscillations were recorded by a Fastex motion picture camera,

and for this purpose a mirror was mounted at the rear of the test
section at a 45 degree angle to both the model and the camera. Film
speeds of 300 to 400 frames/sec were used to photograph the tunnel
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motions throughout the testing. This entire test setup is diagrammed
in Fig. 8 and on an actual photograph shown in Fig. 9.

3-D DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE

(U) The 3-D angular oscillations were converted to digital
values of angle of attack and angle of side slip from the motion pictures.
Two reference marks were painted on a thin wire suspended from the
test section structure at the rear of the model, and a reference mark
was painted on the tail of the model. The distance between the two
fixed reference marks or the suspended wire was accurately measured.
This measurement furnished the necessary factor for converting
picture units to wind tunnel units. Likewise the distance from the C.G. F
of the model to the tail reference point was measured. The distance
provided a means of computing angle of attack and angle of sideslip
from the optical comparator readings. A diagram of the actual dis-
tances used in determing these angles is presented in Fig. 10. The 11
recorded angular data were marked as functiops of time by exposing
the film to a timing mark every . 01 sec while the moving pictures
were being taken.The definition of forces and moments ahd an outline
of the reduction procedure are presented in Figs. 11 and 12.

THREE-DEGREE-OF- FREEDOM TEST RESULTS Ii

(U) The primary objective of the test program was to determine
the aerodynamic stability coefficients for the wrap around configura-
tion under the imposed testing conditions, and to examine the repeat-
ability of these coefficients with angle of attack.

I

OBSERVED 3-D WIND TUNNEL MOTION

(U) The wrap around configuration used for testing was designed

without fin cant; hence it was necessary to employ small tabs on the
trailing edge of the fins to induce a rolling velocity. A schematic of
these tabs is presented in Fig. 1. As a result of the rolling velocity,
the wrap around configuration could be excited such that a nutation,
KN, limit cycle existed at higher angles of attack while a precession,
Kp , limit cycle existed at low angles. In order to obtain reduceable
motions, the model was excited into a predominately nutation mode
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and allowed to damp to the precession limit cycle. The amplitude of
this cycle was approximately 3 degrees. The limit cycle consisted of
a single mode of oscillation. In such an oscillation the nutation mode[ U approached zero while the precession remained constant. The pre-
cession damping rate must approach zero, while the nutation damping

I rate will maintain a relatively large negative value.

ANALYSIS OF 3-D SYSTEM

(U) Because of the construction of the 3-D jewel bearing support
system, the pitch and yaw oscillations are obtained on individual bear-
ings. The pitch oscillations depend on two jewel cup bearings which
rest on sensitive pins. The yaw oscillations depend upon one jewel

IT bearing located at the base of the strut support. This arrangement is
illustrated in Fig. 7.

(U) It was found that the most advantageous mode for initial
displacement was obtained when the yaw plane contained the larger
component of the complex angular motion. With such modes of excita-J tion one bearing primarily carried the large angular oscillations;
hence the frictional interference effects were minimized while subject-
ing the fins to the strut-wake region for a minimal amount of time.

I Consequently only the yaw-mode oscillations were used for the evalua-
tion of the nonlinear stability coefficients.

[i 3-D DATA REDUCTION

(U) The Wobble computer program was used to fit the Aero-
ballistic Theory to the 3-D oscillations obtained from the wind tunnel
tests. The angular data for the wrap around fin configuration was
digitized at every 0.5 sec. This data was fitted in segments of 2.3
cycles of the elliptical motion, with each segment containing approxi-
mately 90 data points. Each test consisted of approximately 210J points. By employing fits of overlapping sections of daatenolna

variation of the stability parameters was obtained as a function of time.
The stability parameters, KN P, XN p , were determined by the
Wobble program at a time interval of 0.1 sec. The average percent
error of fit of the theory to the data indicated that the epicyclic equa-tion, Eq.(14), represented the recorded wind tunnel motions to within

an accuracy of 2.5%. Representative complex angle of attack probable
error of fit and stability parameters are presented in Figs. 13 through
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j ANALYSIS OF 3-D STABILITY PARAMETERS

(U) The stability parameters shown in Fig. 15 indicate the
presence of a precession limit cycle at approximately 4 degrees angle
of attack. This is shown by the fact that the nutation mode, KN, damps
more rapidly than the precession mode, Kp . Also the trends in the -
damping rates, X N, P , show that the precession damping rate will
maintain a negative value. As shown in these stability parameters
the damping iates are nonlinear functions. ,

3-D LINEAR STABILITY COEFFICIENTS

(U) In order to obtain an indication of the nonlinearity of the
stability coefficients with angle of attack, the aerodynamic stability
coefficients were computed from the stability parameters using the J
Linear Aeroballistic Theory, Eq. 1 through 6. These coefficients are r
presented in Fig. 16.Ij

(U) The computed values of the pitching moment stability I;

coefficients, CM r C, are shown to vary nonlinearly with time. Very
good repeatability was noted in CMCQ for all runs. An average value
of CM " was computed for an 8 degree mean angle of attack indicating
that the maximum duration was less than 3%0.

(U) The damping moment coefficient exhibited a lesser degree
of repeatability. The damping moment coefficient seemed to be more
sensitive to the frictional characteristics associated with the individ-
ual bearings of the support system than was . The repeatability
with angle of attack was still very good. CM +CMt was found to
vary nonlinearly with angle of attack as is sAiwn in--'ig. 16. An average
value of CM + CMci was computed for a mean angle of attack of 80,
and the corresponding maximum duration in the damping coefficient
was less than 8%.

(U) The Magnus stability coefficient, CMpCL is also nonlinear
with angle of attack, but it experiences scattering as the time in-
creases. It was found that the calculation of the Magnus coefficient is
more sensitive than that of the damping coefficient. This arises from
the fact that CMpCL is determined from a difference in the damping

rates, while CMq + CMC, is computed from the sum of the damping
rates. Because the damping rates are of the same order of magnitude,
the subtraction operation is more critical than the addition. The
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determination of this difference in the damping rates in the vicinity of K
the precession limit cycle becomes even more critical, since the pre-Icession damping rate is approaching zero. Thus, scatter is experi-
enced in the Magnus coefficient in the region of the limit cycle.

3-D NONLINEAR STABILITY COEFFICIENTS

I (U) To get a more precise indication of the nonlinear variation

of the stability coefficients with angle of attack, the Nonlinear Aero-
ballistic Theory,Eqs. 8 through 24 was employed. Using this nonlinear
theory, the stability coefficients were determined as polynomial func-
tions of the angle of attack, as defined in Eq. 8 . The nonlinear

I evaluation of the stability coefficients is presented in Fig. 17 through
19. These plots represent CMCL , restoring, CM + CMd ,damping,
and CM CL the Magnus moment stability coefficients as functions of
angle ofattack. Also shown in these plots is the average of the
coefficients for the two tests conducted.

* (U) In comparing the linear and nonlinear coefficients computa-
tions, it was found that the linear results had the same trends with
angle of attack as the nonlinear. However, a more pronounced varia-

I tion of the nonlinear coefficients was seen in these data. CMp. , the
Magnus moment coefficient was seen to be highly nonlinear with angle
of attack in this respect.

(U) By using overlapping fits, the linear evaluation of the
stability coefficients will reveal nonlinear trends. However, to
accurately determine the variation with angle of attack, the nonlineartheory must be employed.

3-D DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

each (U) As predicted by Eqs. 3 and 1$,the degree of damping for
each mode is dependent on the relative signs and magnitudes of the
damping and Magnus moment stability coefficients, CM + CM(A and
CMpQ,. At low angles of attack, the negative values obained for both,
act to stabilize the nutation mode; KN , while destabilizing the pre-
cession mode, Kp. At larger angles of attack the Magnus coefficient

i predominates to assure damping of the precession mode; as well as
the nutation mode. As the angle of attack is reduced, however, the
Magnus coefficient assumes increasingly larger negative values, theU
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damping coefficient becomes small negatively, until a point is reached
at which the precession damping rate is zero. At this point the dynamic [1

behavior is characterized by a precession limit cycle. H

ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM TEST RESULTS B

(U) The wrap around fin configuration was tested at three
different roll orientation angles as shown in Fig. 20. During this phase P
of the testing the fin tabs were removed.

(U) The model was initially disturbed to an angle of attack of fl
approximately 300 and then allowed to oscillate freely. The resulting
angular motions were then recorded by the moving camera technique.

l-D DATA REDUCTION
(U) The "Wobble" computer program was used to fit the I-D Ii

Aeroballistic Theory to the angular oscillations'obtained from the
moving camera technique. This data was fitted in segments of 1. 8
cycles, with each segment containing approximately 28 points. The
stability parameters Ki, KT,X1 , (,0 were determined by the Wobble
program at a time interval of 0.2 sec. The average percent error of

the theory to the data showed an error of less than 3%. A representa-
tive plot of probable error of fit vs time is shown in Fig. 22.

(U) The stability parameters were obtained from the fits as
functions of time, representative angular oscillations, probable errors
of fit, and stability parameters are presented in Fig. 21 through 26. The
resulting stability coefficients versus time are presented in Figs. 27
and 28.

1-D NONLINEAR STABILITY COEFFICIENTS

(U) To get an indication of the nonlinearity of the stability
coefficients with angle of attack,the i-D Nonlinear Aeroballistic Theory
was employed. Using this nonlinear theory,the stability coefficients
were determined as polynomial functions of the angle of attack. Repre-
sentative plots of runs made at a single roll orientation angle are pre-
sented in Fig. 29 and 30. Also shown in these plots is the average of
the coefficients for three tests conducted at the given roll orientation.
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Vol. 3I I (U) Both CM , the pitching moment coefficient and CM + CVo.3the damping momen coefficient were found to vary linearly wit% ar&of attack. Both were found to be highly repeatable. C varied no "more than 1% about its mean, while CMq + CM&, varie ess than 6
about its mean.

ROLL ORIENTATION EFFECTS

(U) A plot of CM,. , the pitching moment coefficient as afunction of roll orientat n is presented in Fig. 31. The general trendof the coefficient is to decrease nonlinearly with increase in the rollorientation angle. A plot of CM. + CM - , the damping momentcoefficient as a function of roll ci'ientation is presented in Fig. 32. Thegeneral trend of the coefficient is to nonlinearly decrease then level ,
off with increase in roll orientation angle.

COMPARISON OF 3-D, I-D, STRAIN GAGE RESULTS

* (U) Values for CM0 from each phase of the testing program arepresented in Fig. 33. The results are in agreement with a maximumdeviation of less than 6%. Existing differences may be attributed touse of fin tabs during the three -degree-of-freedom test programwhich would cause an increase in fin plan form area, and to the higher
Mach number at which the strain gage tests were performed.

(U) A plot of CM + CM-L vs (I is presented in Fig. 34 for boththe one-and three-degrge-of-ffeedom cases. Differences in the
damping moment coefficient are seen to result for the two testingU procedures.

FIN TAB EFFECTS

(U) Discrepancies in the damping moment coefficient data be-tween the one and three-degree-of-freedom cases caused further in-t * vestigation into the effects of fin tabs on the three-degree-of-freedommodel. Fin tabs placed on the outermost tips of the three curved finsj produced a precession limit cycle at small angles of attack. However,tabs placed on the innermost tip of the fins, at the edge of the bodysurface, caused a nutation limit cycle at snali angles. Also, the sizeof the limit cycle could be regulated by the size of the fin tabs. ThisSfdependence of the aerodynamic stability coefficients upon the size and
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position of fin tabs reveals a need for further study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of curved fins.

FREE FLIGHT WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS

(U) The wrap around fin configuration was fired supersonically
with a compressed air gun in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory wind tunnel.
The arular motions were recorded with a high speed camera and then
converted with an optical comparator to angular oscillations as a func-
tion of time. These data were then sent to Notre Dame for nonlinear
evaluation.

FREE FLIGHT DATA REDUCTION

(U) The Wobble computer program was again used to fit the
aeroballistic theory to the free-flight oscillations. The average percent
error of fit of the theory to the data indicated that the epicyclic equation,
Eq. 14, represented the recorded free flight wind tunnel motions to
within an accuracy of 2.8%0. Representative complex angles of attack,
probable error of fit and stability parameters are presented in Figures
35 through 42.

ANALYSIS OF FREE FLIGHT STABILITY PARAMETERS

(U) The free flight motion was characterized by a growing
nutational mode, Fig. 37, and a damping precessional mode, Fig. 38.
The nutation damping rate, X N, and frequency, O N) grew with increasing
time,Fig. 39 and 41, while Xp and w p tended to oscillate about a mean,
Fig. 40 and 42. This oscillation was caused by the immediate damping
of the precession mode to a negligible value. An over all look at the
stability parameters reveals nonlinear trends in both the damping rates
and frequencies.

FREE FLIGHT NONLINEAR STABILITY COEFFICIENTS

(U) The Nonlinear Aeroballistic Theory, Eqs. 8 through 24 was
employed to define the nonlinear ' ariation of the stability coefficients
with angle of attack. According to the Nonlinear Theory, Eq.
8, the stability coefficients were determined as polynomial
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functions of angle of attack. The nonlinear evaluation of the stability
coefficients for the free flight data is presented in Figures 43 through

* 45. The plots represent CM pitching, M + CM. damping,
and CM Magnus, the stability coefficients, as fuittions of angle
of attac9 .

3 (U) Fig. 43 shows a plot of CMcL vs angle of attack. A com-

parison is made with strain gauge data, obtained by the Naval Ordnance
* Laboratory and free-flight results. The two sets of data exhibit similar
- hard spring restoring moments with a maximum deviation at 0 of

7.5 per cent.

(U) Fig. 44 shows a plot of CM + CM- versus angle of attack.

The damping moment exhibits a small nonlinear variation with in-
creased angle of attack.

(U) Fig. 45 represents a plot of CM, versus angle of attack.
It can be noted that the high positive valuds-9 f the Magnus coefficient
caused the nutation damping instability. CMpQ is seen to be a highly

- nonlinear function of angle of attack. Since the free flight wind tunnel
I model exhibited a Magnus instability, a stability evaluation was

carried out for the full-scale configuration.

ANOMALOUS ROLL BEHAVIOR

[(U) The presence of possible Magnus problems indicated a need
for some knowledge of the rocket's roll histcry. The rolling motion
of the subsonic wind tunnel model was noted by holding the rocket at
various angles of attack. As the angle of attack increased, the moders
spin rate also increased. In the supersonic free flight case, roll rates

* were calculated from the data film. A typical free-flight roll history
is plotted in Fig. 46 as a function of time and angle of attack. The
curve indicates an increasing roll rate with both increasing angle of
attack and time.IA

FULL SCALE STABILITY EVALUATION

(U) The translational equations were numerically integrated
for typical ground to ground launch conditions. All mass and flight
parameters plus a list of thrust as a function of time and drag

coefficient as a function of Mach number are recorded in Table 1. 3
7
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N These data were used to determine a typical flight trajectory. The

resulting velocity profile and altitude are plotted as a function of
rnein Fig. 47. A thrust roll torque, roll damping and fin cant

driving moment were chosen to produce the necessary roll histories.
By varying the fin cant it was possible to roll the missile above or
below resonance. [

(U) For the typical flight situation, a fin cant was chosen such
that the 2.75 rolled through resonance and maintained a steady stater
roll rate above the nutation frequency. For this case Fig. 48 shows

plos otON P  ,P and KT versus time. The roll rate jumps above--
the nutation trequency immediately. At burnout , P decays to a i
terminal rate of 2(.0N . Also, the non-rolling trim of 0. 5 degrees i

grows to 7. 5 degrees at resonance. Fig. 49 represents KT as a
function of roll rate divided by the nutation frequency. This curve t
describes the magnification in the non-rolling trim at resonance,

P/CN = 1 ,and shows KT damping to approximately 1. 8 degrees as

P/WN T

Papproaches P steady state. The terminal point occurs at P/C - 2.

Fig. 50 represents X N p as a function of time. Both damping rates
grow initially as the configuration rolls through resonance. However,
it can be noted that X N remains positive throughout the flight pre- he

dicting a Magnus instability. This is completely analogous with the
supersonic free flight case where the roll rate was greater than t N"

P

(U) The fin cant was then reduced to keep the roll rate below
the resonance frequency. A typical trajectory for the reduced fin cantis described in Fig.c51 where sNa P and KT are plotted asuc
functions of time. The roll reoeaches a maximum at burnout of 28

then damps to a terminal rate of approximately W N/3. It is in-
teresting to observe that the non-rolling trim magnifies from an initial

amplitude of 0. 5 degrees to about 7 degrees and retains this dmplitude
throughout the trajectory. This indicates the possibility of a resonance
problem at low rolling velocities. Fig. 52 shows this magnification in
KT as a function of P/oN Fig. 9 rpresents N Tp as a function
of time. It is important to note ththe negative signof X N indicates
that the Magnus instabioithe noli ng tri at ronminated.

(U) So, for typical flight conditions, rolling velocities aboves
the nutation frequency cause a Magnus instability. By reducing the
rolling velocity below N, the Magnus instability is eliminated, but
a resonance problem arises which could give rise to Roc Lock-n and
Catastrophic Yaw. However, if Roll Lock-ln and Catastrophic Yaw
can be avoided, the Resonance condition and resulting rolling trim
could adversely effect the despersion of the 2.75. ri
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(U) An analysis of dynamic wind tunnel tests and stability evalua-
tion for a wrap around fin configuration of the 2.75 rocket has been pre-3 sented. The restoring, damping, and Magnus moment stability coeffi-
cients were determined from both subsonic and supersonic wind tunnel
data as nonlinear functions of angle of attack.II

(U) The wind tunnel investigation indicated that:

i 3 1) the aerodynamic stability coefficients, particularly
Magnus, are highly nonlinear iunctions of angle of attack.

2) a Magnus instability exists.

3) the Magnus instability can be changed with fin tabs.

4) roll speed up occurs for low values of angle of attack.

I (U) Using full scale mass parameters and aerodynamic coeffi-
cients obtained from supersonic wind tunnel data, the Aeroballistic
Theory was applied to a typical launch condition. The resulting
stability evaluations indicated that a Magnus instability would be en-
countered for roll rates above Resonance. For roll rates belowResonance, there was no Magnus instability. However, a large"

magnification of the non-rolling trim resulted. The initial KT of 0.5
degrees was amplified to approximately 7.0 degrees for the entire
flight. Because of the variation in manufacturing asymmetries, the
resulting non-rolling trim for actual flights could have severe effectson dispersion.,

,; [3(U) It is felt that further subsonic and supersonic, 3-D and
free-flight wind tunnel tests should be conducted to better establish
the nonlinearity of the damping and Magnus moment coefficients. In
addition, the effects of fin tabs should be explored as a possible means
for controlling the Magnus characteristics. In these wind tunnel
tests various fin configurations should be employed to better define

I 3,
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an optimum fin design.

(U) The anomalous roll behavior associated with the wrap
around fin and its possible adverse effects on the Magnus contribution
to stability.emphasize the urgent need for special investigations of
roll histories. For these wind tunnel tests, a 2.75 model with wrap
around fins should be designed for one-degree-of-freedom rolling
motion only. In this manner, the transient roll behavior can be re-
corded and the associated roll moments can be obtained for the
complete Mach number flight regime. t i

(U) Full scale free-flight tests should be performed to substan-
tiate the wind tunnel and stability evaluations. Those flights should
be instrumented to obtain the angle of attack and roll time-histories.
Data reduction of these aggular motions will then yield aerodynamic
stability coefficients for the actual flight situations.

(U) Because of the mechanical and structural advantages of the
wrap around fin for tubular launching, further wind tunnel and free-
flight tests should be carried out to insure excellent flight performance.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

CML pitching moment stability coefficient (rad -1

Mau
CmcL Q Sd -- N

CMq + CM&, damping moment stability coefficient (rad-), if

MQ
CMQ - - 8CNe

2 V

I

i CM PaL Magnus moment stability coefficient (rad-2)

I C M Pa. -~ (pd)O SA -P(PdaV ) O ci - M P Y= NPO.,Npa Pa pP

d reference length, missile diameter

S1= y=I pitching moment of inertia (slugs-ft

Ix  rolling moment of inertia (slugs-ft2 )
KNKp nutation and precession vectors (deg)
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p,q,r missile angular velocity in space (rad/sec)
Q dynamic pressure, (lb/ft

S reference area, S - (ft2
V total velocity (ft/sec) q

complex angle of attack, (deg)
) angle of attack (deg)

angle of sideslip (deg)
N, P nutation and precession damping rates (rad/sec)

P density (slugs/ft3 )
W N, P nutation and precession frequencies (rad/sec)
4W pitching frequency (rad/sec)

damping rate (rad/sec)

K1  modal vector (deg) L
KT  Trim mode (deg)
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THRUST (LBS.) TIME (SEC.)

i 1600 .00
1520 .10

1350 .20
1370 .30
1410 .40
1480 .50

1620 .60
1680 .70
1690 .80
1800 .90
1230 1.00

CD MACH NO.

.59 .00

.59 .60

.61 .90
1.04 1.75
.90 2.50
.80 3.00

ITypical Full Scale Mass Parameters

I = 1.08 Slug/Sq. Ft.
Ix = .0059 Slug/Sq. Ft.
Mass = .6930 Slugs

u Quad. Elev. 20 Deg.
Init. Veloc. = 890 Ft. /Sec.

TABLE 1

I7
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'i Paper No. 32

A STUDY TO ELIMINATE FLIGHT
INSTABILITIES ON A HIGH-DRAG AIR DELIVERED MINE*

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

by

Jack C. Hoppsi Ordnance Division
Honeywell Inc.

Hopkins, Minn. 55343

ABSTRACT. (U) Analysis of flight test film, obtained in ar ~ high drag air delivered mine, revealed a type of coning motion in
which the pitch and yaw frequencies were coincident with the roll fre-
quency. This motion, which the literature refers to as "lunar motion",
is the characteristic motion of catastrophic yaw instability. Two
easily implemented solutions were selected to eliminate this instabil-
ity. They were: (l) reduce roll producing asymmetries and (2) cant
fins for spin.

i(U) Data obtained from wind tunnel and flight tests revealed
the existence of a strong unstable magnus moment and areas of ques-
tionable planar damping developed in the coning mode. Non-linear
solutions to the tricyclic equation governing this motion were obtained
using a stability criteria technique developed by Dr. J. D. Nicolaides.
Final results dictated the first of the above solutions to be the most
promising.

*This work was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force, Eglin Air Force
Base, under contract AF08(635)-5954.
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

C - roll moment coefficient

C - induced roll moment coefficient

C - roll damping moment coefficient4 p
4 C2  - induced roll moment at 9A = 22. 50

C - pitch moment coefficient

C' - secant slope of pitch moment coefficient vs angle of attackm aC - tangeht slope of pitch moment coefficient at a trim angle [1
aTRIM of attack

C + C - pitch damping moment coefficient.m M.
q a

C N  normal force coefficient ft
C' - secant slope of normal force coefficient vs angle of attack

C - induced yaw moment coefficientn.1

C- secant slope of induced yaw moment at CPA 22. 5n A

C' secant slope of magnus momentcoefficientvs angle of
nP, a attack

D - reference diameter, 0. 373 ft.

I - mine roll moment of inertia. 0. 01385 slug -ft 2

I y - mine pitch moment of inertia, 0.0867 slug -0

M - mach number

834 -
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U w
m mine mass, - ,0. 625 slugs

p roll rate, radians/sec. J
Q dynamic pressure, 1/2 pV 2, lb. /ft. 2

q mine pitch rate, radians/sec.

S reference area, r 0.1094 ft 2

4
S - gyroscopic stability factor .

V mine flight velocity, ft. /sec.

, total angle of attack measured in a plane passing through
the longitudinal axis of the body and the velocity vector.

6 F fin angle relative to body longitudinal axis of symmetry

T A - mine roll angle relative to total angle of attack plane

4- nonlinear nutation and precession damping factor

w precession frequency, rad/sec.

4 K

835I,
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(U) Unsatisfactory flight behavior has been observed on many -.
present day bombs and missiles. Possibly the most common of these
in recent years is a roll-yaw resonance phenomenon which has been

termed "catastrophic yaw" instability and which has been most often
linked with configurations having low stability margins. In an effort
to describe this behavior, a few authors (see references) have devel-
oped useful techniques which attempt to present an understanding of
the motion and provide some method for a solution. The present
study utilizes these techniques with some major modifications to ob-
tain a solution for the instabilities observed during flight tests on a
high drog air delivered mine.

El
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

(U) Among the many requirements for successful operation of
this particular air delivered weapon is the requirement for burial in
a wide variety of soils. During development flight tests, however, un-
satisfactory burial was observed. An examination of the impact data I
revealed that some of the mines partially buried'at angles not coinci-
dent with their flight path and others failed to bury at all.

(U) All conceivable factors were examined in an effort to pin-
point the cause of weapon instability. These included possible fin
angle asymmetries developed during fin opening at launch (see Figure
1), mine physical characteristics pertaining to product of inertia and|,
lateral CG offset, and all aerodynamic forces and moments. While
all of these areas may enhance the problem by contributing in part to
the instability, the dominant area was discovered to exist in the aero-

dynamic forces and moments of the mine.

(U) Examination of the flight test film established the presence
of a large amplitude (limit cycle) coning motion (aT ) of 25 degrees, in
which the pitch and yaw frequencies were coincident with the roll fre-
quency giving rise to the improper burial attitudes. The work of

Nicolaides (Ref. 1) has demonstrated, when magnus moments are neg- i
lected, that the growth of this coning motion results from highly non-

linear induced roll and yaw moments produced by fin leading edge vor-
tices characteristic of all cruciform-finned flight vehicles. The effect
of these induced moments produce a roll lock-in or lunar motion be-
havior which is known to be the characteristic motion of catastrophic

yaw instability. j
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(U) Because this characteristic motion was also observed in
the flight tests of the vehicle in this study, it was assumed that the
problem was one of catastrophic yaw. (It was later found, however,
that this assumption was incorrect and that the problem was actually
one of gyroscopic stability. ) The solution seemed simply to reduce or
eliminate the effects of the induced moments. Consequently, four
means were considered to accomplish this task:

1. Reduce the induced roll moment to prevent the strong
7 tendency for roll lock-in.

2. Reduce the induced yaw moments.

3. Eliminate all configurational asymmetries producing roll.
l4. Spin the mine by canting the fins to provide a driving

moment greater than the induQed roll moment.

(U) While all four solutions deserve merit in correcting the
problem, the last two seemed to be the most practical and the most
easily implemented. The elimination of all configurational asymme-
tries, however, would require extremely tight dimensional tolerances
on the fin and fin assembly and would result in increased production
costs. Canted fins, on the other hand, could be adapted easily with-
out this tolerance restriction.

(U) The purpose of this study was, therefore, to examine the
effects of these two solutions on the flight dynamics of the mine and toSdetermine which of the two contained the most promise.

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION1
(U) A description of the mine along with other important in-

formation is shown in Figure 1. In general, the mine may be des-

T cribed as being 14.25 inches in length, having a 4 inch square cross
section at its maximum thickness and nominally weighing 19.7 pounds.
A vertical stack of three mines laid horizontally is launched in a pack
into the air stream from an aircraft-carried dispenser system.

(U) Folding drag fins located at the aft section not only provide
the necessary aerodynamic retardation and stability but also terrady-
namic drag to prevent deep burial in soft soils. The fins are folded
against the body to provide minimum packing volume during carriage
and opened at launch by means of the free-stream velocity and the f
assistance of small coil springs.

(U) The nose boss and aft square sections ride in vertical
tracks, which assist in containing the mine prior to and during launch.

i 3I
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AERODYNAMIC DATA ANALYSTS

(U) Static and dynamic wind tunnel tests were conducted to V
collect estimated aerodynamic data at two fin angles and to determine
the amount of fin cant required to satisfy the solution of mine spin.
Due to the rather unconventional shape of the fins, an effective fin
cant was realized by simply providing an asymmetry to the sides of F
the "V" shape on each fin, i. e., trimming one side of the "V" on each
fin to a specified dimension. ' !

(U) In addition to the usual pitch plane static aerodynamic data
collected were roll damping and pitch damping. However, the method
used to obtain values of pitch damping were found to be inadequate in
analyzing most of the dynamic behavior in this study. Consequently,
extreme caution was exercised in the application of those values.

WIND TUNNEL DATA r
(U) Estimated static aerodynamic force and moment data was

obtained from transonic wind tunnel tests conducted at the Ling-Temco-
Vought Aeronautics Division facility, Dallas, Texas. This data is ,
presented in Figures 2 through C in the non-rolling axis system at fin
angles of 24 degrees and 26. 5 degrees. Because the analysis of cata-
strophic yaw is associated with the -oli lock-in orientation (45 degrees
for the vehicle in this study), the curves of normal force and pitching
moment are shown only at this roll orientation. The data are also
shown extrapolated to permit a dynamic analysis at the higher angles.

(U) The pitching moment curve given in Figure 2 shows the
effect of reducing the fin angle from 26.5 degrees to 24 degrees at the
equilibrium Mach number of 0. 3. Aside from the obvious increase in
the static stability, a significant change in the local tangent slopefrom positive to negative occurs in the vicinity of aT = 30 degrees.

Although these slopes are very small indeed, the resulting effect on
stability was found to be two-fold. First, local pitch damping values
(Cm + CM.) are extremely nonlinear with near zero or even positive

values existing within the angle of attack region. Second and most
important is the fact that a gyroscopic instability (1/s > 1) is pro- it
duced by the positive slope region of the curve and theqmoderate roll

rate encountered in the roll lock-in condition (see Dynamic Stability
Equation paragraph). Because gyroscopic stability is the first condi-
tion to be satisfied in a dynamic analysis, the solution was again to
either accept the positive slopes produced b- the present fin angle of
26.5 degrees and spin the mine or reduce the fin angle to 24 degrees
and control the roll rate by introducing a geometiic tolerance to the
fin.

(U) Reducing the fin angle to 24 degrees, however, does not
eliminate the nonlinearities occurring at Mach numbers above equi-
librium. This is illustrated in Figure 4 and provides additional
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evidence to support the fact that spinning the mine could be the correct
solution.

(U) Estimates of the induced roll moment, yaw moment and
side force were also obtained and are presented in Figures 5 and 6 at
a roll angle of 22. 5 degrees. The induced force and moments approxi-
mate a simple sin 4cPA function and exhibit a nonlinear dependence ca
angle of attack.

(U) A constant value of roll damping was obtained for all
angles of attack tested in the subsonic Mach number range. This value
was calculated at the terminal roll rate and was found to be -1.38.

CALCULATED ESTIMATES

(U) Estimated values of Atch damping were obtained from a
subsonic wind tunnel test in which a freely oscillating technique was
utilized. This method is generally quite acceptable for configurations
exhibiting a static moment which is linearly dependent on angle of
attack. However, due to the nature of catastrophic. yaw in which a
quasi-trim angle of attack is attained in the roll-yaw resonance region,
configurations exhibiting an extremely nonlinear static moment with
angle of attack change their damping characteristics at each quasi-

_ trim condition and cannot effectively use this method. Consequently,the pitch damping values used in the present study were calculated

from the following equation:
2

(Cmq + Cm&) = -KCN (FI \ " " )
qa FIN FIN

A value of K 4 was obtained from flight tests in which nearly pure
pitching motion was observed at the terminal velocity.

(U) Solutions to this equation are shown in Figure 7 and were
assumed constant at Mach numbers in the subsonic range.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

(U) Evaluation of the canted fin configuration was conducted
along parallel paths of a flight test, a dynamic wind tunnel test, and
an analytical analysis. Due to the discussion regarding the possible
stability effects of the moment curve local slope, configurations con-
taining two different fin angles were included. The first had a fin
angle of 26. 5 degrees with a positive local slope between aT = ,0 and
aT = 351 and, the second had a fin angle of 24 degrees with a negative
local slope throughout the angle of attack range.
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FLIGHT TEST

(U) The flight test was conducted from an F-4 aircraft in
straight and level flight with a four bay dispenser loaded with the fol-
lowing mine configurations:

a. Six models configured to spin above the pitch frequency by
4 removal of a 1/16 inch strip from one side of the "V" on

each fin to produce a clockwise roll. (5 F = 26. 5 degrees)

b. Three models with symmetrical fins. (RF = 24 degrees) F

c. Three models with symmetrical fins. (OF = 26. 5 degrees)

(U) The test was conducted in four passes. Subsequently,
ground tracking film was viewed from the test in which two of the H
three mines in each bay were captured in flight and were observed
from launch to ground impact. The results of these observations were
as follows:

Pass #1. (U) Three models configured to spin; fin angle 5F = "
26. 5 degrees; launched at M = 0. 5 and 2200 ft altitude. Both mines
were observed to stabilize to near zero angle of attack before reaching V
terminal spin rate. Shortly after stabilization and terminal spin had ii
been reached (estimated at 1 to 3 seconds), an unstable coning motion
began which increased in amplitude very rapidly to an angle of 80 or
90 degrees. At this point, the spinning mode was damped very quickly
to zero. The remainder of the flight resulted in first, a lunar mode of
roll-yaw resonance in which a circular coning motion was oberved
and, second, a damped mode with the return of a spin rate below ter-
minal and irregular pitching and yawing motions. This later motion
persisted until ground impact was achieved.

Pass #2. (U) Three models configured to spin; fin angle 6 F
26. 5 degrees; launched at M = 0. 9 and 2600 1" altitude. The bottom

mine in the bay showed similar results to those in pass 1. The second
mine photographed, however, stabilized and reached terminal spin but
did not show any instability. This mine continued to spin in a stable
flight mode and achieved ground impact in perfect orientation.

Pass #3. (U) Three models with symmetrical fins; fin angle

6F = 24 degrees; launched at M = 0. 9 and 2600 ft altitude. Both mines
stabilized to near zero angle of attack soon after launch and continued
in a stable mode with only slight spin until ground impact.

Pass #4. (U) Three models with symmetrical fins; fin angle

6F = 26.5 degrees; launched at M = 0.5 and 2200 ft altitude. The bot-
tom mine in the bay stabilized soon after launch and continued in this
stable mode until ground impact. The second mine, however, did not
stabilize. Instead, its flight mode was characteristic of lunar motion
and roll-yaw resonance seen in previous flights. This motion also
persisted until ground impact.
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~~DYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL TEST '

(U) In addition to the flight test, a dynamic stability analysis

the faculty at the University of Notre Dame. His analysis included a

collection of the required estimated aerodynamic moment data from a
unique model support system whien permitted three degrees of rota-
tional freedom, i. e., roll, pitch, and yaw. The results of his analy-
sis are shown in Table 1 for the full scale mine using the following
stability coefficients:

Cma -2.6 Cn +47.0
Ca Cnp, a

Cmq 30 PD/2V = 0.04

I , Note that at zero spin rate (P 0) both the nutation and precession
i damping rates are stable, but that a severely unstable condition occurs

at the large spin rate as a result of the magnus moment.

(U) Although the model support mechanism would not permit aIdynamic analysis at angles of attack greater than approximately 12
degrees, the analysis shows quite clearly the detrimental effects on "
stability from spin which is in excellent agreement with flight test re-
sults.

ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

I (U) Numerical solutions were obtained for a quasi-linear
damping factor developed from the equation describing tricyclic mo-
tion and for the complete six degree of freedom equations of motion
using a mathematical model in conjunction with a digital computer.
Analysis of mine stability included conditions of catastrophic yaw,
high spin rates and gyroscopic stability effects.

Dynamic Stability Equation

(U) In the non-rolling stability axis system, the tricyclic mo-
t of an axially symmetric missile, with appropriate initial condi-tions, is

(+N + )N)t (p + p
w = kle + K 2e ( + K3

where w consists of a high frequency nutation arm (KI), a slower pre-
3 cessional frequency arm (K 2 ) and a pure trim (K3).

(U) In the non-linear case, a precise closed-form solution for
w (t) is not possible. However, a criterion for the dynamic stability
of these non-linear cases was derived by J. D. Nicolaides (Ref. 1) and
defines whether a given initial pitch or yaw will grow or decay.
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C,
* w e * QSF N

This criterion is XN, P < 0 where XN, P v L 2m cos a (1 + T)

C 2
Cm D2qTVT D

+-( T) + -- C' sin4c A + 21 C4 and
41 P P I C'

+ 4y Px n A a x pIx ! ;:

< 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for dynamic stability.

N,1
(U) In the solution of the Quasi-linear damping factor, N, p,

it was assumed that a roll-yaw resonance motion existed and that this
motion was one of pure circular pitch and yaw. Therefore, 1-

C' QSD 1/2 C' QSD iSm ]1 2 /

L IL I p
x yIy(1 -1I Iy 2 K2i~)

The terms not defined are: T = where S y
Vl 1g Cm QSD1 -g TRIM

PDC, + Cgp--

and sin 4 pA= C 2

(U) It should be pointed out that the gyroscopic stability
factor, S was calculated using the local or trim tangent slope of the
moment curve instead of the usual secant slope. This was done to de-
fine the gyroscopic effects at high angle trim conditions produced by
the pure circular pitch and yaw motion. The condition for gyroscopic
stability is 1/Sq < 1. ii

(U) Solutions to the quasi-linear damping factor were obtaincd
assuming a roll yaw resonance condition existing at the equilibrium
velocity and negligible magnus moments. The results are shown in I I
Figures 8 and 9 for both a 26. 5 degree and 24 degree fin angle. Notice
the gyroscopic instability region in Figure 8 which is due to the posi-
tive slope of the moment curve in this angle of attack range (see Fig-
ure 2).

(U) A simulation corresponding to the flight test models in H
which a 1/16 inch strip was trimmed from one side of each fin was

obtained to determine the behavior of magnus moment on spinning
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mine stability. This is shown in Figure 10 for a magnus moment co-
efficient of +46. 6 and a calculated terminal spin rate of 32. 5 radians

jper second.

(U) Although the magnus moment coefficient is known to be
nonlinear with dngle of attack, it was the only estimate available and
was assumed to be linear in the study. The curve clearly shows mag-
nus instability occurring above three degrees angle of attack and
demonstrates a qualitative correlation with wind tunnel and flight test
results.

Six Degree-of-Freedom Simulation

(U) A dynamic simulation program containing the full six
degree-of-freedom equation- of motion was used to obtain numericalsolutions describing the dynamic behavior of the mine in flight. The

[. I simulations included an analysis of the gyroscopic stability produced
by the local tangent slope of the static momenL curve and a complete
solution of the roll-yaw resonance behavior.

(U) To show this, each simulated case was initiated to des-
cribe lunar motion in the roll lock-in orientation at a high angle ofincidence. Displays of the total angle of attack, roll rate, and pre-

cessional frequency time histories were examined to determine the (I
resulting dynamic behavior.

(U) Estimates of the aerodynamic coefficients, shown in
I Figures 3 through 7, at a Mach number of 0.5 were programmed for

the simulations. The standard pitching moment curve is illustrated
separately in Figure 11 along with two random variations of a positive
slope and a negative slope at UT> 2 5 degrees for use in demonstrating
gyroscopic stability. The aerodynamic data at a Mach number of 0. 5
was chosen to simulate as accurately as possible the dynamic behavior
of the mine containing an extreme local slope reversal in the moment
curve. Throughout this analysis magnus moments were assumed neg-
ligible and not programmed.

(U) The first case tested demonstrates the effect of a positive
slope reversal on mine stability and is shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Notice that a limit cycle of approximately 23 degrees angle of attack
is attained at the roll lock-in orientation which continues throughout

S the flight times investigated. Qualitatively, this correlates quite well
with the results obtained from the flight test in which a limit cycle
coning motion was observed.

(U) In order to demonstrate the existence of a gyroscopic in-
stability, two additional programmed simulations were necessary.
The first contained the negative slope moment curve shown in Figure
S1 and the second the positive slope. In addition, pitch damping was
neglected, since it should have no effect on the final outcome except
to retard the action.
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(U) The results are shown in Figures 14 through 16 and illus-

trate quite clearly the effect of a positive local slope on stability. In
Figure 14, aT is seen to increase from 45 degrees to 90 degrees
(data limit) in 1. 7 seconds. I

(U) The effect of the negative local slope is shown in Figures
15 and 16. In this case, a limit cycle is achieved in both the nutation
and precession mode which would be expected without the influence of F
damping.

(U) Figures 17 and 18 presents the last case, showing the
qffect of including damping on the negative local slope curve of Figure B
11. This effectively represents the aerodynamics associated with re-
ducing the fin angle from the previous 26. 5 degrees to 24 degrees.
Also included was the effect of providing a geometric tolerance re-
striction to the fin to prevent roll rates in the resonance region. Fig-
ure 18 shows that a roll lock-in condition exists initially, but that roll
"break out" finally develops at about 9 seconds of flight time. Stability V
is noted in Figure 17, where the total angle of attack amplitude is de-
creasing with flight time.

CONCLUSIONS

(U) The results of this study which included a stability analysis
of all nonlinearities associated with the planar aerodynamic forces and
moments, the induced aerodynamic forces and moments, and the mag-
nus moments, have demonstrated the following:

1. The influence of magnus moments oh the spinning mine
causes the development of a severe instability.

2. Roll rates are extremely sensitive to fin asymmetries.
Very high spin was achieved with a fin asymmetry of only
1/16 inch. k

3. The induced aerodynamic forces and moments do not appre-
ciably influence mine stability.

4. The induced roll moments produce a roll lock-in condition
at high angles of incidence.

5. Planar aerodynamic moments are affected by the fin angle
at the equilibrium Mach number and relatively unaffected
at Macb numbers above equilibrium.

(U) Under the assumption that magnus moments are negligible
in the roll-yaw resonance case, it was concluded that the resonance
instability discovered in the initial phase of the flight test program
was not derived from the induced yaw moments as first thought. In
fact, the term "catastrophic yaw" cannot be applied here, since it
must be concluded from the results that a gyroscopic instability was
the initial cause of the problem.
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(U) The final solution to the resulting instability was as" I follows:

1. Maintain a maximum fin angle of 24 degrees at the maxi-
mum design center of gravity limit of 6. 8 inches "o ensure
gyroscopic stability at the equilibrium Mach number.

2. Maintain a geometric tolerance between the sides of each
fin of less than 0. 01 inches to prevent roll rates in theIresonance region.

I
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(U) TABLE 1. Effect of Magnus Moment on the Dynamic

Behavior of a Spinning Mine :

FULL SCALE -

P =0 P = 64.34
RAD/SEC

DAMPING RATE -0.4566 3.067
NUTATION (XN)

DAMPING RATE -0.4566 -3.980

PRECESSION (Xp)

HALF LIFE SEC. 1.515

NUTATION CAL. 1218.941

HALF LIFE SEC. 1.515 0.1738 f K

PRECESSION CAL. 1218.941 139.841 '

DOUBLE LIFE SEC. 0.2256

NUTATION CAL. 181.469

DOUBLE LIFE SEC.
PRECESSION CAL. ___ _
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St

I

Weight = 19. 7 pounds

Length = 14.25 inches

Width = 4. 01 inches maximum from flat to flat.
Pitch moment of inertia = 0. 0863 slug-ft

Roll moment of inertia = 0. 0138 slug-ft 2

Fin angle = 24 degrees (centerline reference)

Center of gravity location 6. 8 inches (nose. reference).

i (U) MIG. 1, High Drag Mine•

I
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL JET-'NTERACTION EXPERIMENTSi RESULTS OF FLOW-FIELD AND SCALE EFFECT STUDIES

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

by
YMichael J. Werle

Richard T. Driftmyer
David G. Shaffer

U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Md. 20910

isuifr utiea truln oudr lyr

ABSTRACT. This paper describes the results of two
experimental studies concerning the injection of a gaseous
secondary jet into an unbounded supersonic flow field which= is uniform outside a turbulent boundary layer. *

The first problem considered was that of mapping the
streamline patterns for typical two-dimensional jet-

H Tinteraction flow fields produced by sonic secondary jets.
Tests were conducted at Mach 5 using a flat-plate model
containing a sonic secondary jet directed normal to the
the flow field for jet strengths (ratio of jet gas stagnatioi

Ki pressure to mainstream static pressure) of 180 and 550.

From these data and complementary shadowgraph studies, the
streamline patterns and attendant shock structure have beenI formulated. The major qualitative features of these flows :
azie compaLced with those that aie assumed to exist inavailable analytical models.

L The second problem considered in this paper is that

concerned with the definition of the proper scale length to
be associated with turbulent, two-dimensional jet-interaction flows. In support of this objective, results "'!will be presented for a Mach 4 test conducted using the same

Tflat-plate model described above. The secondary jet
strength was varied from approximately 0 to 1000 for secon-
dary jet throat sizes of 0.005 inch, 0.020 inch and
0.030 inch. Interaction normal forces were determined
using the surface pressure distributions measured ahead of
the secondary jet and comparisons of these results with
available analytical predictions are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The general problem considered here is that of generating
control forces in a supersonic environment through use of
reaction-jet controls. NOL's present efforts are directed
toward the development of a reliable analytical model for
this type of fluidic system. An earlier study (Ref. 1) had B
indicated that while the general features of the jet-interaction
phenomenon were reasonably well understood, there stillexist areas of considerable confusion which seemingly negate

all attempts to unify available data within the framework
of existing analytical models, even for the two-dimensional
problem. Apparently the only reliable statement that can
be made about the forces generated by a two-dimensional jet-
interaction system is that they will be somewhere around
two to three times that of the jet thrust alone. Even this ;.
rather loose statement is largely based on empirical data
of the type presented in Fig. 1, where experimental values

of jet amplification (the ratio of the total force produced
by the flow to that of the jet thrust alone) from several I
independent investigations are shown as a function of free-
stream Mach number. The state of the art for theoretically
estimating these amplification levels is well exemplified
by the theoretical curves shown on Fig. 1 due to Spaid and
Zukoski (Ref. 3) and NOL (Ref. 1). Both of these theories
give order of magnitude estimates for the full range of
Mach numbers shown but are completely incapable of explaining
variat-ons due to other parameters at a fixed Mach number
such as that due to variations in the secondary jet stagnation
pressure (which is the major cause of the variations in A
shown in Fig. 1 at any given MJ). Interestingly enough,
each of the data sources listed in Fig. 1 puts forth an
analytical model none of which completely explains the data
from the other sources listed. In an effort to clarify the
picture, NOL has been conducting a series of limited scope
experimental studies each directed at a single aspect of the
interaction problem. The objective of this type of limited
program is to provide isolated but well defined data points
against which existing analytical models could be compared.
The results of two such studies are reported in this paper. TI
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The first of these, the flow-field study, presents the
results of an attempt to define the detailed flow structure
for two typical two-dimensional jet-interaction configura-
tions. Mitchell (Ref. 7) had previously attempted the same
using only shadowgraph studies whereas the present approach
employed flow-field probe data as we.l. While the present
study was not a complete success, it certainly gives
reasonably accurate data that should provide a valid basis
for comparison with analytical models.

The second study reported herein was concerned
principally with the influence of the secondary jet-slot
width on the forces produced by the jet-interaction process.
The primary data taken were the surface pressure distribu-
tions fore and aft of several sonic slot jets blowing into

T a supersonic turbulent boundary layer. With careful
attention given to each detail of the problem, the resulting
data provide a much needed basis for comparison with
theoretical jet-interaction fo:2ce levels.

F JET-INTERACTION FLOW--FIELD STUDY

T In this study an attempt has been made to construct
an accurate picture of the streamline pattern indicative of
a typical two-dimensional jet-interaction flow field. The
objective of this effort was to provide experimental results
against which existing analytical models of the interaction
process might be compared. To meet this objective, shadow-
graph and flow-field probe studies were conducted using the

I flat-plate model shown in Fig. 2. The basic flat-plate
model was 15.5 inches long and 10.0 inches wide. The plate
was fitted with spherical boundary-layer trips located

S 0.75 inch from the leading edge. Glass ported side plates
were mounted on the flat-plate surface so as to define a
six-inch wide flow channel - the surface of which was

instrumented with 78 static pressure taps. A six-inch span
jet slot was flush mounted in the plate 7.25 inches (approxi-
mately the plate mid-chord) downstream of its leading edge.
A sonic slot of nominal throat width, b* = 0.020 inch was
used throughout the test.

The three-pronged probe used to measure the local flow

properties is shown in Fig. 2. The probe was used to
simultaneously measure the local Pitot pressure, total
temperature, angle of attack, and the surface pressure on a
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10-degree half-angle cone. From these quantities all local
flow properties can be determined. The probe was mounted
on the wind-tunnel angle-of-attack sector system with the j
line of probe tips lying on the system's center of rotation.
This system arrangement permitted completely preprogrammed
remote operation of the probe system throughout the test.

The tests were conducted at a free-stream Mach number,
MW, of 5 with a stagnation pressure, Po , of 660 psia and

a stagnation temperature, T , of 900R; the resulting
O

free-stream Reynolds number per foot was 18 x 106. The
secondary jet was supplied with high-pressure air at
roughly ambient temperatures. Flow probing was done at two

jet pressures, P of 690 psia and 230 psia, resulting in

A P
jet strengths, 3, of 550 and 180, respectively.

The streamline patterns resulting from this study are
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Concentrating first on the

low-blowing rate data of Fig. 3(a), it is noted that the
spherical boundary-layer trips produced a rather strong
curved shock and thick boundary layer of the turbulent type.
The boundary-layer thickness and type was determined from
a separate Pitot pressure probe study. The trip shock was
determined principally from shadowgraph pictures. Since a
good deal of the flow field was not within the photographic
field of view the major portion of the boundary-layer trip
shock shown could only be defined by a polynomial curve
fit to the available data (the same holds true for all

shocks shown in Fig. 3). Typical of this type of flow,
the obstruction to the external flow created by the
. ... nd 1 ci-e oU... . In. a separated boundary layer
and accompanying separation shock forward of the jet plume
(the mixing region thicknesses shown in Fig, 3(a) was
estimated from the shadowgraph studies). As shown in j
Fig. 3, the highly under-expanded secondary jet passes
through a strong shock, usually assumed to be a normal
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shock.1 One striking feature of both Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
however, is the absence of the large angle deflections
usually assumed to exist in the merging region of the
separated mainstream and jet gas flow. Despite the appear-
ance of a "strong-looking" bow shock wave no evidence was
found of the "blunt body" type flow region proposed by
Mitchell (Ref. 7), although it must be admitted that the
severe fluctuations of the flow field observed in this
merging region make it difficult to make a definitive
assessment of the flow configuration. One further important
observation that should be noted is that of the vertical
displacement of the T = 0 streamline above the jet shock.
Numerous jet-interaction analytical models assume the T = 0
streamline in the forward merging region intersects the jet
plume at the jet shock. Actually it was found that the
T = 0 streamline intersects the jet gas well above the jet
shock and further, at a point directly above the jet-slot
location, the T = 0 line is displaced to a position approxi-
mately 1.5 times the shock height, hs, above the plate.

The jet gas, after passing through the jet shock, is
Sturned downstream. This gas then reexpands to a supersonic

state, passing over the separation bubble downstream of the
jet plume. As the expanding gas turns towards the plate a

recompression shock is formed which brings the flow back
i I parallel to the plate surface.

Although not shown in Figs 3(a) and 3(b) it was found
that virtually all of the flow for T < 0.2 aft of the
injection station was influenced by viscous effects - as
evidenced by large variations in the local stagnation
temperatures. It is not yet clear what direct influence

Ithis would have on analytical models of the problem at hand.

Both Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) contain similar information
TU with two dif erent Jet strengths This lead s to one final
[ significant point of interest. The flow field does not seem

to scale linearly with the jet strength, P 0/P., (as implied

1iFor the low jet blowing rate of Fig. 3(a), the jet shock

T was below the field of view of the ported side plates.
The jet shock shown in Fig. 3(a) was determined by moni-
toring the decrease in the jet-shock height as the jet

ri strength, Po /P., was decreased and extrapolating the

0.1 3
results to Po /P 180.
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in the analytical model of Refs. 1 and 3) but rather seems
linearly dependent on the jet-shock height, hs, which only

4 doubled while Po./P. was increased by a factor of three. F

The implication is that once a method is devised for
estimating the jet-shock height, the major length parameter
for the problem will be well in hand. A

SCALE LENGTH STUDIES

GENERAL

The purpose of this phase of the study was to determine
the influence of jet-slot width variation on the interaction U
forces produced ahead of a two-dimensional sonic slot.
Previous NOL experimental results (Ref. 1) had indicated
that the upstream force did not scale linearly with the slot
width, (as predicted by the model proposed by Spaid and
Zukoski in Ref. 3) nor did it correlate with the mass flow
parameter of Hawk and Amick (Ref. 5). However, the data

in question were taken with the large boundary-layer trips
in Fig. 2, which, as shown in Fig. 3, produced in extremely
thick boundary layer ahead of the jet slot. It was felt
that part of the apparent discrepancy might well be attri- !
buted to the fact that available analytical models assume

that the upstream boundary-layer thickness is small compared
to the jet penetration - a restriction seemingly violated 4
by the NOL data. In an effort to clarify the issue, a new
experimental study was conducted using the flat-plate model
of Fig. 2 but with the spherical trips replaced with a
0.025-inch-diameter wire. In addition, side plates with
larger viewing ports were used to facilitate more extensive
sl.adowgraph stu'es of thc in-raction flow field.

JET STUDIES WITH M =0

Considerable useful data were obtained from a series of

static tests (M. = 0) made with the secondary jets exhausting
into the evacuated tunnel.. The primary purpose of these
tests was to obtain accurate estimates to the jet-slot
discharge coefficients under steady-state blowing conditions.
The accompanying shadowgraph study provided apparently
unique two-dimensional plume daca for comparison with pre-
sent analytical estimates of the jet-shock height. The
results of this study are summarized in Fig. 4 which shows
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that the nondimensional shock height, hs/be, follows an
expected linear variation with jet strength, Po /Pb, and

that the constant of proportionality is approximately 0.54
(as opposed to estimates of 0.66 and 0.75 presented in

7 Refs. 6 and 1, respectively). As shown in Fig. 4, be is the
effective slot width computed using the measured slot width,
b*, and the mass flow discharge coefficient, Cd, of the
slot as determined from a standard ASME orifice-type mass
flow meter. Basically, three slots, with nominal widths of
0.005 inch, 0.02 inch and 0.03 inch, were tested. These
slots though were built with two 0.05-inch-thick webs

Tevenly spaced across the slot's six-inch span, the purpose
of the webs being to try to prevent the slots from opening
under pressurized conditions. A fourth slot of width
0.02 inch, but without webs was tested to allow an assess-
ment of the webs' influence on the shock heights. From
Fig. 4 it appears that the webs had no appreciable influence.1

Also, as noted in Fig. 4, these static tests were performed
with two separate settings of the back pressure at approxi-
mately 2 psia and 5 psia (these particular pressure levels
were chosen as being roughly equivalent to the jet plume's

T effective back pressure during the subsequent jet-interaction
tests). As shown in the figure, variations in Pb are
completely accounted for in the jet strength, Po /Pb*

JET-INTERACTION TESTS

Jet-interaction tests were performed in the NOL
Supersonic Tunnel No. 2 at M. = 4 ad at free-streamJ Reynolds numbers per foot of 6 x 100 and 18 x 106. A
typical shadowgraph picture from this s udy is presented I i
in Fig. 5 (in this case. Re/ft. = 18 x 100, b* = 0.02 and
P0 ./r ='UU) along witn a aule of the test conditions

covered. Essentially, each of the four slots studied in the I'
previously discussed static blows was run through a range
of P. /Pm until the forward separation bubble extended up

llt should be pointed out that in order to achieve the ex-
celle'nt correlation of Fig. 4, it is necessary to admit to ;measured discharge coefficients greater than one. Appar-

ently all the slots tested here opened under pressure and
this fact was accounted for in all subsequent data reduction.
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to the leading edge or the maximum allowable P = 1200 psia

was reached. The primary data taken here were the surface
presur ditriutinswhich have been integrated to give

the upstream interaction forces. These results are sum-
marized in Fig. 6 which shows the jet amplification as a r
function of the jet strength, Po/P,. It is immediately ! I <
apparent that there is no explicit slot-width or Reynolds
number influence when the results are presented in this
form. This result implies that correlations of jet ampli-

fication using the parameter grouping, be, as proposed

in Refs. 2, 5 and 6, are incorrect. Further, the presence
of a decrease in amplification for increased jet strengths
in the present data directly contradicts the proposal of
Ref. 3 that such a behavior is indicative of non-two-dimen-
sional effects. Within the present data there was
no evidence of any loss in two dimensionality as the jet
strength was increased. Actually, the decreasing amplifi-
cation shown in Fig. 6 can be traced to changes in the
pressures occurring in the separation region upstream of the
jet. To see this, it is first necessary to review the use
of a step-flow analogy to model the upstream interaction
region. In Refs. 1 and 3 it was pointed out that the
normal forces produced by step-induced boundary-layer
separation were linearly dependent on the step height. -'

Virtually all analytical models for the jet-interaction
problem have carried this concept over to jet-induced
separation. Fig. 7 shows that this is apparently a valid
approach for it shows that the upstream interaction force
coefficient (based on be) is a linear function of the

measured jet-shock heights. Apparently though, the effective
step height is consistently about 1.5 times that of the jet-
shock height (as predicted by Barnes et al, Ref. 6, and as
supported by the streamline patterns of Fig. 3). The
significant point though is that CNi varies linearly with

hs/be so that it only remains to determine hs/be. The shock

height can be estimated through use of Fig. 4, once an effec-
tive back pressure, Pb, is lcided upon. Kaufman (Ref. 8)

has proposed use of the separation region plateau pressure
as Pb and this assumption was applied to the present data. -*

Fig. 8 shows that, while the shock heights were well corre-
lated among themselves with Pb = P they were not predicted I
correctly by either Kaufman's correlation or the static

results of Fig. 4. However, use of the separation region. I
872 V
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second peak pressure to represent Pb definitely improved the
agreement between the jet-interaction data and the static V
test results.1  Apparently, then, the upstream force depends
linearly on the shock height which in turn depends linearlyon the second peak pressure PP2 This being the case it is

I quite easy to show that the amplification must go as

A 1+ K

where K is a constant. In the prebent test series Pp2/P

was observed to increase slightly with increasing P0 /P,' .

thus causing the observed loss in A.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of two limited scope experimental studies
were reported in this paper. The common objective of these
works was to provide isolated but well-defined data points
to serve as a basis of comparison for proposed analytical
models of the jet-interaction phenomenon. As a result of
these studies it has been found that the jet-slot width
had no influence on the jet amplification for the case of

thin upstream boundary layers. It was also found that the
jet-shock height provided a valid scale length for the
problem independent of the relative thickness of the upstream
boundary layer. However, the effective penetration height
of the Jet stream (for se, sY in a s ... low analogy;9rsomewhat greater than hs and is given approximately as

1.5 hs. The shock height itself is not linearly dependent
on the jet strength, as proposed in some analytical models.

iAlthough not shown in Fig. 8, it was found that the shock-
heights data taken at M, = 5 in the streamline study (see
Fig. 3) also correlated with the M., 4 data when the
measured plateau and second peak pressures were used to
represent the effective back pressure.
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Also, from the lack of high-turning angles encountered in
the streamlines near the jet shock (see Fig. 3) it is i

apparent that the jet's effective back pressure is not that
generated by a "blunt body"-type strong shock in the local
flow. Rather, it seems to be a function principally of the
pressure levels in the separation region ahead of the jet.
It was found that the one correlation that gave reasonable
consistency between the static and M : 4 data was that

which used the separation region second peak pressure as
the jet plume's effective back pressure. It is recommended
that future studies be directed toward determining the
influence of jet conditions on the separation region second
peak pressure - the end result of which should be a reliable
model for the jet-interaction problem.
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ABSTRACT. (U) Reaction jets interact strongly with

the local stream flow over a vehicle and can produce a force

that is several times larger than the pure reaction force of
the jet. Extensive data from many sources have been used to
develop a method for calculating the increased force due to

the interaction between high speed stream flows and jets is-

IT suing normally from slot-type orifices. Empirical relations
are derived for estimating the effective distance the jet

A penetrates the stream flow in terms of the ratio of the jet
itotal pressure to the "plateau" pressure in the separated
i I flow tot region ahead of the jet. The penetration distance is

J then used in calculating the pressure distribution produced

3 1by the interaction for either laminar or turbulent boundary 7

layer flows over the surface. The normal force and moment

4 caused by the interaction can then be calculated with good
engineering accuracy for a very wide range of jet and local

airflow conditions in the supersonic-hypersonic speed range.

The method is used to determine the effects of the various
5 iparameters influencing the interaction and their effects on

the amplification factor (total force/jet reaction force).
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SYMBOLS I

CN  coefficient of interaction force using d as
reference area (per unit span),

CN f[(p - pl)/qldldx L
d throat width of jet nozzle

h effective jet penetration height
K amplification factor (interaction force + reaction

force)/(reaction force)

If free interaction length

I length of separated flow upstream of jet orifice
(is = Ixs1)

L length of (flat plate) surface upstream of jet
orifice

M Mach number

n exponent in jet penetration height expression

p static pressure

f pp plateau pressure

pj total pressure of jet flow

q dynamic pressure

ReL  Reynolds number based on undisturbed local flow
conditions and upstream length L Ii
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Re s  Re s

x streamwise coordinate (origin at jet orifice
location)

82 aySmoim n,~a"t~
a dividing streamlinae (cf. Fig. I)

plateau pressure ratio, p P/Pl,

Subscripts

1 undisturbed local flow conditions over flat plate

surface with no jet flow

r conditions at reattachment of jet flow on surface
downstream of orifice

s conditions at separation of stream flow from sur-r face upstream of orifice

~INTRODUCTION

(U) Reaction jets issuing normally from a surface can
be used for control of high performance missiles or air-

craft. These jets interact strongly with the local airflow
over the surface and substantially increase the pressure
loads on the surface both ahead of and behind the jet ori-
fice. The additional surface pressure loads augment the
simple reaction force of the jet and can result in a total
control force several times larger than the reaction force,
this depending on local flow conditions. The possibility
of large additional forces and the many advantages of reac-
tion jet control have prompted increasing interest in using
transverse jets for a wide variety of applications. This
has led to many experimental investigations of transverse
jet interaction effects; however, there were no generally
applicable analytical methods for predicting these effects

reliably for a wide range of flow conditions. e c

(U) Several different types of jet-stream interactions {
have been observed experimentally and various flow models 887
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ij postulated. Many investigators sought correlation parame-

ters and formulas for predicting the interaction force di-

rectly. However, the force correlation methods gave results,
particularly for laminar boundary layers, that were in severe

general disagreement. The results obtained from one series

of experiments differed from those obtained from others. In [j
part, the discrepancy arose from the fact that the force

correlations do not account adequately for the local viscid
flow conditions and jet geometry. To obtain reliable inter-

action force predictions it appears to be necessary to cal-
culate the pressure distribution due to a particular jet and
stream flow interaction as is done herein, and then integrate
the resulting overpressures.

(U) The considerable interest in understanding trans-

verse jet interactions has led to many recent experimental

investigations and to several comprehensive reviews (e.g.,

Refs. 1-8). The availability of these extensive test re-
sults now provides a good basis for analyzing transverse jet
interactions and for comparing analytical results with ex-
periment for a wide variety of conditions.

(U) Although the analysis used herein is two dimen-
sional, the results can be applied to jets issuing from
large but finite aspect ratio., slit-type orifices. Fur-

ther, several investigators (e.g., Refs. 9 and 10) have ob-
served that some results of two dimensional jet interaction -J
analyses can be applied to jets issuing from slit-type ori-

fices in axisymmetric bodies.

ANALTICAL FLOW MODEL

(U) Fundamentally, a jet issuing normally from a plate
pushes the local stream flow away from the surface, and the

jet flow is bent downstream by the stream flow. Although
there are many self-induced flow effects and the interaction
phenomena are quite complex, understanding of the phenomena

has improved tremendously in the past several years, and
certain features of jet interaction flows can now be de-

scribed fairly reliably.

(U) The two dimensional stream flow separates from the
surface (at xs) ahead of the jet in a manner similar to
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supersonic flow separation ahead of a forward-facing step
(Fig. I). The so-called dividing streamline indicates the
boundary of the fluid trapped in the reverse flow region and
can be taken as a new effective surface shape for the stream
flow (the angle between the surface and the dividing stream-line is a). The stream flow is compressed t!.ough the

shock wave emanating from the separation point The surface
pressure rises to a "plateau" level and then r. nains fairly
constant over the separated flow region. The length over
which the pressure rise occurs is known as a free interac-
tion length (If).

I, (U) Upon leaving the orifice (of width d), the jet
flow initially expands but then passes through a strong,

1' nearly normal shock wave. Thus most of the jet flow is sub-
soni2 when it is bent in the downstream direction. There is
a strong interaction shock wave in the stream flow where the
:cj,:- and stream flows meet, and there is a strong shear layer

between the jet and stream flows. After passing through the
nearly normal shock wave, the jet flow again expands and re-
attaches to the downstream surface (at xr) through an
oblique shock wave. The interaction pressure distribution
on the surface downstream of the orifice is somewhat similar~to pressure distributions behind rearward facing steps.

(U) The interaction sketched in Fig. 1 can be con-
sidered typical of "two dimensional" transverse jet inter-
actions. For very weak jets, the jet behavior is similar to

that occurring in the film cooling of a surface; thus there
are no separated flow regions, and boundary layer analysis
can describe the resulting flow. As the jet strength in-
creases, laminar or turbulent separation occurs upotream of
the orifice, the kind of separation depending on the nature1 ~of the boundary layer. The extent of the downstream sepa-
rated flow region and the reattachment pressure rise depend
primarily on the jet strength and local stream flow Mach

tances, the interaction shock is detached and moves far up-

Istream.

JET PENETRATION HEIGHT CORRELATIONS

(U) Although many investigators have compared flows
[past transverse jets with flows over spoilers or forward
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facing steps (cf. Ref. 3), there were no completely satis-
factory ways to estimate the effective step height simply
and reliably. As noted by Barnes et al. (Ref. 8), the total 5

jet penetration height is not readily discernible in flow
photographs. Many investigators have found, however, that
the effective step height, representing the jet penetration fl
distance, can be taken as the height of the strong shock in
the jet flow.

(U) Various parameters have been used in correlating
the effective step height. The lengths usually involved are
the effective step height h, the width of the jet nozzle

d, and possibly the upstream surface length L or a bound- 1
ary layer thickness. The pressures most often used are the
jet flow total pressure p-, the pressure downstream of the
strong jet shock, and the tree stream static or total pres-
sure. These parameters, along with the free stream Mach
number and possibly the jet mass flow rate or total tempera-
ture, define the problem.

(U) Instead of choosing a particular parameter for
correlating effective step heights, our approach was to ex-
amine methodically many different correlation schemes. A
high speed digital computer was used to seek meaningful
trends in about 500 sets of transverse jet interaction data jj
from many different sources (data are tabulated in Ref. 3).
The data were correlated by using a least squares fit to a 3).
power law variation of penetration height with 12 different
parameters (composed of combinations of pj, d, L, and a

stream flow pressure). For each correlation the standard
deviation, percentage of standard deviation, and correlation
coefficient were calculated. From these, the computer could
determine the goodness of fit for each correlation.

(U) The existence of meaningful trends in the data was
investigated by restricting groups of data according to:
the type of boundary layer separation occurring ahead of the
jet, the free stream Mach number, the jet Mach number, the
Reynolds number, the length of the flat plate, ahead of the
jet orifice, and the jet orifice aspect ratio (with and with-

out end plates). The goodness of fit could then be calculat-
ed for each correlation of the chosen group of restricted
data. For example, significant Mach number trends were K
sought by obtaining correlations only for the data within
limited Mach number ranges.
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(U) Those correlations that gave the best results

(smallest percentage of deviation) were tabulated by: the
correlation coefficient, the exponent, the standard devia-
tion, the percentage of error, the amount of data included
in the correlation, the type of data used (Mach and Reynolds

number ranges, jet aspect ratio ranges), and the type of
boundary layer separation. This tabulation was used to de-
termine the more promising jet penetration distance correla-

ftions, which were then plotted and reviewed to select the
best correlation parameter.

(U) The best correlation was achieved by usingIn h iS1.2 (1)
p

where n depends simply on the aspect ratio (AR) of the jet
orifice:

0 70 for AR < 300

0.75 for 300 < AR < 500n 0.80 for AR >500

0.85 for jet orifices with end plates. I
These correlations and data for the various ranges of aspect

r ratios are shown in Fig. 2; the data cover a very wide range , )
of jet strengths and test conditions (cf. Ref. 3). In view
of the very wide range of test conditions, the correlations
approximate the data quite well. The computed constant forIi each range of aspect ratios was quite close to 1.20, and
in each case the least squares fit calculated values of n
were within 0.01 of the values shown in Eq. (1). Thus the

values given in the equation and used herein (rounded for

simplicity) give results well within the scatter of the ex-
perimental data.

(U) For jets exhausting into still air, the height of
the jet shock depends simply on the jet nozzle throat width
and the ratio of the jet total pressure to the still air
pressure (Refs. 11-13). However, for jets exhausting trans-
versely into high speed flows, the effective back pressure
for the jet flow is considerably larger than the free stream
static pressure. Reasoning on physical grounds leads one to
expect that the plateau pressure immediately ahead of the~~jet may well. be the effective pressure "felt" by the jet,,,-
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flow; thus one might seek to correlate h/d with the pres-

sure ratio (pj/pp). This reasoning supports the statisti-
cal results presented in Eq. (1). [7

(U) An important conclusion is that no parameter other
than jet aspect ratio was found to affect the correlation [7 "

significantly. Thus the penetration distance data correlate
well with pj/p independent of Mach number, Reynolds num-
ber, and type of separation. Schetz et al. (Ref. 12) and
Spaid and Zukoski (Ref. 14) had earlier made similar obser-U
vations. Although the correlation of penetration height
with pj/pp does not depend on Ml, ReL, or the type of [
separation, the interaction pressurE distribution and re-

sulting force do depend on these parameters.

INTERACTION PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

UPSTREAM OF THE ORIFICE

(U) The effective jet penetration height can be used I
to determine the extent of separation ahead of the jet, but
it is also necessary to know the type of boundary layer sep-

aration that can be expected. In some cases the jets areitb

sufficiently strong to cause the stream flow to separate
from the leading edge of the plate (cf: Ref. 8). A repre-
sentative upstream pressure distribution resulting from thisU
type of separation is sketched in the first part of Fig. 3.
The interaction increases the pressure on the plate surface
all the way from the jet location forward to the leading
edge of the plate. In most cases, however, separation oc-
curs downstream of the leading edge and the resulting inter-
action pressure distributions resemble those obtained, for
example, by Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson (Ref. 15) for various
types of boundary layer separation ahead of a step. Laminar
separation occurs far upstream of the jet, and the pressure
distribution has a characteristic "laminar plateau." Turbu-
lent boundary layers do not separate until closer to the jet
and reach a considerably larger "peak" or "plateau" pressure
ahead of the jet. Transitional separation occurs when a
laminar boundary layer separates but becomes turbulent in
the separated flow region. The resulting pressure distribu- U
tion combines the characteristics of purely laminar and
purely turbulent separated flows (Fig. 3).
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(U) The effective slope of the dividing streamline
over the separated flow region is simply

h h/d

tan a = s-= h/d (2)

where Is= 1xs is the length of the separated flow re-

gion upstream of the orifice. The average pressure level
(pp) over the separated flow region can be obtained from
oblique shock relations:

2 - (61 + 1)
5( 1)tan a - 3

7M 2 -5 ) + i

where - Pp/PI" From Eq. (2), h/d = (Is/d)tan a; com-
bining this with Eq. (3) and the expression for the effec-
tive jet penetration height [Eq. (1)], we have

P/ n I M2
" s 5 iQ. 7M1 (61 + i) ,

~1.2 + d M $6 1;I

-~ (4).4 1M2 5( -l1) 6

where n depends on the jet orifice aspect ratio and the
term (pjpp in Eq. (1) has been rewritten in the equiva-lent form ((Pj/Pl)/A).

(U) For leading edge separation, s = L and Eq. (4)
can be solved iteratively for the only unknown ( ) by
choosing successive values of in the range l<a< Pj/PI"

A (U) For laminar boundary layer separation, as noted by

Chapman et al. (Ref. 15), the plateau pressure level depends
solely on local flow conditions at the location of the sepa-

ration point. Following Chapman's lead, Hill found

p 2 /[(M2-
I 1 = 1- = 1.22M1  [' 2 l)Resj (5)Pl s]

to correlate laminar plateau pressures quite well for a wide
range of Mach numbers (from 1.4 to 15) and for a very
broad spectrum of experimental investigations and facilities
(Ref. 16). In Eq (5), Re s  is the Reynolds number based
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on undisturbed flow conditions and the running length of the
boundary layer from the leading edge to the location of sep-
aration. Noting that Res = ((L - Is)/L)ReL, we can re-
write Eq. (5) as

4

L1. 22M 2  5iL 1
(M l)ReL -_ 6

Equations (6) and (4) can be solved iteratively (again by
choosing successive values of in the range I < <
Pj/Pl for the laminar plateau pressure ratio $ = Pp/Pl [1
and the length of separation Is ahead of the jet.

(U) The length over which the pressure rises to the
laminar plateau value is called the laminar free interaction
length, if (cf. Fig. 1). As described by Lewis et al.
(Ref. 17), " ... the flow field in the region of separation J
is dominated by the equilibrium interaction between the
boundary layer and the external flow. Although the location

of the point of separation depends strongly on the location i
and strength of the disturbance, the pressure distribution
throughout the region away from the immediate neighborhood
of the disturbance is governed by local interaction, and in
this sense is independent of the disturbing mechanism. Thisphenomenon is commonly referred to as 'free interaction."'",7 i
These authors present universal curves by which the laminar j.
pressure rise distributions can be scaled, "S"-shaped curves
that approach Pl and p asymptotically. Using the maxi-
mum slope intercepts to dEfine Ii, one obtains I!j(TI

- 2 7-) v (7)x s  MI 1

where Tw is the wall temperature, T the stati tempera-

ture of the undisturbed local flow, an x MI R
The free interaction length can be used to estimate the
pressure distribution shape simply by fairing the universal

"S"-shaped curve presented by Lewis et al. from P, at
x = xs  to p at x = xs + 9f. (Here xs < 0; thus
L + x is simply the distance from the leading edge to the

location of separation.)

H
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(U) For turbulent boundary layer separation, the fol-

lowing relations, due to Love and to Sterrett and Emery I
(cf. Ref. 18), give excellent agreement with experimental
pressure levels in turbulent separated flow regions ahead of
the jet:

2 L
1+- for M < 3.38

8 + (Ml -i) 2

or (8)g
P1

I~ +0"7(0.13M2"1."5+9I-I for M, > 3.38

where the value 1.4 has been used for the ratio of specif-
ic heats for air. These relations give Pp/Pl explicitly
in terms of Ml. Therefore, for turbulent separation, the
penetration height and separation location can be calculated

directly (using Eqs. (1) through (3)], and are independent
of Reynolds number. As noted by several investigators (cf.
Ref. 3), the slope of the dividing streamline is insensitive
to changes in the jet strength for turbulent separation.

This observation agrees with the above; in this case the
slope can be calculated directly [using Eq. (3)], indepen-
dently of the jet penetration height. Therefore, for turbu-
lent separation, the upstream pressure distributions scale
with h and would be similar if plotted versus x/h (or,
equivalently, versus x/xs).

(U) Interaction pressure distributions for transitional

boundary layer separation are most difficult to predict ac-
curately. The dividing streamline is curved and the pressure
increases throughout the separated flow region (cf. Fig. 3).
However, an estimate of the pressure distribution for transi-
tional separation can be taken simply as the average of those
pressure distributions corresponding to laminar and turbulent
separation: Ptrans(x) = Plam(X) + Pturb(X). A weighted I
average can be used if the location of transition is known

accurately, but at best the procedure results only in an en-
gineering estimate for the interaction pressure distribution.
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DOWNSTREAM OF THE ORIFICE

(U) The interaction pressures downstream of the ori-
fice characteristically have a low pressure region followed
by a pressure rise to the reattachment value (Fig. 1). At
reattachment, the pressure can be either larger or smaller
than the undisturbed stream pressure; downstream of reat-
tachment, the pressure approaches its undisturbed value
asymptotically.

(U) The downstream pressure distributions have fre-
quently been compared with those behind rearward facing
steps, and various base flow analyses have been used in es- U
timating the pressure distributions (cf. Refs. 3 and 8). It
is difficult, however, to determine the prcper start condi-

tions for the base flow analyses. The jet flow passes
through a normal shock and is subsonic as it starts to ex-
pand downstream. There are large gradients in the flow, and
there are no detailed flow field measurements in this region
to guide the selection of the proper jet flow conditions to
use as initial conditions in the base flow analyses.

(U) Alternatively, a purely empirical approach can be

followed for estimating the downstream pressures. Although
downstream pre3sure data have recently been obtained by many

investigators for a wide range of flow conditions, inconsis-
tencies have been observed among the various sets of data as
well as disagreement on some aspects of the downstream pres- U
sure distributions. (The various trends that have been ob-
served are described in Ref. 3.) The method presented here
was developed from many sets of data and gives fair over-all U
agreement with experimental pressure distributions for many
different test facilities and a wide range of flow conditions.

(U) As observed by Volz and Werle (Ref. 19), for ex-
ample, immediately downstream of the orifice there is an
"S"-shaped pressure rise starting from a value of about

Pl. The method suggested here for estimating the first
part of the downstream pressure distribution is simply to

fair an "S"-shaped curve from p = I2 p1  at x = 0 to

P = Pr at xr. The "reattachment" location and pressure
can be estimated by using

xr = 4h (9) [1
and
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P1  I+XL p + pl
P 5 h/d (10)

where XL = Ml Re L . These expressions are basically the
I same as those obtained by Barnes et al. (Ref. 8), but they

have been modified to agree with experiment for a wider
range of test conditions. Downstream of reattachment, theI pressure can be estimated by using

This expression indicates the correct trends in the down-
stream pressure distribution data for either positive or
negative values of (Pr " pl). Barnes et al. observed that
the pressure distributions downstream of reattachment did
not scale with penetration height but were dependent on
stream flow conditions. Because of the dependence of xr
on h, Eq. (ii) does indicate a certain scaling of the
downstream pressure distributions with penetration height.
The phenomena are certainly much more complex than indicated
by Eq. (11), but the expression at least indicates the cor-
rect trends and gives results in fair agreement with experi-
mental pressure distributions, particularly if experimental
values are available for xr and Pr instead of those

It values calculated by using Eqs. (9) and (10).

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS

(U) Sample pressure distributions calculated by usingthe procedure described above are compared with experimental

data from various sources in Figs. 4 - 9 for a wide variety
of test conditions (Mach numbers from 1.3 to 10). For
turbulent separation at the lower Mach numbers (Figs. 4 and
5), the procedure described above results in pressure dis-
tributions in good agreement with experimental data obtained
for end-plated jet orifices. The procedure predicts quite
adequately the location of separation and pressure rise up-
stream of the orifice as well as the general trend of the
pressures downstream.

(U) In Fig. 6, analytical results are compared with
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experimental pressure distributions obtained by Strike. The
upstream laminar plateau pressure levels are predicted ade-

quately but not the extent of separation. Estimating the

extent of hypersonic laminar separation based on an effec- E
tive step height is a formidable problem. The dividing

streamline leaves the surface at a shallow angle (2 or 3

degrees), and the boundary layer is relatively thick. An- [1
other problem in predicting laminar separation for hyper-

sonic flows is that favorable pressure gradients (due to
viscous interaction or blunting) can delay the onset of sep- -
aration (see e.g., Ref. 5).

(U) The free interaction lengths shown in Fig. 6 were U
calculated with adiabatic wall temperatures

Taw 2

T 1 + 0.1741 
(12)

The free interaction lengths predicted by the analysis fall H
short of those indicated by the experimental data (Fig. 6).

This is a direct result of the predicted separation length
being larger than that obtained experimentally. If the ex-

perimental locations for xr are used, Eq. (7) accurately
predicts the free interaction lengths. The analysis some-

what overestimates the pressures downstream of the orifice _

but predicts well the trends of the downstream pressure

distributions.

(U) Analytical results are compared in Figs. 7 and 8
with experimental data obtained by Barnes et al. The data

were obtained for end-plated jet orifices. For leading edge
separation, the upstream load is predicted accurately except

in the region immediately ahead of the origin. The extent
of separated jet flow downstream of the orifice, however, is

underestimated for this strong jet case. For the laminar

separation cases shown, the pressure levels upstream of the
orifice are predicted adequately, but the extent of upstream

separation is overestimated for all except the weakest jet

shown. For the weakest jet, xr is close to the experi-
mental value, but the predicted Pr is less than that mea-

sured by Barnes et al. For the stronger jets, the predicted

xr values are somewhat larger than those observed experi-
mentally. For the turbulent separation data (Fig 8), the

analysis overestimates the upstream interaction load (area
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under the analytical curve) and underestimates the downstream
-f interaction load.

J(U) Finally, shock tunnel data (for end-plated jet ori-

(Ref. 20). In this case the calculated free interaction

: 1length [using Tw = 6T1  in Eq. (7)] extends from the sepa-
ration point to x = 0.

(U) In every case the predicted pressure distributions
were calculated by using Eqs. (4)-(8) alone, with no experi-
mental values being required. If any feature of a particular
interaction is known experimentally, such as x or Xr

then use of these values in the remaining equations consid-
erably improves the agreement. Particular aspects that re-

j quire improvement are the location of laminar separation
ahead of the orifice and a better knowledge of the downstream

r flow field. Nevertheless, the over-all pressure distribution
can be predicted fairly well by using the method described

above; and knowing the complete pressure distribution, one
can calculate the moments due to the interaction as well as
the augmentation ratio.

(U) The procedure requires knowledge of the particular
type of upstream separation that can be anticipated. If
transition occurs near the leading edge for the undisturbed
boundary layer flow over the surface, then turbulent separa-

T, .tion can be anticipated; whereas if the undisturbed boundary

layer flow ahead of the orifice is entirely laminar, laminar
separation should be anticipated. In those cases where

4 transitional separation is expected, the laminar and turbu- I
J- lent solutions must be merged to arrive at an engineering

estimate for the interaction pressure distribution.

[PARAMETRIC CURVES
)(U) The analytical method described above was used to

obtain parametric curves showing the variation of xs,
Pp/Pl, xr, and Pr/Pl with jet strength and stream Mach
number. The curves were calculated for a jet orifice aspect
ratio of 1000, which gave n = 0.80 in the penetration

height equation, and for values of d = 0.01 and L = 10.

(U) The trends of the interaction parameters with jet

i strengtb, for a free stream Mach number of 4 and Reynolds
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number of one million, are given in Fig. 10. Laminar sepa-
ration always occurs ahead of turbulent separation, and both
move forward as the jet strength increases. For jet strengths [1
greater than about 1500 and for these flow conditions,
laminar separation occurs essentially at the leading edge.

The turbulent plateau pressure level remains constant with
increasing jet strength until the turbulent separation point
reaches the leading edge; there is no turbulent solution for
stronger jets.

(U) The location of reattachment moves further down-
stream and the pressure ratio at reattachment increases with
increasing jet strength. In agreement with the observations
of Strike (Ref. 5) and Barnes et al. (Ref. 8), the reattach-
ment pressure is greater for turbulent than for laminar sep-
aration. 3

(U) Variations in the interaction parameters with

stream Mach number are shown in Fig. 11 for Re = 106 and
for a jet strength of 100. The extent of laminar or turbu-
lent separation ahead of the orifice decreases with increas- A
ing Mach number. This follows from tile increase in plateau
pressure ratios with increasing Mach number, which decreases
pj/pp and thereby decreases h/d and the extent of P
separation. i

(U) As a result of the decrease in effective penetra-
tion height, the extent of separated jet flow downstream of
the orifice decreases as M, increases. In agreement with

the observations of Spaid and Zukoski (Ref. 4), and of
Strike (Ref. 5) and others, the reattachment pressure in-
creases strongly with increasing Mach number and is larger Li
for turbulent than for laminar upstream separation. For
laminar separation, Pr does not exceed p1 until the T
stream Mach number exceeds 3.i

(U) The curves shown in Figs. 10 and 11 are for
d = 0.01 and L = 10. The separation and reattachment
locations depend on the jet strength and the width d and
are not simply dependent on either d/L or pjd/PlL
(cf. Ref. 3).

[
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I INTERACTION FORCES

(U) The additional force due to the interaction re-

suits from the increased (or decreased) surface pressures

'both ahead of and behind the jet orifice. For a particular
design and jet strength, the interaction force can be calcu-
lated simply by integrating the overpressures on the surface.

IFORCE COEFFICIENT
(U) The upstream contribution to the interaction force

can be readily calculated by integrating the overpressures
on the surface ahead of the jet orifice. Thus the upstream
interaction force coefficient can be defined as

I0
I (CN) I [(p - pl)/qld]dx (13)

upstr

where ql is the undisturbed stream flow dynamic pressure,
and the jet nozzle throat width is used for the reference
area (per unit span). By using d as the reference area,
interaction force coefficients obtained from many different
experimental programs can be compared directly, independent
of the various upstream surface lengths. Because of the
smallness of d, however, the values of CN appear quite
large compared with other interaction force coefficients, as

~indicated by the following relationship ior the one used by

Sterrett et al. (Ref. 21): CN,A = (d/L)CN.

(U) The general applicability of the proposed method

j for calculating the interaction pressuce distribution can be

assessed further by comparing calculated values of the up-
stream force coefficient with experimental results. Al-
though the analytical method is based on empirical relations
for the effective penetration height and plateau pressure]level, the data used in obtaining these relations are dif-
ferent from the force coefficient data shown in Fig. 12
(Ref. 3). For each test, the free stream conditions (Ml
and ReL), jet strength (Pj/Pl), and jet orifice aspect
ratio are known. These are used to predict the overpres-
sures and upstream force coefficient [Eq. (13)] that result
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from the interaction. The experimental force coefficient
values shown in Fig. 12 were obtained from many different
sources and include direct force measurements as well as in- -
tegrated centerline pressure distributions. As indicated by
the dashed lines in Fig. 12, most of the calculated values
are within 20 percent of the experimental values for a wide !
range of test conditions.

(U) The contribution of the downstream overpressures p
to the interaction force can be particularly large at hyper-
sonic speeds and can exceed that due to the upstream over-
pressures, this depending on flow conditions and the length
of the surface behind the orifice. Representing the "S"-
shaped portion of the downstream pressure distribution with
a curve (i-cos vX/Xr) and using Eq. (11) for x > Xr,

we have the downstream interaction force coefficient

(CN) d [(p - pl)/qld]dx
dnstri to (14) !

(5P 6 Pr)xr+8(pr pl) XrxTE
4qld

for plates sufficiently long so that reattachment occurs be-

fore the trailing edge (xr < xTE). As an example of the i
possible importance of these downstream overpressures, con-
sider a jet orifice located at mid-chord (xTE = L) with an
orifice aspect ratio of 1000 (n = 0.80). For the same con-
ditions as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 (d = 0.01,L= 10,

M I = 4, ReL = 106 and P-/Pl = 100), Eqs. (13) and (14)
indicate (CN)dnstr 1.22(CN)upstr for laminar separation

and (CN)dnstr = 2 .4 5 (CN)upstr for turbulent separation.

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

(U) The amplification factor K, defined as(interac-
tion force + reaction force)/(reaction force), is frequently
used as a measure of the total efficiency of a transverse

jet control (Ref. 1). The reaction force for a sonic air H
jet exhausting into a pure vacuum is (Ref. 3): 1.268 pjd
(the orifice area per unit span is d). Using this, we can
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write the amplification factor as

K +1+1.268 pjd

II (15)

1 + 0.552 MICN (pj/pl ) 4

Values of K calculated for laminar and turbulent up-
stream separation for ReL = 106 and MI = 4 are plotted
in Fig. 13 versus jet strength for an aspect ratio 1000 jet
orifice (n = 0.80) located at the trailing edge (XTE = 0),
with d = 0.01 and L = 10. The amplification factors for
this trailing edge jet case result from the increased pres-
sures upstream of the jet only, and can be referred to as
upstream amplification factors. As shown in Fig. 13, the
upstream amplification factor is larger for laminar than for
turbulent separation and is particularly large for the weaker
jets (smaller Pj/Pl values). In this sense, as many in-

vestigators have observed, the weaker jets are more effi-
cient. Design requirements for a certain minimum total
force can, however, limit the minimum jet strength value.

2(U) Mach number effects on the upstream amplification

factors calculated for ReL = 106 and pj =100 p1  are
indicated in Fig. 14 for an aspect ratio 1000 jet orifice
with d = 0.01 and L = 10. The laminar amplification fac-

j ~ tors depend more strongly on Ml than the turbulent ones,
but both increase with increasing Mach number.

I I (U) The curves shown in Figs. 13 and 14 are for a j
trailing edge jet with a particular aspect ratio and d/L

+ T and ReL values. Somewhat larger upstream amplification
, factors result for end-plated jet orifices (larger value of

J n). The laminar amplification factors depend also on Rey-
Inolds number and the d/L ratio, increasing with increasing
$ I values of ReL and decreasing values of- d/L (Ref. 3).

(U) For turbulent separation ahead of trailing edge
jets, the present analysis gives '

[ ]-(1-n) (6 i

Kturb 0.94 1 (16)
turb tan a n Pl

upstr A9
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where and tanct are given by Eqs. (8) and (3), respec-
tively. For turbulent separation, $ is a function only of

M1  and therefore tan a is a function only of Ml . Thus H
for a given jet aspect ratio, the upstream amplification
factor for turbulent separation is a function only of Mi

and the jet strength and can be presented by parametric 4
curves such as those given in Fig. 15 for jets with end
plates (n = 0.85). Generally, for turbulent boundary layer
separation, the upstream amplification factor decreases to-
ward unity with decreasing Mach number, increasing jet
strength, and decreasing jet orifice aspect ratio (smaller
values of n). Thcse trends, as well as the magnitude of
the amplification factors, are similar to those observed ex-
perimentally (Ref. 3).

(U) If one uses the supersonic linear relationship

(pp - pl)/ql = 2 tan a / i and sets n = 1, Eq. (15)
reduces exactly to Werle's expression for turbulent ampli- j
fication factors for strong jets (Ref. 6). The resulting U
expression is independent, however, of jet strength and is
valid only for very strong jets (pj/p >> 1) in supersonic
streams.

(U) Although the upstream amplification factor is
greater for laminar separation than for turbulent, the down- . 4
stream interaction load is greater for turbulent separation,
and, as shown by the example case following Eq. (14), the
downstream load can be predominant at very high speeds.
Thus the entire interaction pressure distribution should be -u

considered in designing a particular transverse jet applica-
tion.

CONCLUSIONS

(U) Several factors strongly affect the interaction I
between transverse jets and high speed stream flows: the
stream Mach and Reynolds numbers, the character of the
boundary layer upstream of the jet orifice, and the jet

strength and geometry. The interaction can result in in-

creased surface pressures both upstream and downstream of
slit-type jet orifices. Because of the strong interplay I
among the many factors influencing the interaction, it is
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versally valid. It appears to be necessary to consider each
particular design separately and to estimate first the
changes in the pressure distribution resulting from the
interaction, after which the overpressures can be integrated

Ito obtain a reliable estimate of the interaction force and
its distribution.

(U) Interaction pressure distributions on the surface
upstream of the jet are similar to those ahead of forward
facing steps. Using extensive experimental results from

T many sources, we find that the effective jet penetration
height data correlate well with (pj/pD)n , where pj is
the total pressure of the jet flow and Pp is the pressure
in the separated flow region immediately ahead of the jet.
The exponent n varies from 0.70, for low aspect ratio

jet orifices, to 0.85, for jet flows with end plates or
very high aspect ratio orifices.

(U) The penetration height equation is solved simul-
taneously with well verified relations for the plateau
pressures pp in laminar or turbulent separated flow re-
gions. The remaining features of the interaction pressure
distributions can then be determined directly. Upstream

pressure distributions and interaction forces can be esti-
mated fairly reliably by using the analysis described here-
in. The downstream pressure distributions can be estimated
only qualitatively; more thorough knowledge of the jet flow
field is required before theoretical analysis can be applied
to develop more reliable methods for predicting pressure

:0 distributions downstream of the jet orifice. Nevertheless, j
the interaction force downstream of the orifice can exceed
that upstream; the downstream pressure distribution should

certainly be considered and accounted for in any particular
design.

(U) The method presented herein can be used to deter-
mine the effects of the various parameters influencing the
interaction and to determine their effects on the amplifica-

Ttion factor. Limited experimental data indicate that some
results of the two dimensional method can be applied to jets
issuing from slit-type orifices in axisymmetric bodies.
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Fig. 1 Sketch of Flow Model and Corresponding Pressure Distribution
for Laminar Separation
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i AERODYNAMIC AND HEAT TRANSFER EFFECTS
OF SATURN V PLUME-INDUCED FLOW SEPARATION

(U)

(Paper UNCLASSIFIED)

by

t Calvin L. Wilkinson
The Boeing Company

New Orleans, La. 70100

ABSTRACT. (U) Saturn V photographic coverage and on-board
instrumentation have provided information concerning the plume-induced
flow separation (REFS) phenomenon not previously available. Attemptsto correlate the extent of PIFS on the Saturn V with data from flight -'

and wind tunnel testing has shadr. that vehicle geometry significantly .,
influences PIFS. Although the Saturn V has not been adversely affected,

aerodynamic stability is reduced by PIPS as a result of shifting the
center of pressure forward and non-linearizing aerodynamic coefficients."

Flaw separation usually results in a reduction in surface heating rates.

Due to recirculated exhaust gases being drawn into the PIPS region on
the Saturn V. suface heating rates are significantly increased. Methods
for analytically predicting the occurrence and the effects of PIFS ate
not currently available and are needed.
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INTRODXUCTION

(U) When the ratio of engine exit plane static pressure to ambient
static pressure is sufficiently large the exhaust gases will expand to
form a plume whose dimensions are many times that of the vehicle itself.
The presence of large exhaust plumes which are likely to exist on air-
craft (Ref. 1), missiles (Refs. 2,3,4), and launch vehicles (Ref. 5)
operating at high altitudes, can result in flow separation which sig-
nificantly affects aerodynamic stability and heat transfer. Flow
separation resulting from the interaction of the exhaust plume and the
free stream air is called plume-induced flow separation (PIFS).

(U) The Saturn V vehicle has experienced extensive flow separation
and has provided a wealth of information of PIFS previously not available. "
This paper presents the current findings of a continuing study of PIFS on
the Saturn V by The Boeing Ccmpany launch Systems Branch. 

(U) At the time this paper was written data from three Saturn V
flights were available; denoted sequentially as AS-501, AS-502, and

AS-503.

EXHAUST RECIRCUIATION

(U) With a multi-engine configuration, engine exhaust plume .
expansion results in interaction between the plumes as shown by Figure le.
Plume interaction creates shock patterns and attendant pressure gradients
which the low-energy flow in plume boundaries cannot negotiate with the
result that these low-energy gases turn and flow in the opposite direction

and then outboard between the engines as shown by F: gures lb and lc.

PIUME-INDUCED FLOW SEPARATION

(U) When exhaust plumes have assumed the shape dictated by engine
exit plane and free stream conditions, the external flow field is
affected as if the plumes were solid bodies attached to the base bf the
vehicle. As plume expansion continues, a point is reached when the
momentim in the boundary layer is insufficient to overcome the adverse
pressure gradient t'zt exists forward of the plume-body intersection.
Then as shown by F:1gure Id, separation occurs. This phenomenon is .1known as plume-I nduced flow separation; hereafter referred to as PIFS. a
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(U) As illustrated by Figure ld, the combined effects of flow
separation and exhaust recirculation cause engine exhaust products

I (usually fuel rich) to move forward from the plume interaction point to
the base of the vehicle, outboard between the engines, forward along the
vehicle surface to the separation point, and then outboard and aft.
Continued plume expansion increases the strength of the adverse pressure
gradient and causes the point where flow separation first occurs to move,. , upstream,.i

is sI(U) As shown by Figure 2, this flow separation phenomenon (PIFS)
is similar in character to that which occurs upstream of a forward
facing step or ramp or, more directly, over cylindrical bodies with£conical tail flares (Refs, 6,7,8).

(U) PIFS has been detected during wind tunnel (Refs. 2,3,4,9,10)
and flight (Refs. 2 thru 5) testing and has been treated analytically

T briefly but an exhaustive investigation of the subject remains to be
done.

VISUAL FLIGBT OBSERVATIONS

(U) An examination of the 70mm movie film of the Saturn V flights
taken from numerous ground stations and a Boeing C-135 aircraft revealed
that, during the last one-third of first stage(S-IC) boost, PIFS occurs
and envelopes as much as the aft one-half of the 365 ft. 'ong vehicle at
first stage separation. Selected frames from the AS-502 film taken from
the C-135 aircraft are shown in Figures 3 through 7.

(U) As mentioned previously, most of the gases-in the PIFS region
eiinate from the base region of the vehicle and are fuel-rich engine
exhaust products. It is this fact that makes the PIFS region visible

because of burning in the outer boundary of the region at lo ier altitudes
or shielding from view the portion of the vehicle immersed in the region di -- at higher altitudes (where combustion cannot be supported).

(U) In Figure 3 the vehicle is at an altitude of 97,269 feet and
a Mach number of 3.68. Flow separatior has reached a point 37.3 feet or
1.13 vehicle diameters (one diameter = 33 feet) forward of the exit
plane. The fins at the base of the S-IC are almost completely immersed
in the PIFS region. Combustion of the exhaust products is easilyI supported by oxygen from the free stream air. Figure 4 shows the vehicle
at an altitude of 119,110 feet and a Mach number of 4.42. The flow

separation point is now 2.69 diameters forward of the exit plane. Note
that the extent of flow separation is greater on the lower side of the
vehicle. This non-symmetry in the separated region will be discussed

. later. The plume has darkened considerably indicating that free stream
oxygen is becoming less plentiful. Figure 5 shows the vehicle at an
altitude of 143,396 feet and a Mach number of 5.18. The flow separation
point has moved to 3.96 diameters forward of the exit plane. The A
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dafrened region that has become increasingly evident in the lower portion
of the plume is thought to be exhaust products issuing outboard and aft
from under the engine fairing is this area. Just above this dark area
on the plume centerline is a bright area thought to be recirculated
exhaust gases coming from between the fairings, put of which is drawn
into the PIFS region. Figure 6 shows the vehicle at an altitude of
170,278 feet and a Mach number of 6.28. The PIFS region envelopes
almost the entire first stage (S-IC); extending to a point 4.90 diameters
forward of the exit plane. The plume is almost completely dark now and
the gases in the separated region are no longer burning but block the j
immersed portion of the vehicle from view. The burning that is present
is aft of the heat shield and is the combustion of recJrculated gases
flowing outboard between the fairings. In Figure 7 the vehicle is at
an altitude of 193 809 feet and a Mach nmber of 7.8. The separated 1.
region extends 5.9 diameters forward of the exit plane onto the lower
portion of the secon stage (S-If). The center engine was cutoff about
three seconds prior to the time this photograph was taken. The apparent
increase in the amount of burning in the PIFS region and the plume is
attributed to additional oxygen from boiloff of LOX in the center engine.
First stage separation occurred shortly after this photograph was taken.

(U) The Saturn V flights, because of the vehicle sizes and the

excellent photographic coverage, mark the first time it has been possible
to visually observe flow separation taking place in flight and correlate
these observations with on-board instrumentation and flight and wind
tunnel results frm other vehicles. Photographic data is invaluable
because many doubts concerning the cause for the response of other
instrumentation which appear to indicate PIFS are removed and the
information extracted from this data can be more conclusive. For
example, an increase in heating rate is not usually associated with
flow separation (Ref. 11) but, because of the visual evidence, has a
very obvious and accepted cause. This subject will be discussed in
more detail later. T

(U) The extent of flow separation (as determined from the film) L
in terms of vehicle diameters forward of the exit plane as a function
of altitude for AS-501, -502, and -503 is shown in Figure 8. It will
be noted that the extent of flow separation for these flights coincide
quite well up to an altitude of 136,000 feet when the AS-503 curve
drops below the others. This is due to a planned early center engine
cutoff (CECO) on AS-503 to limit peak tg' loads. It is expected that
the change in the extent of flow separation resulting from cutoff of
one engine will be invaluable in analytical studies of the relationship
between PIUS, plume size, and exhaust mass flow rate.

(U) Figure 9 presents the angle between the PIFS region boundary
and the vehicle surface, 8s , as determined from the film for AS-502.

The AS-503 film study has not progressed to the point of determving -'I
the effects of early CECO on 08 but, since E5s changes very little
with altitude, the change resulting from early CECO is also expected to
be minor.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN VISUAL ANTD ONBOARD INSTRUMENTATION

(U) Visual observations of PIFS on the Saturn V have been sub-
stantiated by onboard instrumentation. As shown by Figure 10, surface

T pressure 0.73 and 0.88 diameters forward of the exit plane suddenly
increased with respect to free stream pressure above 80,000 feet. It
is well known (Refs* 12,13) that surface pressure starts to increase

S -- imediately upstream of the separation point, as shown by Figure 11,

and continues to increase downstream of the separation point. The
I altitude at which PIFS was observed to occur coincides closely with the

altitude where the difference between surface and free stream pressure
I reaches peak values. Six total calorimeters, located on the vehicle at

points between 4.47 and 4.62 diameters forward of the exit plane, measure
aerodynamic heating rates. At altitudes ranging from I34,500 to 170,000
feet, data from these calorimeters exhibited slope changes and spikes as

I T exemplified by Figure 12.

(U) These increases in local heating rates are attributed to
- PIFS which, by visual observation, occurred in the area of these

calorimeters at an altitude of 167,000 feet.

7TCORREIATION WITH OTHER FLIGBT AND WIND TUNNEL DATA

(U) As mentioned previously, PIFS has been detected on other

vehicles in flight and has been studied using wind tunnel models.
Visual observations of PIFS on other vehicles in flight have been

T primarily qualitative; that is, PIFS either occurred or did not occur.
Quantitative information on PIFS for a flight vehicle has been obtained
through the use of surface pressure measurements by Alpinieri and Adams
(Ref, 3) who subsequently found excellent correlation between flight and

I T wind tunnel data for a given configuration.

(U) The extent of flow separation expressed in vehicle diameters
as a function of altitude is presented by Figure 13 for the Saturn I

T Saturn V, and an envelope of data from three configuations studied by
Adams and Holland (Ref. 2). "Step" increases in flow separation occur
when the PIFS region moves beyond the point where vehicle diameter
decreases, Once the adverse pressure gradient becomes strong enough to
move up to the cone-cylinder Juncture, it is often strong enough tomove to or beod. h next juna.t.,,e (if one e-- ) o jl~r the......

diameter change on the Saturn V is 6.65 diameters forward of the exit
plane as shown by Figure 13, it does not experience this effect, The
Saturn I first stage is made up of a cluster of nine cylindrical tanks
which Join a larger cylindrical section at a point about 0.8 diameters
forward of the engine exit plane. It is evident in Figure 13 that flow
separation hardly extends beyond this point. This fact raises the
question whether Saturn I flow separation is plume-induced or is the
result of the geometry change which may also result in extensive flow
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separation as shown by numerous investigators (lefs. 6,T,8). It is
evident that the extent of flow sepation differs markedly as a
function of altitude for various vehicles.

e.(U) Coparing flight and wind tunnel data, Alpinieri and Adams
3 found that excellent correlation existed for a given confIg-

uration when correlating the extent of flow separation to the ratio of
engine exit plane pressure divided by free stream dynamic pressure .
(PJ/q.). Figure 1 provides a comparison of the data from Alpinieri
and Adams, the Saturn V, and the Saturn I when the extent of flow
sepearition is expressed in vehicle diameters as a function of PJ/q..
It is seen that the data from the various vehicles does not ccmpare
favorably except for low values of PJ/qo . The sudden increase in
separation distance from Alpinieri and Adams is due to geometry changes.,

(U) Falanga et al (Ref. 10) have presented flow separation data
from wind tunnel tests as a function of PJ divided by free stream
static pressure (PJ/Po ) for five models of slightly different con-
figurations but all having a single nozzle. The crosshatched data band
shown by Figure 15 includes all data for zero angle of attack for the
configurations tested by Falanga. Saturn V data correlates with this
data over a portion of the PJ/Poo range* Saturn I ds; A does not--

correlate with the data from Falsnga. This strengthens the belief that
Saturn I does not experience PIPS. Wind tunnel tests on a very long,
slender model (L/D - lT7.) by Hinson and Roffman (Ref. 4) showed that
significant PIPS occurred for values of Pu/P of 100 and, when
PJ/Poo - 200, the separation region extended 13 diameters forward of
the engine exit plane.

(U) In addition to a visual determination of the extent of flow
separation during the Saturn V flights, it was also possible to deter-
mine the angle which the bounary of the separated flow region makes
with the vehicle centerline; es . Figure 16 provides a comparison of
Saturn V data with data from Alpinieri and Adams (Ref. 3) and Falanga
et al (Ref. 10) as a function of Pj/q.. . In this instance cor-

~~~relation is excellent. Hinon and f~fsn(e 4) presented a -

Schlieren photograph showing PIFS at M-u 6.8 and Pj/P. - 200 fromI which es was determined to be 70,*

EFEBOTS OF PIPS OK STABI LM

(U) The dyamic pressure within a separated reMIon is greatly
reduced and, as shown previously, the flow direction In a large portion
of a separated region is reversed. Control surfaces, flare-stabilizers,
and fins located in a separated region experience loss of effectiveness
(Refl. I,3,If,6,8,9,l0,If). PIFS, progressing forward from the aft area
of the vehicle, results in the destabilizing effect of moving the center
of pressure (CP) forward. Howewr, at an angle of attack flow reattacbmebt
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is likely to occur on the windward side of the vehicle while separation *

increases on the leeward side. Such shifting se pation introducesI marked nonlinearity in the normal force coefficient (Cn) and center of
pressure as functions of angle of attack. Falanga et al (Ref. 10) have
studied the effects of varying angle of attack using wind tunnel models.

I , Their conclusion was that, when PIFS exists, flare-stabilized vehicles
could exhibit angle of attack limited oscillations. Hinson and Hoffman
(Ref. 4) also showed through computer simulation of flight data that
PIFS results in non-linearity in aerodynamic coefficients and marked

SI reduction in flare effectiveness at angles of attack below 5°o
(U) Due to the small angles of attack experienced by the Saturn

V and considering that this vehicle is aerodynamically unstable, even
1 during the portion of flight when PFS does not occur, it has been Im-

:t possible to determine from flight data the destabilizing effects caused
by PIFS. (Saturn V stability is controlled by gimballing the four out-
board engines). Lowery (Ref. 15) has attempted to determine the effects
of PIFS on Saturn V aerodynamics by assuming that the aerodynamic loads
are negligible in the area where PUFS has been observed to occur.

cExamples of these results are shown by Figures 17 and 18 for Cn and_I CP respectively and are compared with wind tunnel results without PIFS
(Ref. 16). Lowery did not account for the changes in the PIFS region on
the windward and leeward sides of the vehicle as angle of attack increases;
therefore, these results must be considered valid only for extremely small

-" angles of attack. The nonlinearity in Cn resulting from flow reattach-
ment at an angle of attack would be represented by a shift from the lower
curve to the upper curve in Figure 17.

(U) Appreciable oscillations in the PIFS region have been visually
observed during Saturn V flights; particularly AS-502 (or Apollo 6). A
study of these oscillations is now in progress. Current findings reveal
that the oscillations are in the 5 to cps range and, when comparing

- separation extent on opposite sides of the vehicle, are generally not in
phase. Maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillations is about one
vehicle diameter. Due to the difference in pressures ahead and behind
the separation point, it would be expected that, for time periods when
the oscillations were 1800 out of phase, appreciable loads in the lateral
direction might result, An analysis of flight data from strain gages and
accelerometers has shown that these loads, if they do exist, are small.
Current plans are to add special instrumentation to the AS-505 vehicle
to assist in determining these loads. The origin of these PIUS oscillations

2 . is unclear. An examination of the flight angle of attack data revealed no
oscillations at these frequencies. The oscillations may be related to the

-, fifth lateral bending mode which is known to have a natural frequency in
the 5-8 cps range with a double..mplitude of 0.5 inches at 8.5 diameters.
A study by Ericsson and Reding (Ref. 17) has shown the interrelationship
of flow separation and vehicle dynamics and that large regions of sep-
arated flow are capable of dominating both the static and dynamic char- I:
acteristics of an elastic vehicle. PIUS oscillations may also be related
to thrust oscillations which, on AS-502, were as high as one percent of
total vehicle thrust (these thrust oscillations are commonly known ab
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the POGO phenomenon (Ref. 18). A direct relationship between PIF2 and
POGOseem unlikely since PIFS oscillations on opposite sides of the
vehicle were generally out of phase. F

HEATING EffECTS

(U) It has been shown that heat transfer rates within a region

of separated flow are generally about one-half (Refs. 7,1U) that for
attached flow. However, heating rates within the Saturn V PIFS region,
as determined from thermocouple data, were considerably higher than
heating rates for attached flow as shown by Figure 19.

(U) As discussed previously, on the Saturn V the adverse pressure
gradient within the PUS region draws recirculated exhaust gases frn
the base area forward along the vehicle surface. These gases are believed
to be primarily turboyup exhaust products which are injected into the
engine exhaust boun y layer to protect the nozzle from overheating,
The estimted composition of the gases in the base region is shown byTable 1.- !

(U) TABLE 1 Theoretical S-IC Base Gas Composition

Recirculated GG Exhaust Gas + Air

Mole Fractions and Range Time
Species 0 To 40 Sec 80 Sec 100 Sec 120 Sec 130 Sec 140 Sec 150 Sec

A .00917 .00917 .00255
C02 .00030 .00030
H20 .01598 .01598
N2 .T68o .T6 814f .21293 .00001 .00001 -

02 .20615 .20588
NO .00052
OH' .00001
CBf .00001 .00001 .00002 .00002 .00003
C2H2 .00002 .00001 .00001
CO .27420 .19892 .19892 .19892 .19892
H .00025 .00019 .00008 .ooo003 .00001 -
H2 E 38929 -4938T 2499T7 .149400 Af9400

t N.00121,

c(s)[> .1953 3069T .o30oo .30701

0:>(S) Refers to a condensed species ..
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Since PIFS starts at a razge time of 105 seconds it i appamreat that

i !these gases are fuel rich and without free oxygen.
i (U) After flow in the PIFS region turns outboard and rearward the

outer portion of the PIPS region mixes with free stream air and burabig

r occurs, as shown by the photographs of Figures 3 through 7. The temper-r Iature of the gases drawn into the PIFS region is measured just before
the gases leave the base region and, as' seen in Figure 20, in considerably

T below the recovery temperature given by

Tr=oo + r V.! (1)
2gJc~p

(U) Since increased heating rates in the PIFS region cannot
result from convective heating (excluding unrealistically high heat
transfer coefficients which are generally significant]y reduced in
separated regions (Refs. T,11) it is concluded that the increases are
separated region.

1- CONCLUSIONS

(U) Once again, the value of the excellent photographic coverage~~given the Apgllo-Saturn V flights has been proven. The PIPS phenomenon-

though suspected based on other data - would have been difficult to prove
without the photographs.

(U) Visual findings of the extent of PIPS and data from onbordI
LI instrumentation closely coincide.

(U) The extent of PIFS is strongly dependent on vehicle geometry
thus uking PIPS extrapolation from vehicle -to -vehicle iossible.

(U) PIFS has the effect of destabilizing a vehicle by moving thecenter of pressure for%,ard and introduces narked nonlinearity in noral

Iforce coeffbcients.
(U) Heating rates in the PILFS region may be expected to be lowbr

than for attached flow unless recirculated base region exhaust gases are
drawn into the PIrS region ad b)zin occurs as was the case for the
Saturn V. Burnin of erhaust prftts in the IPS region significantly

raises peating rates.

(U) Methods for estimating the aerodynamic and heating effects of
PIFS for a given configuration without resortin to wind tunnel teutig
do not exist and are needed.
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: (U) FIG. 3. AS-502, 97,269 Ft. (U) FIG. 4. AS-502, 119,110 Ft.

Moo= 3.68, Ls/D=I. 13 Mo=4.42, Ls/D=2.69

*1 I I
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